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ot' the State) for $1 00 per square ior first insertion,
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DR.COLEMAN

DENTIST,

CONTRACTOR

STREET,

MAGNUS

mh3dtf

iniiSt'O

Watch and Chronometer maker**’* Tools,
mathematical, Optical and PhiloMophieal luatrumenls, School
Apparatua. Ac.,
56 market Wtreet, Printers Exchange,
PORTLAND, ME.
C. F. WOODFORD,
C. P. BABCOCK.

O’DONNELL,

LAW,

AT

I respectfully inform tlie public that I have taken
the business of Chas. J. Schumacher and will attend
promptly to all jobs entrusted to me. I sha.l endeavor to keep the reputation which my predecessor
has held ior

Commissioner of deeds for tbe several States.

A CARD.
great pleasure in recommending Mr. Wm,
Schumacher as one of the best house decorators ever
in Portland, and have no doubt that Mr. Wm. Schumacher will execute all work entrusted to him durably, tastily and satisfactorily.
CHAS. J, SCHUMACHER,
juld3m
Ecclesiastical Decorator.

EDGAR S.
Counsellor

BR0WN7

American Printers’ Warehouse

45 Dan forth Street, Portland, Me.
Rt. Rev. Henry A. Neely, I). D., ViBitor.
0. L.
Billings, Principal. Send for Circular.
ocllltf

Every kind

of

Printing Material

to order.
Every
furnished at short

prices.

on

hand

made

or

thing used in the art of printing

notice,

and at

tlie

Engineers, Iron Founders,

Board

MANUFACTURERS

THE

OF

BLE STEAM ENGINES.

PORTLAND INDUSTRIAL

215 COMMERCIAL, STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
Portable Engine, 40

LANE

Citv

Order slate at W. P. Hasting’s Organ Manufactory,
AU orders
.orncr Exchange and Fedeial Streets.
promptly atteuued to.
C. 8. AUSTIN.
C. M. LANE.

Tuesday Evening,

9th, 1874

June

And

J. MORRELL & CO.,

continue,
Days

Office at

Square.

Prompt attention paid to all orders. Special attention given to polishing bard wood. Contracts taken
in all parts ot the State.
E.J.iTIURRCLL.
H. C. mOBRELL.

niy26dtf

L.

W.

KELLER,

FRESCO PAINTER,
NO. 333 CONGRESS STREET,

RESIDENCE

STREET.

M4Y

6

Me.

Portland

CHARLES PEARCE,
Practical House k Ship Plumber.
Twenty-six years Praclicalexperience, lam
prepared to do any and all kinds of Plumbing
Work on Houses or Ships, and can safely guarantee
moderate. Work First Class.
satisfaction.

WITH

Charges
127 Federal Rh, under B. R. Hotel,
tf
mat
PORTLAND, ME.

ARTIST,

PHOTOGRAPHIC

betters relating to the Exhibition should be
addressed to tbe Sec’y Portland Industrial Exhibition, who will extend any desired Information,
and file
ail_ applications for space and entry.
Tlie Exhibition wilt be open dai'y Irom it A.M. to

10 P. M.
Tlie
will be:
prices of admission
Single
admissions 2fi cents. Children under 12 years of age
10 cents. Schools will be admitted as a.
body. i'i
charge of their teachers, a reduced rates, made
known by the Secretary upon application.
0. P. Kimball, W. L. Dana, J. B. Brown, C. K.
Jose, Geo. 10. B. Zackson. Wm. Curtis, W. W. Thomas, Jr,, Board of Manufacturers.

C.P.KIIIIBALL,
*
W.

Exec. (tom. on
I*or In ml IndusTHOitlAN. Jr..) Irinl Exhibition.
ML A. Itl.ANCHABD. ter. Sm.

kV

!

JOSE

Have just received per
assortment of

Steamship EGYPT,

a

lull

;||A CONGRESS STREET,
Is prepared to make all the various styles of Card
Picture*, Reuibrant, Medallion, Arc., from
Retouched Negative*.
By this process_ we
Ret rid of Freckle*, Mole* and other imFor all of which no
Klein.
of
the
perfection*
extra charge will be made. All work warranted to
mcMSdtl
lease. Call and examine for yourselves

360

NO.

Domestic Cigars,

and

manufacturer of all Rrandu,

and

ME.

PORTLAND,

Ju2

3m

CLARK,

W. C.
103

STREET.

CONGRESS

Purchasers

AND

will

PAYSON,

CONTRACTOR,

Streets, Places, Sidewalks, and all kinds
of Paving done Promptly,
furnhhed il desired.
Street CouimiMflioner’a Office*

Materials

PORTLAND, ME.
J. Bo MATHEWS

aTcO.,

PORTLAND, ME.

ju9

MATHEWS.

S. G. DORMAN.

CAPS,

&c.

tu

Ak HIFIt

nl

all

descriptions

in

for

the very best styles and at

Price $2500,

JAMES L. FOGG,

dtf

»aEeT~

Goods.

Fancy

Enquire

o?

GEORGE RACKLEFF, •
Woodford’s Comer,

mc20dtf

LOT of vacant land, situated on the west side
of High, between Pleasant and Danfortb, Sts.
This lot has a front of about 61 feet and is about 194
feet deep, and plans have been drawn b* How, for a
block of seven or nine genteel and convenient residences, and adapted for the same. Enquire ot
EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
mar28
From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.

A

YOU MAY KNOW
—

THAT

One of the largest and best assorted Stocks in
this
cl! V will be sold, at once, if Batislaelory terms can he
made.
For ftrll and particular information inquire of

MERRILL, PRINCE
146 11IIIDI.H

&

—

has Come!

by looking

New

tf

apl5

..

.1

Lost.

llth, on Lewis street, a Gentleman's Amethyst SCARF PIN. The finder will be suitably rewarded by leaving the same at No. 9 Lewis

APRIL

street.

aplSdtf

BOARD.

ns

Gentleman and his Wife can
class Board and
myl9dtf

or a

TWObo accommodated with first
Rooms at No. 20 Brown Street.
of

c.

YARDS””

YAK LACES !

CO.,

T.

98 EXCHANGE ST.
The Largest & Finest Assortment.
A NEW AND SKILLFUL CUTTER.

THE LOWEST PRICES.
dtf

greatly under

the

Cigars

Cuban Cigarettes. Spanish paper, warranted Havuiiu tobacco. I will make the
Lowest Prices in the New England States.

Ju3_<11m

DECIDED

100

Jacqueline

Corsets.

Malta Lam, I.arc Barb*, Tics, Kuching*,
Veil*, Fan*, &-c. I.nilic* Puilcrw.ar
ready-made, and made to order. Full lino
CORT1CELLI SPOOL SILK
—

AT

—

MRS. S. J. CLOUGII,
Street, Corner of Centre.
JfJr* Stamping and Machine Stitching.
j u9d2w

Free

received'.
large

JUST

lot of

A

with all the

different kinds of Furniture for

Baking, Broiling
These Btoves
isfaction

are

and Flat Iron

PARIS

in Silver Grays.
—

Exchange

Street;

The only
manufactory of
Rattan Furniture aud
Wares

evor started in Maine.
See sample or our nrst
first pronrndsetions at Industrial Exhibition
Katton Wares of every
description made and repaired to order. Snlcaroom unit Manafacio,,
4» Psion SI., Falmonib Hold
jr,8ri2w-_D. P HI..,

KaildSna7

Fr«7"ic?o"*-

J02

Has it

a

good drain? No!

Bay CEMENT PIPE

at once.

d9t

Mulrfio

at

are

hand, and

is

OPPOSITE CITY HALL.

CARD,
he has associated with him in the General Inanrance
BaaineM, under the firm name of
BABNBM BRON., nr. D. H. Barnes, of
Winchendon, Mass., formerly of Boston, well known
as a careful, conservative and experienced under
writer, who is commended to the confidence and

cess ot

ALSO

FINE FRENCH FLOWERS.

Turqouise

Silks in all
50

Excellent Goods!

useless in a library; they are pernicious.
They hide and supplant the good books.
They make hay-stacks to hide needles, A
library should separate the sheep from the
goats.—Prof. Kr'ant.

—

which he will make up to
suit the style and the cus-

all the details of the business being attended to with
care and promptness.

tomer.

ASSETS REPRESENTD

$10,000,000

AND

are

forget it,”

shades

scarcest

do it

requested to call and examine before

who calls himself

man

No. 99 Exchange St.,
SAYINGS BANK BUILDING.
myi

dtf

The Question Settled
THAT AT

Hlalta

CARRIAGES !

Buying

AT

Money

aim

CF

THE

—

JOHNSON

Patent Force

Buttons,

—

AND

Pump

—

and all kinds ol

Carriages

THE

Dress & Cloak Trimmings

—

Old and well known Carriage Manufactory

cheaper

than to be
found elsewhere.
at

store

otir

It is an acknowledged fact that the

Fire

Extinguisher!

Endorsed by the U. S, Government, Boston Board
of Underwriters and leading insurance companies
and agents, municipal authorities, engineers of flro
departments, the National Association of Wool Manufactui ers. railroad companies, manufacturers, business men and property owners generally.

—OF—

Thompson, Jr.,

SUCCESSOR
Who has the largest and best assortment of Single
and light Double Carriages ever exhibited in Maine,
among them many Dew and original designs (many
of which have been copied by other concerns,) and
all of which are fully up to the standard for quality
which gave to the OLD HOUSE its well-earned
reputation of building the best carriage in New England.

The public are invited to call and examine work
process of construction and judge for themselves.

in

eod3m

a

excels all others as to quality and
colors. For sale only with VS.

HOSIERY

Be sure and visit our store for
all kinds of

LADIES FURNISHING GOODS.

DAYIS &

choice stock of Dew

CO.,
dlw

—

desirable styles of

EASTJWAY& cutts,
Bnilding,
uu

Allan Line Steamers.
REDUCED FARE.
Steerage Passage

to

England,

Rogers Statuary, French Clocks, Bronzes,
Rich Jewelry, Cameos,
PRECIOITS STONES OF ALL KINDS,

CHAINS, LOCKETS,
Swiss andAmerican Watches of all grades
Silver and Plated Ware,
and many other goods, Visitors to the Fair and citiinvited to call. No trouble to show

zjms^eordially

Ire-

$20.00, U. S. Currency.
Cabin, $70 to $80, Gold or
Equivalent.

its

ESSENCES,

FARMER,

General Agent for New England,

No. 3 INDIA ST.

di6w3w

Tilton & McFarland Sate and
Case for sale. Inquire ol
C. HOPKINS.

Furniture,
OFFICE
elegant Walnut Book
GEO.

1I9J Exchange Street
Dress and Cloak .TEakiug.

and hasted for $2.00. Boy’s Suits
Ho. x6t> Middle St.
and made.

(Up

CO.,

50 Market St.
for

Stairs.

PRINTING of .very description neatly
executud at this offiee.

information

above leward will
paid
THE
leading to the conviction oi any person tor lettauks
Cross street
out the water from
be

cu

ting

on

my

tf

Jul

Carriages

an

W. H. HALL.

Merrill’s wharf.

for Sale at a

B^You will positively

mediately

ONE

HOVEY & DEAN’S,
St.,.Portland, Me.

45 Preble

are

all

save

money

Clothing Store,
STREET,

PORTLAND.
<»JyS

INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION.
and

see

the

|
Bete'rgent Compound l
at CITY HALL.
The be* t known article for instantly removln ;
Grease. Oil Pitch, Paint, Tar, etc., irom Silks Gai
pel s. Woo len and Cotton Goods, and Kid Glovei '•
without in jury.

Le;

ives no

Stain after Use.

Tty it*, irr and you
Price, 31 >& 50

will

.ever

be without i

*

cents._julldiiw
Notice.

< iommunications to tbe Long Shove Boi 1
Ctn b should be addressed to
MOSEo o’URION, President,
56 Club St., Portland, Me.
ju9d2if

ALL

Ur

a--’

WUICI)

If

a

man

ucsi

in

uio oicimii,

at this time is much occu-

harmed man yet.
During this decade a man clearly has in
his hands the power of deciding of what class
of maladies he will die. Indeed, he may almost specify the precise disease. If he prefers to perish inch by inch of nervous disease,
paralysis, softening of the brain, etc., he cannot do better than to take a house about
twenty miles from his office, near to a railway
station where the service ot trains is limited.
His anxiety to catch the morning train wil
cause bis breakfast to be swallowed in a hurry aud to lie undigested, while the steady jar
and vibiation of the train on the spine aIld
nerves, endured daily and without intermisresion, will not tail to produce the results
ferred to, besides setting up a most unhappy
and wearing irritability of temper. Agouu
at Brig
many London men who reside
fw
yand do the journey twice in the
test
y
hours can bear melancholy
times buy a pony
truth
Better a thousand
aud batter its legs to piece,
two
years,
every

of meal-times,

J. F. SISK.

Be sure

us

to his account a broken rib or collar-bone, or
get a heavy fall from his horse. The last is
oiten owing to the greater caution in riding
tor
produced bv age and increase in weight;
riding boldly at a fence, as young blood does
horse
and light weights can, frequently saves
and man from disaster. For this reason mid
die aged men should not ride old horses.
Rheumatism, coughs, and inflammatory diseases arising from exposure to wet or cold a
man of fortv five will have to contend with,
but his blood will be in a good condition for
the struggle. Moderate exposure to hardships of this kind, like moderate irregularity

equal tc

by calling im-

jan

at

pied in out door sports—hunting, shooting,
temfishing, etc.—and lives wholesomely and
be is pretty sure to be clear of sedperately,disease.
But he may probably have
entary

at the

New York

Bargain.

nice new open Box Buggy, and one second
baud Concord Wagon. Also two setts of light
wheels will be sold cheap at

apgti

itself.

CUSTOM MADE,

d2w

julO
$25.00 Reward.

‘’All is not Hold lhalHlitl*rt.w—CKMIlltT
PIPE doc-snot glitter much, but it is as good as
gold lor the purpose for which it is made, viz. drains,
sewers, &c.
ju4d9‘

JOB

&c.,

Sale in any quantity. All of our own manufacture. Every article warranted true to Label.

H. II. BICKER &

these Suits

NO. 171 FORE

For

u>yl8eodtf

cut

Please bear in mind that

pci naps

off. hope encouraged, sordid caies avoided.
It a grief exists it should not be brooded over,
but talked out with a friend, gauged, estimated at its worst, and dismissed to absorb

Tip-top Business Suits only $7.50.
All-Wool Scotch Suits only $10.00.
Elegant Dress Suits from $15 to $30;

SYRUP,
EXTRACTS,

OILS,

OF

CLOTHING.

EXTRA MEAD
FLAVORING

PRICE

Spring and Summer

extra lemon syrup,

APPLY TO

J. L.

333 MIDDLE STREET.

THE BEST JAMAICA GINGER.

land and Scotland reduced to

MURDERING

and lor Style, Finish and Price, Can’t be Beat.

ABNER LOWELL,
jul0d2w

Ja&ltt

THE

i»

which deteriorates. Witness the Scotch
on the Sabbath
ers, whose drink is tea, save
It is not
even, when they aie all drunk.
overstepping the truth to assert that a weekly
harm than the
excess of whiskey does less
moderate glass. Good, generous red wine,
toasted bread, and brown.meat comprise the
best nourishment a man can take xt this
period. From forty-five to fitty-five the recuperative powers should be encouraged and
developed. There is nothing like work to
keep an old horse sound. Sporting dogs
should be thin, but obesity will set in. About
this time a man has his first serious illness,
or he gels a heavy fall, loses his nerve,and becomes miserable. Anxiety ought to be stare!

PORTLAND, ME.

Jane 1, 1874.

men

glass ot spirits, it is not the quantity or the
dose
quality, but the daily recurrence of the fish-

Exchange Street,

—

255 middle Street.

FLOWERS,

1 U. S. Hotel

AT

DL»re,

BARNES BROS.,

FREE EXHIBITION

full lme of niee

and

Insurance taken at Less Rates
where these Pumps are used !

lO CtAPP’S BLOCK

Pattern Hats, Dress Caps,

new

Local Agents wanted in all the
Principal Towns and Cities of

28

Spring Millinery Goods !

and all the

PRIGF.

fflaiiie.

in all the desirable STRIPES ior
Children and Misses.

!

Spring Millinery
We have just opened

Thomson Rid Gloves

uuiverpiijr

these days, though most happy is the man
who is never over-trained, because he js perpetually in condition. From fifteen to twentyfive a man has to prepare for that legitimate
enjoyment of lile which should by rights be
his. He has in all probability chosen his pro
fession, memory is at its best, ambition at its
highest, and his temptation to burn the candle at both ends—to be a brilliant boon companion, a man whose good tales are remembered, and whose witty sayings are everywhere quoted—is almost irresistible; facility
does not come with age, and the best of stoOf the number of premaries grow stale.
turely exhausted intellects and shortened
lives broken down in this way there is no
need to tell. Every man’s memory will furnish him with a list of names more or less
well known.
From twenty-five to thirty-five is the true
time for all the enjoyment of a man’s best
powers, when physical vigor is at its highest,
and human passion is at its full strength.
During the last half of this decade a man
should be assiduous to construct a system of
philosophy by which to rule bis hie and to
contract a chain of Labits intelligently, so
that they should not sit too tightly upon
him, and yet cautiously, so that be should
neither be their slave nor too easily cast
them aside. The exact proportion of physical and intellectual
strength should be
gauged, and the constitutional weakness, or,
in other words, the disease toward which a
tendency exists, should be ascertained. Preserve, if possible, the absolute necessity for
exercise, and have your place of business two
or three miles away, over which let nothing
tempt you to an omnibus or carriage save
rain. The day on which a medical man
gives up riding to see his country patients, or
the use of his own legs to see his patients iu
town, and takes to a close braogham, fixes
the date when sedentary diseases are set up
—indigestion, liver, kidney disease, and so
on; while if, to utilize his leisure, he leads as
he drives, his eyesight becomes seriously affected. From thirty-five to forty-five a man
should arrange wiih his food and square hypochondria. He cannot, it is true, change
his diathesis, but he can manage it. The
habitual character of food, no less than its
quantity and quality, begins to tell whether
it charges the system with tat, muscle, sinew,

|EF“Superior facilities for placing large linas of In
Particular attention given to insuring Mercantile and Manufacturing Property. Surplus lines
solicited.
Correspondence with insuring partie
promptly attended to.

Laces,

Gimps,
Fringes,

—

your

ATLAS, Hartford,
FARRAGUT, New York,
ALLEMANNIA, Pittsburg,
ST. NICHOLAS, New York,
GLOBE, Chicago.
ROCHESTER GERMAN, Rochester, N. Y.,
CLAY, Newport. Ky.,
CITIZENS, Newark.
HUMBOLDT, Newark,
PLANTERS, Memphis,
AGRICULTURAL, Watertown, N. Y.,
MERCHANTS’ MARINE, Bangor,

GENERAL AGENTS FOR MAINE

purchase

can

iienan,

surance.

—

DAVIS & CO.’S
Ladies

!

authorized Agents of the following
First Class and Reliable Companies:

—

dlw

BY

a

at

F. LAT1VER.

Your

age we stand face to face with them, dwell
That which
on them, it may be, overmuch.
we saw with unintelligent calm we now scrutinize with intelligent tear, and recognize, too
late, those points in physical life when we
have taken a wroug turn, from ignorance,
negligence, or recklessness. It is popularly
supposed that we change our constitutions
every seven years; but practically every decIt is not
ade makes a turning-point in life.
too much to say that, barring accidents, a
man can at certain dates decide what man
ner of death and of what class of disease he
shall die. The formation of the constitution
in early life—say from the age of five to fifteen—devolves on the nurse, the mother, and
the traiuing in the uursery aud school-room.
In the nursery, at any rate, over-feeding is a
cardinal vice; but the over-fed children who
eat flesh meat three times a day become so
gross and unwieldy as to be a burden to all
concerned; while tight stays, tight boots, and
high heels develop every evil uuder the sun,
from bunions downward. At this point two
years of gymnastics, or a couple ofyears spent
on board of one of our training ships, does
wonders for our boys, who get the use of
their arms and legs to an amazing degree.
The athletic work performed by schoolboys

Daly

i.t,

“jus so veil as any

CARTONS

CONGrYsS STREET,

Save

Turning Points in Physical Life.
About these matters youth thinks little and
careless; in manhood we shirk them; in old

GIRARD, Philadelphia,
WESTCHESTER, New York,

KOHUNG

Sash Ribbons from 40 cts upwards.
55-All

[From the Pall Mall Gazette.]

First Class and Reliable

ceases

IUO

uw

to have any ed-

[Samuel Fbeeman.—The few

piece.—Milwaukee Sentinel.

IN

IV

when enthusiasm,
are balanced. After

A SAPPHIC ODE.

man who is fitting himself for a
tic career asks us if the chief .editor’s
is difficult. On the contrary it is
the most comfortable place on the paper. He
has only to dash off a tew columns of editorials a day and then enjoy himself. All the
good looking women with poems are shown
into bis rooms, and he smokes all the cigars
sent in for the reporters. He receives invitations to deliver addresses at county fairs, and
carries home the best of the books sent in for
review. When he hasn’t anything else to do
he looks over “copy” and ca'relully runs his
pencil through the joke the writer struggled
four hours with and considered his master-

Desirable Risks

on

UV?l.

VIIIJT

Submission to Providence.

The young

interests of all parties concerned, even in the
details,—we shall endeavor to conduct our
business on this platform, and are confident that by
so doing we shall fully prove our claim to the confidence of the entire community.

Vi

a time when it
ucating powers.

journalis
position

Believing that the insurance business should be
on sound principles,—by seeking only desirable risks, at adequate rates—by looking carefully
to the moral hazard, and duly regarding the rights

^ru

comes

the Duchess of Edin.

announce that they have purchased the
business of fttr. J. E. JEKIK8, the enterprising
Insurance Agent of this city. By the consolidation
of these two Agencies is presented a list of Companies
second to no Agency in Maine as to character and
standing, with facilities for placing Insurance unsurpassed iu the State.

respectfully

Henry Hoi-

judgment,ami experience
that date enthusiasm declincsjudgmcnt grows
timid, and though experience enlarges, there

burgh.

Companies,

—

my7dtf

on

Next to what it has, a library is rich in
what it omits. Useless books are worse than

placed

•VI

tor’s forty-six is the age

who

MESSRS. BARNES BROS.

—

—

HATS UN EVERY SHAPE.

SUITS

a

usually stays ueiiinu 10
house-cleaning at Windsor, will

aies,

shove it off this year

Portland, Me., June 1,1874.

Insurance

with his large variety of

v*

superintend

BARNES, JR.

B.

built to stand

Queen Victoria has gone to Balmoral Castle, Scotland, an J it is thought that the Prin-

minutest

tailor,”

Drabs, Slates.

Tinted Gloves in 1, 2, 3 and 4 Buttons,

JulO

tragedy.

plate, if his optics are not
a pair of spring eyeglasses?”

bus been the case with
many old
can be
imagined fiuer thau
bed making
the ey6 pe-

nothing

steps which
marked the progress of decaying vital poweis.
He knew he was growiug old, he says,
when he no louger crossed the street slanting
but made the full square; the impetuosity of
youth had gone. It a man has through his
life made a point of taking two clear months’
holiday every year, he has, so to speak insured his life and health indefinitely,and will assuredly begin to realize the I'acL It is now
that generous food and nourishment are imperatively required to keep up vitality. We
live literally by dying and perpelualiy change
every atoms one by one. Lite consists in perishing, and renewing, and we are sustained
by giving and taking. Every meal is a rescue
from death, an instrument by which we stave
off the inioads and waste which heat, cold,
atmospheric effects, and exercise make on our
Dr. Beard put it thus: The
organic life.
goiden decade is from thirty to torly; the silver decade, forty to fifty ; the brazen,
twenty
to thirty; the iron, fifty to sixty; and from
to
we
learn
whether
iron is
the
sixty
sev»"ty,

profit a young man if he wear a cane,
and a buttonhole boquet as large as a dinner

undersigned would resDectfully announce that

The

The periodical attention of a

Sir David Brewster on his dying
scientific notes on the disease ot
culiar to old age; or the late Sir
land chronicling the gradual

The Burlington Haickeye inquires: “What

and

W.H.K0HL1NG

Law Library,

INDUSTRY.

noanc far Nalcf
Well, it ought to have.

KIDS

from 91.10 to the (Seamless 91 .T3> per pr.

all warranted to give perfect sat-

NEW

weather

men, ami

It took four doctors to counteract the effects
of an overdose of ice-cream in a Detroit woman, but she succeeded in scalping three of
them while doing it.

conducted

can

DOZEN

WE W

Heating.

JOHN KINSMAN,

aa

April and the snow storms
.are
over; May and fine

“Don’t you

BARGAINS.

HATS AND TRUTIHINO GOODS.

for Ladies and Children.

&

TWO

Ornaments, Beaded Buttons,
Loops, Ac.
300

Store.

HOSIERY

V

and their wives and two or three
single gentlemen can be accommodated with
oc7tf
pleasant rooms and board at 75 Free street.

8 cts per yard and upwards.

jull

BLOCK

Cor. Congress & Exchange Sts.,

Gentlemen

pieces Beaded Gimp

a

fine assortment of

F<

choicest patterns from 85 cts. upwards,

LADIES9

Furnishing

No, 114 Spring Street.
fe4dtf

5000 yds. Real Malta Laces,

335

OFFICE,

ouch

care,

that his name is

A divorce suit is impending, and probably
An old man of Bristol, Me., has
married a girl fourteen yearn old. A correspondent of the Herald is already on the
ground.—Rochester Democrat.

a

Also

my6

—

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Saratoga

actual value.

302 & 304 Congress Street.

OF—

CIGARETTES,

A

—

^Remember the Old Repository,

LAMB,

AND

AT

25. 28, 40, 45,50,55 cts per yard,

Zenas

noticeT

A.

IOWER
J

—OF—

MIDDLE STREET.

I|37

ME.

8. MATHIAS

—

J. HI. KIMBALL & CO.,

TAILOR,

ja24*lw then tf

Street.

champagne,

shall it

To Let.
tenement in House
Innuira of MA'ITOCKS

and

M., Press Office.

5000

Sack

PORTLAND, ME.

City Building.

aplOdtt

BECKETT,

MERCHANT

At 52 Free Street.

sherry

Hair-biushes with music-boxes in their
the latest invention. Their chief
tune, we suppose, is “Comb, oh, comb with
me.”

First door north Merchants Exchange,

BRANCH

invaluable.

good dentist is about as necessary as anything can be for health; the slightest failure
ot eyesight should be attended
to, and proper
spectacles adopted. Reading by gaslight or
without a properly-shaded lamp is
simple

Julius Caesar?

j u6d1 w

To Let.
ITH BOARD, large pleasant rooms. Suitable
Vv
T ▼ for families or single gentlemen.

a

near

—

it-PLEASE LOOK.

P. M.

between 12 and 3

Wanted.
Man

137 MIDDLE STREET.
W.

To Let.
ENTLEMEN wishing pleasant furnished Rooms
VA without board can apply at 91 New High St.,

so

Board.
Gentlemen

the

Exchange Street,

FLUENT’S

LOST AND FOUND.

—

Goods !

LET!

‘Don’t you forget It”

Cook at No. 98 Free Street

at the

Spring
—

NTRKE'f,

my23<ltf_PORTLAND,

WAJSTTEID!
A

—

Spring

TO

Pleasant Rooms With Board,
nolOeodtf
At 30j High St., S. S. KNIuHT.

are

madness. A man
may use bis eyes incessantThe coming man is a practicing physician
ly a.I his hie into the small hours of the night,
in Canada. Need we say, speaking between I and pieserve a strong, useful vision
by proper

Rooms To Let.

Wanted.
CAPABLE Servant to do general housework in
a family of four, one and one-half miles from
city. Address Box 15o5, Portland, Me.
myGtf

purchasing elsewhere.

SALE.

GAS STOVES,

The most desirable location inPortland

“P

SALE.

HOUSE at Woodford’s Corner,

TWO STORY

bricks.

A Retail Stock of

tf

myl5

Great Bar-

the Canal and the Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad. The bark is ground by water power.
There
can have
that the
town would exempt the capital ot the Tannery tor
some years from taxation.
A large portion of the
purchase could remain on a mortgage.
For particulars enquire of GEO. R. DAVIS, Real
Estate Broker, or Jonathan Smith, on the premises.
mc21
d3m

HnART IMATier

MERCHANT TAILOR !

State of Maine Rooting Slate,
NO. 119 COMMERCIAL STREET
B.

°f

3m*

Wholesale Dealers in Fir^t Quality

J.

Street

—^_____d3in

ME.

EDKE-MTONKW MET,

myll

hand at his store

RKA.SONA.B1jE

Street.

Copying and enlarging done to order.
All the new styles, Berlins, Rembrants, Medallion
he Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and the retouched
Card, by which new process we get rid of freckles
moles,wrinkles ana all imperfections of the skin. Call
and judge for yourselves.
pp" Woiio—Good
work at Moderate
Price*. Ainito Pleaur,
may 20

Paving
Office at

milfeV

a

NO. 113 FEDERAL STREET,

MILITARY IIATS & CAPS

PHOTOGRAPHER,

J. JI.

for Sale at

are about 20 acres ol land; the purchaser
one acre to the whole.
There is no doubt

and Decorated.

Middle

HATS,

of West-

with tine shade trees. This is one ot the finest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire of 3. R.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook.
mar21tf

•

LAMSOH,

PAYER AND

in the Town
brook.

FINE residence one-balf mile from the Railroad
Depots, Post-office, good Schools and Churches,
six miles from Portland; House and Ell two stories'
thirteen finished rooms, double parlor? with marble
mantles, Wood-house and Stable connected—all iu
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40 x 60 on the
premises; grounds contain 15$ acres, excellent land,
well fenced, 30 apple and pear trees, $ acre choice
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place
and good cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented

also—

*p2itf

PORTLAND,

Sale

—

alii the fashionable styles of

WATER

No. 152 middle

For

Havana & Homestic

on

A

dlw*

—MANUFACTURER

invited to examine,

keep constantly

No. 231

PIPING.
J. II.

a

tea.

mylg__dim
a. -A. STJSSKR, A.TJT

ft Door* Fast of Temple St.,

GAS

are

Wanted at the Orphan Asylum.
PROTESTANT Woman, to do general housework. Apply at No. 42 Park St., afternoons.

rooms,

feet front and 115 leet deep—
passage way from Green Street. Apply to
WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.

—

Plain, Gold Band,

STREET,

FEDERAL

Congress Street for Sale

Toilet Ware.

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

Imported

AND

—

G.. EUGENE,

JOSEPH

on

do

1874

covers are

To I^et
Commercial Street, Thomas Block.
F. J. ROLLINS,
22 Exchange Street.

to

are no

House road, a 1$ story Hoouse of 9
rooms.
Also small Stable, and one or two acres ol
land, or more, if wanted. For particulars enquire of
E. B. ROBINSON, at C. E. Jose & Co.*s, or
J. L. PARROTT, at Store near the premise*.
myl6
dtf

FRENCH CHINA,
dining,

AG

near
on Ocean

A Ptere

No.
STORE
Apply
aP14t^

good nabits, wishes board in
A private
other boardfamily where there
M list be
the
Address

Elizabeth, 1$ miles from Portland Bridge,
IN Cape the
Baptist Church, Town House, Store,

CO^

&

Wanted.
IRL to do general housework. Address or call
at A. B. MORRISON’S, 17 Alder Street.
dtf
ju2

ers.

&c.,

AT

juLGd3t

YOUNG

For Sale.

I

_d&wtl

E.

First class custom Coat makers immediately
ORIN HAWKES & CO.,
290 & 292 Congress Street.

SIXat

my293w*

FOR

The object of this Exhibition is to gather
together specimen products from all our factories and workshops, thereby demonstrating
the importance of Portland as a manufacturing center.
A deep and widespread interestls manifest
on the part of manufacturers, artizans and
inventors oi the city.
The applications for space already received
is ample assurance that the Exhibition will
possess all the attractions that space in City
Building will permit.

C.

GEO. E. CO GUNS,

Real Estate Agent.

More.

or

A

TWO

A

Da 7 and Evening, ten

Honse and Ship Painters and Grainers.
11 Danfortli St., Up Siair*.
Order Slate at WHIPPLE & CO.’s, 21 Market

PLEASANT two story dwelling House, in good
repair, suitable for two families, situated on
southerly corner of Pearl and Lincoln Streets.
Enquire at the House any lime after 10 A. M.
tf
my20

A
the

FOR

AT J 1-2 O’CLOCK,

Residence 154 Pearl Street.

febl7d6m

JylT

Hall Building
COMMENCING

Fresco Painting, House Painting
and Paper Hanging.

E.

holden in

will he

AUSTIN,

&

For Sale.

Deering (Stroudwater Village) containing 118
INVats,
mostly covered. The buildings are in good
repair. The Tannery is supplied with water by two
aqueducts, the best of water for manufacturing purposes; the location is very good lor purchasing

horse
11

ju6d2w

gain.

EXHIBITION

ard’s Patent Boiler.

FOR SALE—One New
power, built to order.
apt 4

Address,
WARREN JOHNSON,
AugUMla, I91c.

Tannery

Agents loi R Ball’s Wood NY orliing Machinery, and Blanch-

Wanted.

ot the best water powers in Maine.

A

Boiler

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTA-

f\NE of the most desirable school nroDerties in
V-f New England. Delightfully and conveniently
situated, warmed by steam, abundantly supplied
with -aqueduct water, lorty acres ol land, near one

Sebago.

of Manufactures

Makers and Blacksmiths.

Wanted.

THE

TOPSHAM, MAINE.

a

PORTLAND

VIACHINEWORKS

LOBENSTEIN’S,

Situation

28

the roads every twenty months by gal]oping ten miles in and out than adopt such
suicidal mode of transit. About this time age
begins to assert itself; loss of repairing power
and inroads of decay are
visible; and here
skilled aid and advice by way of prevention

It is rumored in Eoston that Benjamin F.
Butler is negotiating for the purchase of the
Atlantic Monthly.

York St.

67

No. 4 Deering Block.

situation of Housekeeper is desired by a widow lady of some experience.
Address
jnll-2t* “MORRISON,” Peaks’ Island P. O., Me.

the

under the management of the

PORTLAND

o’clock

A

SALE.

Tenement to Let
Inquire on the premises.
juSdlw*

16

between

Store and

Industrial Exhibition

fel3d6m

-4---—--14

Apply

eodlw
!J-—-

APtW*

over

Gossip and Gleanings.

InsuranceAgents

90S MIDDLE ST.

Jnl°
--

ROOM

BOY from
to
years old,
A INTELLIGENT
steady employment and good wages paid. Best
12 and 1

jnelltf

GENERAL

M0RNIN(i,7lJNE l ^

FRIDAY

House next to the State St.
Pleasantly situated. Pos-

To Let.
in 3d Story of Adams’ Block, Market
Square. Aiqijy to
juUdlw
W. W. WHIPPLE & CO.

Wanted.

Johnson Home School for Boys,

with

cash

lowest

Apply by letter, giving references, to
WOOD, BISHOP A CO.,
jillOd.'UA wit
Rnnjgor, He.

Dwelling-house next to City Hotel.
THEThe The
dwelling contains dozen
gas and
lot is 30

I>~

G R A N

SPRING LANE.

C. KIMBALL, Boston.

FOR

to

BODGE,
Jn2J2w__PRINCIPAL.
St. Augustin’s School for Boys,

a

wages.

ju9dlw

Street.

G. M.

promptly attended to by E. A.
LEIGHTON, Constable and Bill Collector.
dtf

A

and one-half miles from City Hall; 'very
pleasantly located. House contains ten rooms,
all in nice ordei; also carriage house and a new stable. Good garden, with about fifty apple and pear
trees. Price, $2,800. Apply to WM. H. JERRIS,

collections

my9

Sale.

DESIRABLE two story House with Stable,
pleasantly situated on Munjoy, near the Horse
Railroad. Ha furnace, gas anil cemented cellar.
For particulars apply to J. C. PROCTER, 93 Ex-

WESTBROOK SEMINARY

Apply

80 MIDDLE ST.

For Sale.
107 Cumberland Street. Enquire at the
House from 3 to 5 o’clock P. M., or at 29 Commercial Street during businecs hours of
mh30eodtf
J. B. DONNELL.

Cottage in Deering for Sale

Law.

at

jull_dim

EDUCATIONAL.

f INHERE is to be a Supplementary Summer Term
A of six weeks, beginning Tuea.lay. Jane 16,
1874. Usual rates of expeuses charged per week.

feblO

C.

sell UM AC HER.

I take

84 1-9 MIDDLE STREET,

19

many years.
WM.

removed to

(2nd door below Canal Bank,)
PORTLAND, MAINE.

All

so

who understands Hot Air Furnace Work and
ONEother
have
Jobbing,
steady job and good

at

To Let.
TWO-STORY

Apply to
S. W. ROBINSON,
REAL ESTATE AGENT,

A First Class Tin Plate and Sheet Iron
Worker.

reference wanted.

BARNES BROS.,

Church. 15 Booms.
session given immediately.

Wanted.

PAINTER,
Brothers,

A

THE PBESS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

tenement with Sebago, Gas
of
JABEZ C. WOODWAN,
No. 119£ Exchange street.

CALDERWOOD.

can

rERMS SS.OO PEE ANK1IM IK

Inquire

$300.

Genteel
and Bath Room.
FOR

jnelltf

GEO. R. DAVIS,
Real Estate and mortgage Broker.

change

5 DEERimr. BLOCK.

MODEL MAKERS & JOBBERS,

Ac

1874.

To Let

night work

for

SMART Boy who understands Cane Seating, at
New Rattan Establishment, 41 Union St., Falmouth Hotel Building.
j ulOdlw*

For

WILLIAM SCHUMACHER.

one

and Store, united with about one acre ot land,
and fifty apple-trees of choice fruit, mostly in bearSituated
within a few minutes’ walk of the
ing.
Greely Institute, Church and School House.

Norway, HOUSE

Portland, He.

Office at Schumacher

OF

ml

day and

WANTED.

Story House
9 finished rooms.

#

WOODFORD & BABCOCK.
MANUFACTURERS

For Sale.
in good repair. Containing

TWO

For Sale
he property of N. L. Humphrey, of Cumberland Centre, consisting of Dwelling House

&c.

A. R. L1NDJBERG,

Portland Tea Store,
2tawtf
mcb7

HOLYOKE’S WHARF.

NO.

CONCRETE

Office, No. 20 Middle Street,

Hackmatack. Knees, Ship Timber,
Masts and Spars. Deck Plank and
ull kinds of Hard Wood sawed to
Order

Las

FOR

Vice Consul of Sweden &

IN—

COUNSELLOR

Street,

ap4dtf

S1M0M0N,

13 Fluent Block.

Convenient for two fan.ilies.
Enquire of F. G. PATTERSON 13 Fluent Block,
or at 55 YoTk St.
aprlldtf

aprleod3m

on

Short Notice.

JAMES

Whitewash-

WALKS, DRIVES, STREETS,

Clothes Cleansed and Repaired

COMMKKCLAL STEtiij..

julQdeo(12w

A

PORTLAND, MUy

Thomas Brown,

Bought and Sold.

A

RICE
jnelltf

for

12,

TO LEI.

'19 Anderson Street.

A

"Worker,

Rfo. 21 Union

on

House for Sale—$2700! I
ONE and One-half Story House, eight rooms,
good cellar, water,. &c., lot 25x77, pleasantly
situated, Corner of Brackett and Ellsworth Sts. ApF. G. PATTERSON,
ply to

Stucco and

]VTastic

paid, &c.,

taxes

To Let.
CONVENIENT first floor tenement, six rooms,
on line of horse cars.
Pleasant street, Deering.
Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, 13 Fluent Block.
JulOlw

R. K. GATUEY.
Plasterer,

vicinity—Rents collected,

Commission. Houses bought and sold. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, Office 13
Fluent Block.
oc4dtf

ing, Cementing. Ac.

Clothes Cleaner !

—DEALER

Street, Portland.

Whitening, Coloiing,

BL SINESSCARDS.

7 H,

Middle
aprld3m

~

Bakers, one

rjlWO

first class Real Estate Secuiity, in Portland,

or

JUNE

Wanted Immediately,

Estate

At

ON

MORNING

FRIDAY

_WANTS.

to Loan.

Money

EXCHANGE ST.,

at the lowest prices
tecuted,
ap22 tc

135

G. Patterson’s Real
BULLETIN.

Printer

& Job

Every Description or work promptly and carefully
and

Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

Second hand Clothes

F.

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)

is published every Thursday Morning at $2 50
year, if paid in advance, at $2 00 a year.

FEDERAL

MARKS

M.

Book, C.ard

vanee.

64

REAL ESTATE.-

t.

—.—

POBTLAND PUBLISHING CO.,
at 109

PORTLAND.

\

never

■

now

living

who were acquainted
with the individual
whose name is at the head ot this communication, may be surprised to bear, that he was
at one period ot bis life, in the habit of writing poetry. The present writer, although familiar with his habits, was not
acquainted
with this fact umil long after his death.
He
was not in the habit of boasting of any of bis
acquirements, lu the compilation of Parson
Smith's Journal, etc., prepared by him, there
are two pieces of poetry, one, “An
Appeal to
the Affluent”—the other “A Missionary
The former has no quotation
Hymn.”
marks—the latter has.
I have supposed,
therefore, that the first was written hv him.
It is uncommonly good—almost equal to the
“Beggar's Petition,” and would do credit to
I have now other specimens of his
any poet.
composition in verse. 1 send the following
for publication, being the shortest.
1 have
supposed that some persons still live in Portwho
remember
him and feel an interland,
est in this recollection, sufficient to read, perwith
this
etiusion of his poethaps,
pleasure,
ical powers, if not among the public generally, in the First Parish, to which be was attached from early lile, and labored so long
and so faithfully to promote its Christian wel-

fare—June 6, 1874. W. F.]
Why should frail mortals mourn at

the bereavement

Of their dear friends and favorite companions.
Since ’tis His will, who with us has a right to
Do us He pleases.

Death will invade
And

we

And not

by the

anpointed,
King of Terrors,
be anxious, if we are prepared,
What shape he comes in.
ns

means

most all bow to the

Infinite goodness teaches ns submission,
Bids us be quiet under all his dealings,
Never

repining,

but lorever

God,

praising
our Creator.

Well may we praise Him—all his ways are perfect,
Though clouds around Him hinder uur perception.
He sits in glory, and at once beholds the
Whole of creation.
God is Jehovah in bestowing sunshine,
Nor less his goodness in the stoi m and thunder,
Mercies and Judgments boih proceed from kindness,
Infinite Kindness.

Oh! then exalt that God forever reignetb,
And let his dealing*, though at, present grievous,
Bind us the stronger to exalt his name and
Shout louder praises.
To the great wisdom of
Let

us

our

commit what e’er

Sweetly as babes sleep,

we

let

Lord and Master
have

ns

When

1785.

or

wish

for,

give our life up
called to yield it.
S. P.

'_
Chinese Students.

There are now sixty Chinese students pursuing their studies iu Massachusetts and Connjetieut, mainly in private families, in the
towns ot Springfield, Holyoke, Greenfieid,
Wilbraham, Monson. ai.d Warren, in the
former state, and at Hartford, Hebrou, Colebrook. Simsbury, West Haveu, Stratford,
and Washington, in Connecticut. A third
installment ot thirty young men are expected
to arrive about the middle ot July, and they

will be distributed in the same lowus. Of
those now here the Springfield Union says:
“They are all bard students and chiefly devote their time and strength to the acquirement knowledge. At the tame lime they
are guarded against violating the laws of
health, and they exercise liberally in the gymnasium when they can, and in the open air
and fields when the gymnasium is wanting.
Some excel in mathematics, and others in
the languages, aud all have gained during the
one or two years of their sojourn here a very
clear knowledge of English, and can use it
with great facility.
They are all fitting for
our higher grades of schools, and will enter
our scientific schools and colleges as soon as
they are prepared to do so. So successtul
has been the experiment In America, that
the Chinese Government has already a plan
projected tor extending their educational enterprises, and, iu the course of another year,
will send students to England, France, aud
Germany, to be educated. All the students
are preparing for Government service. Some
will enter the diplomatic, some the civil, aud
others the military and engineering department. An effort will be made in due time to
gaia a place tor some of the students at West
Point and Anuapolis, so that they may get a
complete n ilitary and naval training in connection with .heir other attainments. Commissioner Yung Wing, who bis been absent
in China for several months, is to return
shortly, and will probably have some further
plans lor the pupils heie. Thus far their
course has reflected constant credit on their
country, and has made them not unworthy
examples for our Ameiican youth.”
An Akjan Myth.—Alter very patient inof the subject I have discovered
that the story of George Washington and his
little hatchet is an Aiyan myth of stupendous age. The boy is the thunder, and the
hatchet the lightning. The thunder strikes
a tree to the eaith and then quits.
The Sun
of God appeals and discovers the prostrate
tree, and as he has given electricity, or lightning (the hatchet, of course,) to the thunder,
he wants to know about it. The thunder,
(how it would have surprised George to know
that he would figure in an Aryan myth as a
thunder!)—the thunder, I sav, rumbles in
reply that it did tear up the tree in obedience to the law ot nature which controls the
elements, aud which can never act falsely.
We rind mis mvtn in various mrms rnrougn
all the ages, as, for iustance, in the Scandinavian mythology, where the emblem of
Thor, the thunder, is a hammer, or little
hatchet. I expect through further researches
among the early traditions of the Aryan race
of Sergeant Bates and
to discover traces
George Frauds Train; and it is not improba
hie that I shall be able to identify Train with
the wind god, who spent his time in making
one eternal blow, and to demonstrate that
the legend which tells how Bates wandered
over the land with a banner, is
a myth in
which Bates is used to signify the moon passlo
from
east
west
with its banners of
ing
clouds. It will he a great comfort to know
that Bates represents the moon; and it
would be a great comfort if he could be shot
back to his constituents in that lustrous orb.

vestigation

Danbury News.

_

Job Prinuno.—Every description of Job
at the lowest
Printing executed promptly, and

prices, at the Daily l’RE88
St.

Exchange

_Wm.

H*

M.Marks.

PAV?-There Is no inDofs Advertising
a well sustained system of
stance on record of
failing of success.
success is owing to my liberality in ad-

iudiCKius1advertising

JU‘‘Mv

vertising.”—,
‘I advertised my productions and made rnuu-Nicholas Longworth.
"Constant and persistent advertising is a sure
Girard.
prelude to wealth.—iAephrn
dollar in business

should
“He who invests one
invest one dollar in advertising that business.'
—A. T. Stevoart.
“Without the aid of advertisements I could
have done nothing in my speculations. I hava
Adthe most complete faith in printer’s ink.
vertising is the royal road to business.—Barmum.

“Advertising has furnished

petence.”—-4mo« Luwrenct.

me

with

a

com-

the press.

ter, one priest distributed votes. It ts quite
certain that the advocates of the measure

Friday

will secure

morning, juke 12, 1874.

a

large majority

of the

Evert regular attache of the Press is furnished
with a Card certilicate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen. Editor. A.h railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will coniet a favor upon us by demanding
credentials ot every person claiming to represent our
Journal, as wo have information that several “bummers” aro seeking courtesies in the name of the
Press, and we have no disposition to he, even passively, a party to such frauds.
We do not read anonymous letters and communications. Tlic name and address of the writer are in

practical end.—Belfast Aye.

An old letter of President Lincoln’s has
been published for the first time in the Louis-

all oases indispensable, not necessarily for publication
but as ^'guaranty oi good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or reserve communications that aro not used.

ville Commercial.

It

was

written when

he

32 years of age, and is interesting chiefly
by reason of a description it contains of the
appearance of a gang of slaves which Mr.
Lincoln saw on a steamboat, and which he afterward declared awakened his first abolition
sentiments, ne spoke of them chained towas

plenty and cheap In New York,
and still Congress listening to a few Western and Southern agitators is anxious to
Money’s

create more.
It is said that Assistant

Secretary Sawyer
will have to walk the plank, because so many
Republican senators refuse to sign his rec-

gether “like so many fish upon a trot-line,”
and after alluding to the painful circumstances pertaining to their unhappy condition, he
added: “And yet amid all these distressing
ommendation for retention in office.
circumstances, as we would think them, they
were the most cheerful and apparently hapCrop reports, on the whole, are very enpy creatures on board. One whose offense,
New for which he had been sold, rvas an over-fondcouraging throughout the country.
England will have an unusually large crop of ness for his wile,played the fiddle almost continually, and the others daueed, sun", crackhay and apples, if present indications are to ed
jokes,and played various games with cards
be relied upon.
horn day to day.
IIow true it is that “God
the wind to the shorn lamb,’ or, in
tempers
to
well informed a paper as the
Why
other words,that He renders the worst of huSpringfield Republican can time and again man conditions tolerable, while He permits
speak of its Washington namesake as the or- the best to he nothing better than tolerable.”
can of the
President, we cannot immune.
A Brattleboro’ letter writer, while concedThat journal frequently makes that claim, ing that the Jim Fisk monument is a fine
we are aware, but of late it has claimed a
one, thinks it might have been better had it
represented Moses in the act of breaking all
great many things.
the commandments.

If the Geneva award cau be honestly distributed in accordance with the provisions o^
the bill passed by the House, Wednesday, it
appears as though the money would go to those
who lost their property by the pirate ships.
There were several attempts to make the
question a “great moral one” by two or three
talking gentlemen, when it is simply one of
restoring to certain of our citizens a tardy return for their property destroyed years since.
When all such just claims are paid, the balance should go to the government which
paid the expenses attendant upon the obtain-

ing

of the

award; consequently

there

willfully proposes to worry
newspaper publishers, or it fails to comprehend the effect of legislation. There is now
pending in the House a proposition to oblige
newspapers sent from the office of publication to be prepaid. This would compel publishers to pay at once the postage on newspapers already on their subscription books,without leaving them any opportunity to indemnify themselves from subscribers.—Tribune.
Congress

either

Farmers’ Convention.
CLAP-TRAP ASD

is no

for an insurance company which
lost nothing, to receive a division than to

FALSE THEORIES.

more reason

give railroad corporations

a

share.

Hon. Benjamin S. Uahius of Maryland
is reviving the old cry “This is a white man’s
government.” That honorable gentleman
has just announced himself as candidate for
Congress from the fifth district, and proposes,
if elected,to do his level best to drop the fourteenth and fifteenth amendments out of the
constitution. All sympathizers with the late
Greeley movement are cautioned to get out
of the way of Mr.

Harris's

high

pressure political engine or be annihilated. He wants
none of that crowd around hi.n.
When the
thermometer is

up among the nineties it is a
bad time to cultivate belligerence. And, out

of regard to his health, we advise the gentleman from Maryland to possess his soul in
patience until the weather is a little cooler.
If Gen. Hurlbut of Illinois is a

candidate

for Congress next fall,

we almost pray that he
may be defeated, tor if he continues in Congress, and continues to fool about with those
Iiauajjui

the

taiiuu

3tucuics

lUYUlYILLg

UiimoilS Oi

people’s

money, he may in an unfortunate moment catch Congress napping and

secure the

]

]
j

An Indianapolis despatch says:
The platform adopted by the Farmers’ Reform Convention here last evening holds that
justly distributed burdens are American ideas;
that farmers, manufacturers, producers and
consumers, should be brought into most friendly relations ahd that harmonious action between farmers and transportation companies is
mutually advantageous. An increase of transportation facilities to the seaboard Is advoiated. It claims that capital is now master and
all laborers are practically in the condition of
slaves before emancipation. The battle must
be fought by all laborers in common to insure
success.
Banking aud monied mououolies,
consolidated railroads, and other transit monopolies, and commercial ani gram monopolies
are
enumerated as instrumentalities of the
wrongs now in vogue. The platform proposes
to restore the government to its origiual purpose and as far as possible to remedy these
evils and remove their results, first by abandoning the gold base fallacy and establishing a
monetary system based on the faith and resources of the government of
the nation, in
harmony with the genius of the government
and adapted to the exigencies of legitimate
ommerce.
To this end circulating notes of
national and state banks, as well as
local
withdrawn from circulacurrency, to be
tion and a paper currency be issued by government which shall be a legal tender in payment
of all debts, public and private, duties on imports iucluded, and declared equal with gold,
the lawful money of the United States,—this
currency or money to be interchangeable at
the pleasure of the holder for government
bonds bearing a low rate of interest, say 3.65,
the government creditors to have the privilege
of taking the money or bonds at their election,
reserving to Congress the right to regulate the
rate of interest of bonds and the volume of
the currency, so as to effect the equitable distribution of the products of labor between
money or non-producing capital and productive industry, and by paying the national debt
in strict accordance with the laws uuder which
it was originally contracted, in gold when it
was specifically promised, but all other iudebtedntss, including the principal of the 5 20

of a bill ordaining that
i'lvers shall run up hill and over mountains.
This is a bad year tor such, but next may not
be.
Now Congress and the country look
upon the presentation of these schemes by
Gen. Hurlbut as silly bills for notoriety or exhibitions ol mild lunacy, but next year, forgetful of the past, both may get to regard
such measures as sure indications of states|
manship. There is no mistake about it, uuuuB, nnuuiu uc uiauu;«Reu ul iu« earnest ujjtion of the government in legal tender currenHurlbut is positively dangerous.
cy of the United States, without funding it in
The general reader cannot have failed to long bonds or in auv way increasing the gold
paying and untaxed obligations of the governpassage

notice that

have not

the

leading Republican

papers
commended the action of

warmly
passing

the Senate in

the civil

rights

bill.

This fact cannot be attributed

to any real
to the measure on the part of Re-

hostility
publican journals generally, for there has
been ample evidence that such is not the
case.
Generally they admit the justice of
the measure as a matter of theory hut they
also recognize that the enforcement of such a
measure in all those states where a large minority of the people are colored would result
in a greater alienation between the races and
deprivation of the weaker race

in the further

from the rights and privileges to which it is
slowly hut surely advancing. Whether or
not the civil rights bill shall become a law.
involves two important questions: Shall the
bill become a law because it is right and just ?
or shall its enactment take the risk of continued rejection, on the plea that the mass of
our colored citizens are better without it?
Last year it

allowable for

was

Demo-

a

cratic paper to swash about, and tell about
passing nominations and supporting “nominations from the

floor”, and dropping the
party name, and throwing away the old party
standard, and all such. But things have
The

changed.

corn

is ud.

The

old leaders

who last year were half convinced that the
Democratic party was dead, are indignant at
the mention of such a

thing,

erate it in any party man.
erable Allen of Ohio, gone

and will not tol-

Hasn’t the ven-

forth to victory;
hasn’t dyed-in-the-wool Democratic Eaton
been elected in New England to the United
States Senate, and isn’t a Democratic Legislature in New Hampshire fixing things splendidly for the perpetuation of iis majorities?
He rather thiuks so; and his enraptured
vision sees victory in the near future.
We
make this remark for the benefit of the Machias

Union,

which is

beginning

to

repeat

of its heterodox statements of last year.
The old Democratic banner, the old leaders,
the resolutions ’83 or thereabouts, and possibly the invalidity of the last constitutional
some

amendments are

again living issues, and the
venerable curiosity known as a Bourbon, is
delirious with delight and “sicb.”
Current Notes.
The Belfast Age does not agree with the
President’s late financial views, and thinks
there is no call for a reciprocity treaty.
The Stockholder notes that there is a more

hopeful

tone in

land

far

so

as

manufacturing

the dividends

tVio itlPmaCfl liainrv

cof itilontnrtT

Engconcerned,

in New
are

tinnn

Tlnnnm

ber.
The same paper calls attention to the fact
that while the gross revenues of the leading

railway lines are less than a year since, the
running expenses are much less, so that in
•ome cases the net
earnings are greater than
last year.

“Mith,”

which in a letter in the Boston
Collector Simmons or one of
his champions, declares that the removals
from office in the Boston custom-house are
permanent and the offices abolished, and that
the men most efficient have been
retained,
whether Butler or anti-Butler men.
Go in
Mr. Collector; thin out the invalids.
The Ohio friends of Senator Thurman and
Geoige H. Pendleton are at it again like two
tom cats in a barrel. The
distinguished gentlemen themselves maintain a distant and
high-toned personal regard for each other,
but their friends have concluded that the
Democratic party is too close a corporation to
hold them both. The Presidential nomination in 1876 is the bone of contention, and
while the Ohio Democrats are quarreling
about it, Gov. Hendricks is looking on with a

Traveller

means

degree of complacency only equaled by that
which, according to Bailey, irradiates the
countenance of the man who is “next” in a
crowded
barber-shop.—st. Loins Democrat
And now upon the
heels of the statement
that Cameron and
Forney have cremated
the , tie axe comes the

strange rumor that
Fenton have been a
hatchet
burying. The story lacks density; Mr.
isn’t
much
of
a
cremaior.
Conkling
The World and Albany Argus think it is
in some manner ominous that President
Grant the last time he was in New York
rode out with Tom Stewart, Liberal
Republi-

Conkling and

can

chairman.

The opposition of the Catholics
against the
free,non-sectarian school system is so fierce in
New Brunswick,that in the county of Glouces-

The resolutions further state that the
convention will endeavor to select honest and
capable men for office without regard to former
political opinions. No man will be supported
known to be guilty of bribery, corruption or
fraud. One term only is favored from the
President down. Free passes are condemned;
also legislators, boih state and national, who
are for an increase of taxes, fees and salaries.
They demantl a reduction of the public expenditures.
ment.

Washington Sews and Gossip.
THE PROPOSED REORGANIZATION OF THE TREASURY

DEPARTMENT,
of the Civil Service
Committee, has hail a consultation with Secretary Bristow in regard to the prospective for
the reorganization of the department a>r provided in the hill of that committee. The Secretary informed Mr. Kellogg that he was very
busy himself in examining into the organization of the department, auu had already found
many things which he greatly desired tochange.
Some of these matters he could correct nnuer
the authority which he now possessed and some
would require new legislation.
He therefore
suggested that the bill of the committee should
not he pressed at this session, but he strongly
urged that the members of the committee
should confer with him during the recess and
assist in a general reorganization, which he
was determined to bring about, to the end that
the department in all of its divisions, down to
the least important, should be rendered thoroughly efficient.
Mr.

Kellogg, chairman

THE DISTRICT SAFE BURGLARY.

The District Committee has printed the evidence in regard to the safe burglary. It contains 288 pages. The testimony fully bears out
the statements telegraphed at the time the investigation began, that the whole affair was set
up by the officers of the District government
and courts, and that its object was to blacken
the character and secure the arrest of the leaders among the memorialists.
The thieves were
imported for the occasion, and they went at it
with a boldness and openness which would follow from a full understanding that they were
to receive ample protection.
The testimony of
a large number of witnesses was
taken, and it
appears to establish beyond reasonable doubt
tbe complicity of tbe persons heretofore mentioned in tbe conspiracy, and is generrlly held
to form one of the verv blackest
pages in the
whole history of the District ring.
Bland Butler.—The Brooklyn Argus
says:
Gazaway B. Lamar was an extensive cotton
The government
speculator during the war.
agents confiscated a large amount of that article to which lie laid claim. He sued
eminent and retained
counsellor
Herbert of Hew

York, telling

00(1 umillfl ho tinirl

in

tlwi

the go
Joseph B.
him a fee of $20,-

airnnf

o

__

Herbert needing assistance, employed Gen. B.
F. Butler as counsel.
She case came to a final
issue last June, Lamar obtaining
judgment
against tbe government for SOT,000. Gen.
Butler being iu Washington the
money was
paid directly to him. Butler deducted the 320,000 fee from the amount received and remittted
the balance to Lamar.
Herbert asked his
senior couusel for a fair share of the amount of
£20,000. but was blandly refused. He then betook himself to Lamar and he also refused.
He, thereupon, sued his client for $20,000. Application was made to Justice Tappan Wednesday morning, for a commission to issue to
Washington for taking of testimony of Benj.
F. Butler. It was urged in opposition that Massachusetts was the residence of that
statesman,
and theuCK the commission should issue, and
further, that he is in New York city every
fortnight, and his testimony cau conveniently
be taken there. Justice Tappan denied the
application, but with leave to apply for a commission to the home of Gen. Butler, unless he cau
be captured iu New York withiu two weeks.
East Maine Conference Seminary.—Tho
anniversary of the East Maine Conference
Seminary took place at Bucksport, Monday
and Tuesday. President Allen of the Orono

College delivered
The following
exhibition:

address Tuesday evening.
the order of exercises at tho

an

was

Latin Salutatory.A. W.
Hewitt, Thomaston.
Tlie New
Warren, Bangor.
Trees.
.Henry M. Collier, Union.
The Public Schools.lames Berrv.
Bangor
Language.Carrie L. Fnve, Wise sset.
Reformers.John M. Brown, Orouo.
Glimpse at 19»0. Alice B. Gardner, Bucksport.

Crusade.Percy

Genius.G. W. Johnson, Bluehill.
Corn and Rose?.Mattie S. Aery,
Hampden.
Powor of Journalism... H. A. Wing,
Mattawamkeag.
‘‘Let in the Light”.Evie E. Smith,
Bucksport.
Capital and Labor.S. fl. Sawyer, Bucksport.
What shall she do?.Hattie B. Hihks, Bucksport.
Sbe shall vote.J. L.
Higgins, Ellsworth.
Sea of Galilee and Valedictory,
Annie C. Beale, Orrington.
Next term Mr. White of Itowdoin
College is
to take the place of Prof. Haskell.
An able discussion

is going on
between the
Chicago and Detroit newspapers about the size
of women’s feet. The
fallowing l„w-«un» per
sonality is the last try of a Detroit editor:
■‘Chicago may tilk about the homely women
of Detroit, hut there is one
redeeming point.
When one of them gets mired they don’t have
to dig up half the street to get a sixteen-foot

scantling

under her foot for

a

pry.”

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

CONSUMPTION

THE PORTLAND

233 Middle St 233

i« a

Assembly.

We print, this week, the call for the Republican congressional convention at Ellsworth the 24th inst. While conceding that
Mr. Ilale is representing the district with
most eminent ability and is exercising a large
influence in Congress, still we should.be glad
to see some equally able man nominated from
this part ot the district. But there seems to be
no present prospect of uniting upon such a
one, and, until there is, we don’t propose to
agitate the matter. Two years ago we said
all we bad to say, and we don't propose to
keep up a discussion which accomplishes no

lervousness, indigestion, liver complaint, fever and
igue, constipation, rheumatism and low spirits, and
preventive of every disease produced by foul air,
whether it stagnates in crowded work-rooms or im[►erils life and health in swampy districts and new
hearings. So the'masses say, and so they have
l>een saying for the last twenty years.

Prohibition and Public Sentiment.
LETTER FROM DIO

LEWIS.

To the Editor of the Press:
Even if we assume that by no other means
han the prohibitory law, can dram shops be
dosed, we are all prepared to admit that the
law is like a man’s hand, a capital instrument

1

Encampments are requested to appear in uniOdd Fellows Hall, Friday, Juno 12th, at 2
o’clock P. M., for the purpose of performing escort
duty to the visiting Patriarchs of Maasasoit Encampment from Boston. The Committee respectfully re-

COUNTY RONDS.
CITY. RONDS.
SCIIOOI. DISTRICT RONDS.
UFAI. ESTATE INOBTOACEK.

quest that every Patriarch will be prompt in attendance at the hour named.
Generel Committee.
Per Order
jneJlsn2t

All carefully selected in tbe west, paying 10 to 12
per cent interest. Very safe as well as profitable.

day

Per Order.

Casco, June 8,1874.
The Republicans of Deering are requested to meet
at the Town House ou SATURDAY, the 13th inst.,
at 7 o’clock P. M., to choos«; delegates to the State
Convention to be holden at Augusta on the 18th iastan'-, to nominate a candidate for Governor. Also
to choose delegates to the Republican District Convention to be liolden at Portland, Wednesday, June
24th. Also to choose a Town Committee for the enPer order of Town Committee.
suing year.
Deering, June 9, 1874.

!1.

The Republicans of Raymond are requested to meet
at the Town House in said town on SATURDAY,
13th inst,, at 4 o’clock, P. M., to choose delegates to
the State and District Conventions.
Per Order Rep. Town Committee.

The Republicans of Gorham will meet at the Town
House on SATURDAY AFTERNOON, the 13th
inst., at 2J o’clock, to select delegates for the State

Congressional Conventions.

and

Per Order Town

committee. The leader of the visiting party
quietly said: “Gentlemen, we have come to
demand the passage of the enactment, here
and now. Within a few minutes a brief prohibitory law was framed, passed and tho May-

Committee.

The Republicans of Gray are notified to meet at
the Town Hall on MONDAY, the 15th inst., at 7
o’clock, P. M., to choose delegates to attend the State
Convention to be holden at Augusta, on the 18th
inst., to nominate a candidate for Governor, and to
choose delegates to attend the District Convention
to be holden In Portland on the 24th inst., to nominate a candidate for Congress.
Per order Rep. Town Committee.

The law was
or’s official signature affixed.
immediately and thoroughly enforced.
I was happy to find in your state many perto the
sons who were looking most hopefully
earnest prayer and work of the reform clubs
an< the women’s temperance movement for the

The Republicans of Falmouth

meet at the Town House in said

are

requested

town,

on

to

SATUR-

DAY, the 13ih inst., at five o’clock, P. M., to choose
delegates to attend the Republican State Convention

holden at Augusta the 18th inst. Also to choose
to attend the District Conventions to be
holden in Portland the 24th inst.
Per Older of the Town Committee.

to be

development of a public sentiment, which appealing to the officers for the thorough enforcement of your prohibitory laws, shall not ap-

delegates

The Republicans of Windham

requested to
SATURDAY, the 13th

in vain.

are

meet at the Town House on
Inst., at 5 o’clcck,p.M.,to choose delegates to the State
Convention to be holden at Augusta on the 18th inst.
to nominate a candidate tor Governor. Also to choose
delegates to the Republican District Convention to
be holden at Portland, Wednesday, June 24tb, Also
to choose a Town Committee for the ensuing year.
Per Order of Town Committee.

very truly.
Dio Lewis.

Ex-Pobtlandeks in a fix.—The prelimina
ry hearing in an important case occurred yesterday in the municipal court. The complainant was the Porous Plaster Company of the
city of New York. The accused were Edward
L. Jordan and Frank E. Jordan of Boston, do
ing business with David W. Scribner under the
firm name and style of the Allcock Porous
Plaster Company. The charge was that the
accused hud forged and counterfeited the private labels and trademarks of the complainant
with iulent to defraud the public by selling inferior and worthless plasters as the genuine
“Allcock’s Porous Plasters” of the Porous
Plaster Company of the city of New Y'ork. His
honor held the accused iu the sum of $1000
each to await the action of the grand jury.
John Jameson and Harvey N. Shepard for the
government. W. W. Blackmar and George L.
Puffin for the accused.—Boston Advertiser.

A

VARIETY

LARGE

DRY

Lino Steamers,
At Icmm rate* than any

Agency in Maine.

Excursion Tickcls to New York and lieturn.
fttcamer
to

and
Railroad
Ticket* from
Rostou at reduced rate*.

ROLLINS,

&

LORINO,

ADAMS,

Exchange Ml., Portland.

ju6

d2msn

IMPORTED

than in 1801.
Mr. Charles Dudley Warner will deliver the
presentation address at the dedication of the
more

HAVANA CIGARS.

Putnam statue in Hartford on the 17th inst.
The New Bedford Standard says that whaling is not dead yet. Of twenty whalers now
in that port ten are being fitted for new cruizes,
aud business is lively on the wharves.
The Ex-Empress Eugenie, on the occasion of

ON AND AFTER TRIM DATE all of
ray Imported Havana Cigars will be sold by
the $1,00 worth at the same price as per $1000. I
offer to-day a line Imported Havana Cigar—The
Golden Bell—a regalia britanica, at

$100.00

per 1060.
»<
lOO.
10.00
5.00
“(box) 50.
lO Cents Each.

the visit of the Czar to Chiselhurst, wore a long
black dress ornamented with puffs of white
crape, which were veiled by black lace. A black
lace veil fell from her head over her shoulders.
A
It is a good thing to understand Latin.

Also a fresh lot of the well known brand Feliciana at $0.00 per 100.
The business reputation of this house is a sufficient
guarantee that no domestic cigars will he palmed
off' as imported.

WII. ALLEN, JR.,

member of one of the public schools of a city
very far from Boston was asked the meaning of the inscription, “Non Sibi, sad Patriae”
on a monument, and after some vexation of
spirit he responded, “Hot himself, but his fa-

NO. 11 EXCHANGE ITRRET.

not

sntf

Jul

AGENCY

ther!”
Until the Senate gets rid of its HippleMilchell, the mau who runs away from one
wife to marry another, why should the House
bother about its polygamous Elder Cannon,
who runs away from none of his wives, but
supports them all in patriarchal style?—Bos-

TRE—

—OF

BROOKLYN

LIFE

INSURANCE

Herald, (lnd.)

YORK.

NEW

The peculiar feature which commends this Comto public favor is the entry made in each participating policy of a definite cash value, increasing
from year to year, which the Company will loan to
the policy holder to aid m the payment of his anpany

NEWS.

nual premiums, if desired, or pay over to him at any
time atter the receipt of two or three premiums
should he have occasion to surrender his policy.
Further information will cheerfully be given to
who are pleased to call, whether desiring to
e insured or not.

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

The Augusta Standard learns that the Postoffice Department has directed Mr. Carr, Postal Agent for New England, to proceea to
Presque Isle and investigate the causes of complaint against the postmaster of the town in
relation to the manner in which he conducts
the business of his office, and that Mr. Carr
will attend to this duty very soon.

Sarties

EATON

SHAW.

GENERAL AGENT.

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

Office Fluent’s Block, Fortlaud.

Christopher Dyer, a member of the convention at the separation of Maine from Massachusetts, is living in New Sharon at the age of
91.

sntf

JulO

CARD.

is beset with canker worms and cat-

The

undersigned,

for several years in the insurance

business in Portland, respectfully announces that he
has disposed of his business to Messrs. Barues Bros,

COUNTY.

of this

The stores of M. S. Mayhew and A. P. Cram
of Mt. Vernon village, were entered Tuesday
night and fifty dollars or more in money taken
from each place. Officers are on the track of
the thieves.
A lodge of Odd Fellows was instituted at
Gardiner Wednesday by Grand Master O. B.
Whitten.

city,

to whom has been transferred the agency

of the following well known and reliable companies,
(wnich he has represented for some time): Westchester, N. Y., Clay, Ky., and St. Nicholas, N. Y. The
above named firm consists of Mr. B. Barnes, Jr., ol
this city, and Mr. D. H. Barnes of Wincheudon, formerly of Boston, the former the well known correspondent ‘'Sidney,” of the Boston Journal, and successful insurance agent, and the latter coming to
Portland with the very highest testimonials, both
LINCOLN COUNTY.
j careful, experienced and influential underwriters.
A lodge of Good Templars was instituted at >; Besides occupying their commodious and attractive
office at 28 Exchange street, Messrs. Barnes Bros.
Wiscasset Tuesday evening, June 3d, by Bev. S will
have a branch office
also, (at least for the
O. M. Cousins, w ith 30 charter members. Bev. i at my old stand, Fluent present)corner of
Block,
Exchange
W. H. Bolster was elected and installed pre- i and Congress streets.
I most cordially and earnestly recommend them to
siding officer, and W. H. Gibbs secretary. A
Cold Water Temple was also instituted in the ! the public, and am confident toat the interests of my
customers and friends will be most successfully ana
same hall the same afternoon.
:

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

WALDO

satisfactorily
jne6tfsn

cover.

A Belfast

man

named

Asa

McIntosh,

at-

the case, the liailroad Company vs.
Unity adverse to the road.
The point upon which the
opinion turned was that the vote to subscribe
to the stock was legally rescinded
before the
subscription was made.

STYLES.

MISS II. F. MARSII
1

JUST RECEIVED a large assortment of the
most desirable Summer Styles of

Hat

HA TS AND BONNET*.
CHOICE FRENCH FLOWERS,
BEADED LACES, RIBBONS,

TCBCOIS SILKS, NECK

Which will

v

tempted to get on a train of cars while in motion, in that city a few days since, but was
thrown and fell through a bridge to the flats
below. He was considerably hurt.
The store of Gerow & Tibbetts, in Belfast
was considerably damaged by flro
Tuesday afternoon.
The fire was caused by boys setting
fire to a pile of straw.
The Supreme Court has given an
opinion in

JENKS.

MILLINERY!

COUNTY.

Belfast savings hank has declared a dividend
of G per cent., amounting to *34,713.94.
Mr. George Webber of Brooks, who was so
seriously injured recently while driving a load
ui nay iuio iuu u;mi,is not iiKeiy
10 tuny re-

cared for in their hands.
J. E.

SUMMER

TIES, RUCHXNliS, ETC.,
be sold at reasonable prices. Also

Pal mctto and Straw Shade Hula in the
Beat Styles.

329 CONGRESS STREET,
jnff

PORTLAND.

$2.0

sntl

0!
OETl

DROPPED

BOI'TO.1!

boston, & maine: railroad tickets
To

/Tom lioston,

or

WASHINGTON

COUNTY.
The annual meeting of the
Bangor & Calais
Shore Line railroad was held at
Cherrytield
June 3d, but was adjourned to
July 15th. he
ters were read from
parties giving hopeful
surance of material aid in the
construction
the road, but at preseut no
positive agrti'
e
1
or arrangement can be entered
upon.

$2.00!
MM. ALLEN, JR.,

7?f

YORK COUNTY.
They’ve got a new key for the Alfref i jaihbut
what use there is tor a
key to that Institution

don’t know.
Dorrance Littlefield of Saco,

NO. 11 EXCHANcIK street.
Bndtt
my26
REMOVAL.

we

af his wagon
Tuesday and
the head and spiue.

thrown out
injured a bout

EVANS

was

badly

Plain

English.

good reason why an English spei iking
people should be doctored in Latin. If weshoul d deicrihe the properties of Hostetter’s Stomach B1 tters
n the jargon of the
profession, not one reade r in
wenty would understand what it is good for.
We
ueter to say in simple words that if possesses streiij gth■niug, regulating and purifying qualities ol the hi gliJst order that the vegetable ingredients of whicl
it

eminently

WOOD,

REMOVED TO

RICHARDSON'S

no

s composed are
wholesome ami salutj iry,
•ml that the stimulant which is combined wii b
tb em
is the purest that
can l>e manufactured.
We p re!<cnbe it, not in
garbled Latin, but in the good old
mother tongue, as a
remedy for languor, debill ty,

IN

AND

where

we shall be pleased to see all our old customand the public generally.
We are prepared to take orders for Coal t.’or present
or Winter use, at the Lowest Market Kates.
ers

Standard

<7 on In of nil kind*, Hard
Soft Wood, Edging*, Etc,,

ALWAYS

ON

For
From
Date
New York Havana.June 11
Canima.New York. .Bermuda.. ..June 11
Frisia.New York. .Hamburg—June 11
Scandinavian.Quebec.Liverpool... .Juno 13
York Liverpool ...June 13
Celtic. New York .Liverpool... .June 13
City of Brussels .New York Liverpool... June 13
Columbus.. .New York -Havana.June 16
Olympus.Boston.... Liverpool... .June 16
City of Havana.New York. Havana.June 18
Andes.New York. .Jamaica.. ..June 19
Circassian.Quebec.Liverpool... June 20
Colon.New York..Aspinwall. .June 20
Liverpool—June 27
Sarmatian.Quebec..
Name.
of Merida....

Algeria.New

iHiuiatnrs Alumnae. ...June li).
Sunrises.4.23 I Moon rises.2.40 AM
Sun sets.7.36 I High water.9.30 AM

and

HAND.
my22sn3n*

nee, wiih

NEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND,
Thursday, June 11.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Falmouth, Colby. Halifax, NS—passengers
and mdse to John Porteous.
Steamer

City

ot

Portland, Pike,

H L Paine & Co. Vessel to Beni Webster.
Sch N H Hall, Hart, Philadelphia—coal to Jos H
Poor & Bro.
Sch Bangor, Kane, Surry—wood to Jackson & Eaton.
Sch L Snow, Grifh.i, Bangor.
Sch Railroad, Webster, Castine.
Sch Emma Brown, Morey, Rockland—lime to John

Crockett.
Sch Utica, Thorndike, Rockland—lime to C A B
Morse & Co.
Sch Yantic, Munroe, Franklin.
Sch Emeline, Roberts, Wiscasset.

12 NEW

DARIEN—Ar 4th, sch Light of tho East, Harper,
Boston.
CM 3d, K-b Hatfie M Fuller, Hart, Newburyport.
Chi 5th, schs M C Moseley, Coggins, Port Spain;
Delhi, Emerson, Brunswick.
CHARLESTON—Sid Oth, sch Florence Rogers,
Horton, Wilmington.
POUT ROYAL, SC—Sid 10th, sch Farragut, Hart,
Boston.
WILMINGTON—Ar 6tli, sch Fannie Pike,Robbins,
New York.
ALEXANDRIA—Sid 8th. sch E J'ow, for Portland
Passed up 8th, sch Edw Waite, York, from Portsmouth for Georgetown.
FORTRESS MONROE—Passed in 9th, brig Jennie
Morten, from Porto ltico tor Baltimore; B J Willard,
Woodbtiry, Matanzas for do.
BA LT1 MOKE—Ar 8th, barque John Zittlosen,Wilkinson, Sagua; brig Jessie Uhynas, Willis. Havana;
schs AJdie Blaisdef., Bearse, Richmond, Me; Wm
Butman, Batman, Bucksville.
Ar 9ih, sell J B Marshall, Marshall, Savannah.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 8th, sch Thomas N Stone,
Pitcher. Gardiner.
Ar Oth, brig J W Spencer, Thomas. Cardenas; sch
Lunet, Hinds, St Marys.
Cld 9th, schs Carl D Lotbrop, McAllep, Salem; D S
Siner, Huntley, Bath.
Passed Newcastle 10th, schs Marion Draper, for
Salem; Georgia Clark, lor Boston.
At Delaware Break water 9th, brig Benj Carver,
wtg orders; sch Cora Etta, from Sagua, do.
NEW YORK—Ar 9th, brig Emma L Hall, Perry,
Cardeuas; schs Mary A Heyer, Hodgdon, Eleutheta
5 day*; Harry White, Hopkins, Jacksonville; Early
Reed, do; Wesley Abbott, Milliken, and G M
Wentworth. Collins, Calais.
Ar 10th, brig J C Hazeltine, Bean, Havaua; sch
Starlight, Hopkins, Baracoa 8 days.
CM 9th, sch Jos Oakes, Parker, Kingston, J; Jennie B Gilkey, Gilkey, Bath.
Cld 10th, ship Ne Plus Ultra, Borland, London;
barque J E Woodworth, McNeilley, lor Rosario; schs
Gem, Thomas, Boothbay; Corvo, Pickering, Portland; S & B Small, Warren, Boston.
Passed througn Hell Gate 9th. schs Chas Carroll,
Chase, New York lor Portland; Scio, Smith, do lor
Pembroke.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 8th, sch Nellie Crowell, Crow-

ell, Jacksonville.
MYSTIC. CT—Ar 8th, sch Eliza J Staples, Strout,
Brunswick. Ga.
PROVIDENCE—Ar Oth inst, sch Stephen G Hart,
Mayo, Savannah.
SM 9th, brig Castalia, Gale, PortlanJ, to load for
St John, NB.
FALL RIVER—Ar Oth, brig Annie D Torrey, Haskell, Brunswick, Ga.
SM 9th, sch Fairfield, Galley, New York.
BOSTON—Ar 10th, brjg H H McGilverjr. Coombs,
Hoboken; schs Kate Wentworth, Mead, Cienfuegos :
Zeta Psi, Thompson, Brunswick; Chattanooga.Snare
aud M A Brewer, McFarland. Bangor; Elizabeth,
Dickerson, Richmond. Me; Matilda, Orne.Wiscasset;
Coquette, Merry, aud Smith Tuttle, Southard, do;
Lady Ellen, Blagdon, do; Belle, Dunton, Westport;
Gbilion, Winslow, Portland.
Cld 10th, brig Macbias, Bartlett, Barbadoes; sch
Medora, Bennett, Portland; Georgia, Staples, Belfast.
Ar

11th, barque Danl Draper, Rogers, Liverpool;
Mignon, Souls, fm Philadelphia; brigs R S Hassell,
Hodgdon, Cienfuegos; Antelope, Snow, Baltimore;
schs 0 H Macornber, Sargent, Brunswick. Ga; John
L Tracey, Meseivey, Alexandria; Emma W Day,
Clark, New York; Willis Putnam, Cook, Calais; M
A brewer, McFarland. Bangor; Elizabeth, Dickinson, Richmond, Me; Orizon, Fletcher, Bath.
Cld 7th, sch Tasso, Brewster, Portland.
SALEM—Ar 9th, schs Ida C Spofford, Ingalls, Calais; Patriot, Sellers. Deer Isle; Katan, Whitteraore,
Ellsworth; Cape Ann. Foss, Sullivan; Maria Roxana, Palmer, Portland for New York.
Ar 10th, sch Wm Flint. Pendleton. Port Johnson;
Arabella, Smith. Gardiner for Philadelphia.
fllonrirC'I'R'P_Ar

mth

u>ha .Inaai<v I.nnlr

Shn-

lee NS for New York; Defiance,Thorndike, Rockland
fordo; Sophie, Harrington, Portland fordo; John
Batch. Lunt, Calais for Fall River; Fair Dealer, Loring, Ellsworth.
DANVERS—Ar 8th, sch Hattie, McClinfock, Pass
Christian, Miss.
NEWBUItYPORT-Ar 10th, sell Eva H Leonard,
Gault, Union Islaud.
FOREIGN PORTM.
Sid fin Singapore 9th inst, barque Olive, Clark, for
Boston.
AratMalmo June 7, ship John Harvey, Brown,
Mobile.
Ar at Calcutta 8tli inst, ship Nearchus, Pierce, Irom
Liverpool*
Sid ftn Cebu April 5, ship Merom, Lowell, for New
York.
Sid fm Singapore April 27, ship John Tucker, Taylor, Iloilo.
In Elsinore Sounl 27th ult, barque George Treat,
Ginn, trom Stettin for Geffe.
Ar at Cardiff- June 8, ship Detroit, Pike, Autwerp.
At Aspinwall 27thnit, barque Sarah E Kingsbury,
Waterhouse, for Cienfuegos 10 days.
At Demarara 22d ult, sch Ella, Humphrey, from
Philadelphia, ar 17tli.
Arat St Thomas 19th ult. sch Mary A Holt, Higgins, St Kitts, (aud sailed 22d for Arroyo, to load lor

New York.)
At Mayaguez 23d ult, brig S P Smith, Dodge, for
Baltimore 25th.
Ar at Cientuegos 2d inst, brig Alex Nichols, Peters,
Guantanamo.
Ar at Havana 4th inst, barque Elba, Peterson, fm
Now York; brig Helen G Rich, Ilonns, Philadelphia;
Nigretta. Stubbs, New York.
lu port 5th. barque Sarah Hobart, Pinkham, for
New Orleans; brigs Clara J Adams, McFadden, for
North of Hatteras, Ulg; Mattano, Robiuson, for New
York via Caibarien; schs M M Knowles, Small, for
New York, Idg; Mary A Power. Wiley, lor North ol
Hatteras, do; and others.
Sid tin Matanzas 3d, brig Ponvert, Allen, Philadelphia; 1st, Cascatelle, Simmons, New York.
Ar at Cardenas 1st inst, sch Adeliza, Huntley, fra
Havana; 30th ult, barque Emma F Herriman, Nichols, St Thomas.
Sid 28th, barque T K Weldon, Colson, Sagua; brig
Nellie Husted, Davis, for North of Hatteras; 3d inst,
barquo Sandv Hook, Barstow. do; sch Veto. Henderson, do; 30Lh ult, brig Maria W Norwood. Andrews,
North of Hatteras.
Ar at Sagua 28ik ult, brig Onalaska, Wheeler, from

Baltimore.
Sid 28th. brig Mary Fink.Dyer,North of Hatteras;
Etta, Johnson, do; 3d inst, brigs San Carlos, Atherton, and Antilles, Skinner, North of Hat-

At Baraooa 2d inst, sell Ella, Montgomery, from
Aux Cayes, ar 1st.
Arat St John, NB. 8th inst, ship Robert Dixon

Switliwick, Liverpool.

June 2, lat 20, Ion 75, ship Caledonia, from Havre
for New Orleans.
June G, lat 36, Ion 75, brig Agenora, from Matanzaa
for Boston.
I ike. fm
Juno 10, 2 PM, no lat, Ac, sch Martha T
Raraeoa tor New York.

TO THE

For Sale.
DESIRABLE country residence for sale, situated at Windham Hill. A good location tor a
Physician—formerly occupied by Dr. G. L. Kilgore.
Terms easy. Apply to D. D. CHASE, 175 Middle
mylGeodlm
Street, Portland.

A

Yacht
Illuc
Cloth Suits.

PORTABLE

Tlic finest anti best made
line of

y

12

The Board of Manufactures have made arrange-

and

Saturday, June 12th and

STEAM ENGINE,

13th9

MANUFACTURED

B¥

Colt’s Patent Fire Arms Manu-

facturing Co.,

MAINE CENTRAL,

HARTFORD, CONN.,

Friday and Saturday, June 10th and 20th.
Excursion tickets good
Bangor to Portland.
PORTLAND A

ail regular traius from

on

27th, 1868, April 13th and
20th, 1869, and June 28th, 1870.

Under Patents dated Oct.

OGDENSBURG,

Tuesday and Wednesday, June 16th and
17th.
Excursion tickets good on all regular trains.
Excursion tram leaves Portland at 9.30 p. m. on
Wednesday, June 17th, for Fryeburg and intermediate stations.

PORTLAND A ROCHESTER,

Awarded Firnt Premium by American
Institute, 1809, 18TO and 1871: «3old
Ilednl by Louisiana and Texas
State Fairs, 1871; and First
Premiums whenever fairly
put in competition.

Saturday, June 13lh.
Excursion tickets good on all regular trains, also
on special traiu leaving Portland for Rochester and
intermediate stations at 6.20 p. m.

BOSTON St MAINE,
tlMrPt*

<*nml

nn

C. P. KIMBALL,
C. E. JOSE,
W. W. THOMAS,

BY

Frank H. Houghton,

Exec.

)

} Portland

Com.
Industrial

Exhibition,

1 & 9 CENTRE STREET,

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Ea«tport, Calais

SALE

FOR

nil regular trains.

JR.,)

St.

and

Windsor and Halifax.

STATE

SUMMERIARKANGEMENTS.

On and after Monday June 15th,
the International Steamship Company's Steamers, City ol Portland,
Capt. S. 11. Pike,New York, Capt.
E. B. Winchester,and New Brunswill leave Railroad Wharf, foot
wick,
ot State St., every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and
FRIDAY, at 6 P. M., forEa st.portand St. Jolin,N. B.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

days.

Eastport tor St. Andrews
Robhinston, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.
at

Connections made

Connections made at St. John lor

Digby, Annapo-

lis, Windsor, Kentville. Halifax, N. S., Sliediac. Amherst, Pictou, Suuimerside, Charlottetown, and Frederick ton,
dT’Freight received on days of sailing until 4
j
o'clock P. M.

ju!2dtfA.

R.

STUBBS, Agent.

ICE CREAM.
S.

T.

HATCH
OFFERS

ICE

CREAM

superior quality in any quantity to
Families, IPicnica and ^Parties,
of

Spoons and

Plates furnished without

ders may he left at

charge.

Or

HATCH’S OYSTER HOUSE,
307

Congress
OR

Street.

AT THE

i?Iannfactory, 170 Pearl, below Oxford

St

istf

_jul2_
See Plnck and

Laugh1
Bay PUCK and br

Happy.

J. F. RYDER.
33» Superior 8t„ CleTrlaad,

A V

Ilttb

*-•

~

Ot_

SEBAGO STEAMBOAT CO.

Middle States credited at par tor Correspondents.
Accounts current rendered weekly. Special facilities tor the negotiation of Miscellaneous Securities.

P.

B.

PLEASE SEND FOR CIRCULAR.

jail__lf_

PORTABLE BURGLAR ALARM
invention for the protection ol
No explosive materials.
Costs but a tritle. A profitable business tor Agents.
Portable Burglar Alarm Co. 88® Broadway, N.
Y.
jul2d4wf
The latest and best

—

fcVO

A A

for

Aged Women.

Anniversary of this Association will he colebrateil on SATURDAY, the 13th. The ltousi
will be open tor the reception ot friends from 10 A,

THE

M. till 6 P. M.

Strangers who may lie in the city

cordially invited to visit it.
ticles. made by the inmates,
Portland, June II, 4874.

A variety ot userul
will be for sale.

an
ar-

greatly under

I

value.

the actual

DECIDED

BARGAINS,

pieces Headed Gimp

8 cts per yard and upwards.

Sack

Ornaments, Beaded Buttons,

Loops,

Ac.

DOZEN

PARIS

NEW

ini Stiver Grays.
—

To Let.

THE

wmteoT
AFKtlri8S p""^Wcit

& co’s.

KIDS

—

Tinted Glores in 1, 2, 3 and 4

House,

constantly receiving
assortment of the celebrated

Buttons,

froun 75 cts. to the Nemnlcss 91.7& per pr

Real Live Principle.
Buyingfor Cash and sell-

ing for Cash, enables
undersell all

a

HATS IN EYERY SHAPE
FINE FRENCH FLOWERS.

Turaonise Silks in nil

sen.rr.est. shades 1

tors.

Pluck instead of luck.
Cash against Credit.
Prices that will at once
show our Customers the
vast difference
between
for
.and
Cash
buying
upon

Figures that will Compel
you in Self-Defence to Buy

of Us. Good Goods and not
trash* Quality the true test
of Cheapness.
One Price
marked
on each
plainly
No
Deviation.
garment,and

C. D. B. Fisk & Co.,
233 Middle St, Portland.
lull_<13tla

Orin Hawkes & Co.,
Custom

FS>~AII

are

purchasing

requested

to call

upwards.

We invite especial attention to
tliis department of our business,
and to the great inducements ottered to purchasers, both in

Goods and

Prices.

For Hie balance of the Season we
shall offer our entire assortment of

ENGLISH, FRENCH,

AND

AMERICAN

WOOLENS
made into garments to order in the
in the most Fashionable and tasty
mauner

at the

Lowest of Low Prices.
We have some very choice English Ooods of our own importation iu

SUMMER SUITINGS,
“

TROWSERINGS,
FANCY WORSTEDS,
Black and Blue West of England
Broadcloths and Doeskins,
and

having

a

Cutter that is second

to none in the
in

city

saying that

we

those

led assured

intrust
their orders to us w ill be satisfied
iu Fit, material and make,
who

ju3

1k2w

BONDS
Portland
Hath

C’s
tt’s

....

Belfast

tj’s

...

Bangor

IPs
6 s

...

riA.-Al,.../l

and examine before

BOSTON;

Ml'PERIOR HRA (30
If—
Fztnlf.—:|N<3 STEAMER*
THE

BROOKS AND FOREMT CITY

Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, samt
Fare ffl.fSO.
Tickets and State Rooms can bo obtained at 22 ExStreet.
change
Through Tickets to New York via the variou.
Sound Lines, for sale at reduced xates.
Freight taken at low rates.
J. K. COYLE JR., General Agent.nich30t
days at 7 P. M.

HY—

SWAN A BARRETT,
*ep21

eod lehl 87

CITY BONDS.
•

Portland,

licwioton.

Bangor,
Bath,

fp,
<>'»

Cincinnati,
Toledo,

S’*

-----

ALSO

State of Maine.
State of New Hampshire,
And other

FOR

II. UK.
32

O’*
<{'*

■.

Securities.

SALE

BY

PANSON A CO.

EXCHANGE STREET.

my27eodtf

Corns, Bunions, Ingrowing
and
can

Enlarged

be very much

by having

your

Nails

Joints

relieved

Permanently

ICE.
OF

•
•

FOB SALE

A.T 7 O’CLOCK I>. M.

CARGOES

•

Maine Central It. R.

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

Shoes, Button ami Congress Boots,
which f ir style and durability are quite equal to the
best custom work, and at much less prices; also in

8’g
7’s
7’s
7’s
7’g
(5’s

IOO MIDDLE STREET.

____fl'w

JOHN

7’fl

mrn
...

Louisville Ky.,

F. JLATNTER.

FOR

A

“
Toledo
t'hi< a* >
Cook County

elsewhere.

CONGRESS STREET,

335

NEWARK BOOTS AND SHOES

stock a full and complete assortment, of Hoots ami
Slmes adapted to the season and to all classes of customers at prices to correspond with the times.
eodistf
julO

Department.

E. A X. American R. R. (Sold

CARTON*

very fine

all the different varieties ol

to

us

Comneli-

our

Lewiston

50

a

290 & 292 CONGRESS ST.

DAILY, (SUNDAY* EXCEPTED)

0-0 WELL I

can
our

Wc do business upon

Having enminodions Cabin and State Room accouimodatlons, will run alternately, leaving

Newark Boots & Shoes

hand and is

all Sizes and all Ages,
always be found on
Counters.

Drabs, Slates.

ALSO

jull

CHAMBER over Burnell’s Hat Store. Ont
of the pleasantest rooms on Middle Street. Suitable for Salesro mi, Tailor, Deutist. or ofhcea of 0113
kiud. For further particulars call on
JOUiV K. PALMKB,
»*.’» Middle Wlrcet.
jul2dtw2p

Also

choicest patterns from 35 cts. upwards,

Ju12d3tSoap Manufacturer.

in

HH
__.1
VV VIS pui JdlUf

5000 yds. Real Malta Laces.

100

Children’s Clothing,

—

Sash Ribbons from 40 cts

WANT a Smart Man to attend to
feeding hogi
and drive a Soap Cart twelve miles from the
city
Marri d man preferred, as there i» a lmnse
ready t<
move into.
A steady job to the right man.
Appli
at Nixon’s Trunk Store, 152 Exchange St.
G. W. NIXON,

Under the Falmonth

at

HCk

TVj TfJj UVj

ju42dtd

Wanted

on

AH

rooms.

Home

YARDS

YAK LACES !
<1 S'

The largest and handsomest assortmennt of

any purpose furnished at

300

A.

GOOD BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Exclusive territorial rights offered for the sale of the

houses and

whole a mechanically and scientifically correct machine ; all its parts being provided with means u
take up lost motion, so that it may be used for
any
number of years, and always run smoothly. In afi
these particulars as much care has been taken as in
the largest and most perfect engine ever constructed.
The result is—the greatest amount of power
PROPORTIONED TO THE AMOUNT OF FUEL CONSUMED—thus proving the fact—well known to men
of science—that water is the best medium to transmit the mechanical forces, generated in the combustion of fuely to the production of motive power.

dly

__

of Order.

In slioit it Is the SIMPLEST, SAFEST, most
DURABLE anti most ECONOMICAL Engine in
the world. We fully guarantee them in all the above
particulars. COLT’S ARMS CO. have spared in
expense in getting up SPECIAL TOOLS AND MACHINES with which to build these Engines, s<» dial
every part is made up to gauge, and are perfectly interchangeable, the importance of which will be understood by all who are at all familiar with machinery. Thus, every Engine of a given size is an exact
duplicate of every other one of that size, and in east
of breakage, the broken part cao be immediately replaced by its perfect duplicate.
The inventor of this Engine had in view, in iti
construction, the great need that exists tor a perfect
Steam Engine—of small power—adapted to all kindi
of light mechanical work, and that should also combine all that is good in Steam Engineering.
The first point was, to secure a perfectly philosophical Boiler and Furnace, in order to insure thi
most perfect combustion, anil to take up the greates
possible amount oj heat in generating steam.
The second point was, to make a j>erfect cut-of
Engine, working steam expansively, and keeping uj
the temperature of the cylinder to prevent loss bj
radiation or condensation.
The third point was. to combine and make th<

O.

Banking House of
LIVINRtlTOriK & COM PAM V,
10 Pine St., Mew York.
Specially organized for the business of ont-ol
town Banks, Bankers. Corporations and Individuals.
Like an Incorporated Batik.
Grams all laciiitiel
usual with City Banks. Drafts on all the principal
cities of Europe. 5 per cent, interest allowed on
daily balances. Collections on New England ami

_Ju12

KxploMion—No liability
oat

5000

yj of the Sebago Steamboat Co. will run as follows: Leave Harrison daily (Sundays excepted) at
8.45 A. M., North Bridgton at 9.00, Bridgton at
9.30,
Naples 40.25, arriving at Lake Station in season to
connect with afternoon trains to Portland anti Boston.
will
leave Sebago Lake Station on arReturning
rival of the afternoon train front Portland, arriving
at Naples at 5.00, Bridgton, 5.50, No. Bridgton. C
and Harrison, 6.35 P. 51.

jul2dtf

from
to gel

Manufacturers’ Prices.

They
Scud

_d2-M
Scbago Steamboat Co.
nn.l oft or

Danger

Machinery for

The

jolliest, most rol- SSS;
icking, and plucky story
ever
told
by painter’s
nM,
biusli, is faithfully copied in these (Jhromos.
are 16 by 22 inches in sise.
Price $10 the pair.
orders to the publisher.

No

AGENT.

Extra Insurance to Pay !

No

At Half the Prices.

Credit.

Maine,

Portland,

John. Oigby

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK!

0

different patterns to select
from. In Shades and Makeup equal to any Custom
Work ever produced,

—

Excursion train leaves Portsmouth at 8.15 a.m.;
Great Falls at 8.55 a. m.: Biddeford at 9.52 a. m,;
Saco at 10 a. m., arrives at Portland at 10.30 a. m.
Returning, leaves Portland for Portsmouth, Great
Falls and intermediate stations at 6 p. m.
Excursion tickets are also good on all regular
trains.

roof
Over

one

cast of Boston.

Portland Industrial Exhibition I

Friday

Pantaloons

shown under

ever

ments with the Rail roads, whereby Olffi FAKE
purchases an excursion ticket good to Portland and
return, and also admits to the Exhibition.
The days and trains on which these excursion tickets are good are as tollows:

incuts,

Indigo

ju!2dlw

—

lias

iimencitu

B A X T ER

Railroad Excursions

same

English Worsteds,

Agents.

ma24

Boston.

uo.

T il E

:

Spring

jull_dt20_

inujr, nuicj,

./in in
to ci.j*., larquer le
hi,
tin., i_»rchestra Chairs 50 cts.. Boxes $4.00 Grand Matinee
Afternoon
at
2
Matinee
o’clock.
every Saturday
prices, Gallery 15 cts., Parquette and Orchestra
Chairs 25 cts.
Box Office open from 10 to 12 and 1 to 4.
jultt

W. F. PHILLIPS A CO.,
J. W. PERKINS Ac CO.,

DO1HE.8TIC POSTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 9tb, ship Gen McLellan,
Morrison, New York.
GALVESTON—Ski 3d, sch Mary E Long, Hardy,
Pensacola, to load for a Northern port.
MOBILE—Cld 4th iust, brig Lizabel, Mahoney, for

u

Diagonal Coats,

!

WEEKS & POTTER, BilSTON.
General Agents.

Wholesale

SUITS,

ENGLISH AND FRENCH

Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.

Thursday and Friday, Jane I Sill and I9th.

;

STARS

SANFORD’S JAMAICA GINGER

Launched—At East Deering 11th. from the yard
of Geo Russell, a fine tlree-masted schr of 296 tons,
named Eva E Pettengill,—owned by J S Winslow &
Co, W Tibbetts, Esq. Capt A J Pettengill, A H
Waite, ot Portland, and Cants J C and R M York of
Cape Elizabeth. She is to be commanded by Capt
Jos H York, late of brig Mattie B Russell.

jjai n

a

day*.

SLEEP

CLEARED.

JACKSONVILLE—Cld 5th, sch G L Bradley,
Smith, New York.
PENSACOLA—Ar 1st.barque Greyhouud, French.
Boston; brig Sally Brown, Ross, Key West.
SATILLA MILLS -Sid 2d. sebs M E Downer, for

and Anliirilny Nlntifirst clan Variety Knterlniu

MONDAY7, JUNE Mil.

the

natural, liealfhy Sleep,
COJHPLKTEM THE COKE.
Surprising and Most
WONDERFUL
Are its resnlts and unequalled in the whole catalogue of medicin^^.Run no more dangerous risks.
Look well to the care of your lungs in this ever
changing climate. Paitake when the symptoms of
danger approach that great revivityng compound,

Boston lor East-

port and St John. NB
Brig Mary C Mariner, Low. South Amboy—coal to

SUMMER

Varieties,

Entire cliaDge of Programmo Mondays and Thurs-

tho

Sends

can..

SPLENDID

HALL—PORTLAND, ME.

men l.

EASTERN RAILROAD.

MARINE

C. P. Kimball. W. S. Dana, J. B. Brown. C. E.
.Toso, Bee. E. 1!. Jackson, Wm. Curtis, W. W.
Thomas. Jr., Board of Manufacturers.
C. P. KIMBALL
Exec. Com. on
)
C. E. JOSE,
j Portland Industrt
W. W. THOMAS. Jn.,J
Exhibition.
J'lHM. A. BLANCHARD. or. Sec.

Ward’s

uentie,

DEPARTURE OF OCEANHTEARERM

City

MCSIC BIT TIIE PORTLAND BAND.

Open Every Keening

sytem, opens tho
PORES
And warms the body from hoad to foot.
PAINS
Of tho Bones and Muscles subside, tho
MIND
And Body are Composed and at Best,

SPOKEN,

WHARF,

Office 189 Commercial, cor. of Center St..

Portland, May 15, 1874.

DIED.
In East Marshfield, June 9. George W. Parsons,
aged 79 years,—formerly of Portland.
In Richmond, June 4, Hattie V. Sutherland, aged
19 vears 10 mouths.
In Auburn. June 4, Merrett Jordan, aged 53 years
and 10 months.
In Sullivan, June 1, Mrs. Philomela Johnson, aged
68 years.
In Wells, May 26, Mr. Frank Littlefield, aged 31
years 9£months.

sch Cora

MOONEY,

DEALERS

COAL

HAVE

Theie is

&

Bouncing through

Binf,

COMPANY,
OF

Trotter.
In Industry, June 7, Augustus D. Witherell of
Norridgewock and Ella H. Emery of Industry.
In Belfast, Juno 8, Fred W. Pratt aud Miss Carrie
9. Sargent.

else

READY-MADE
CLOTHING.

ONE DOLLAR.

BLOOD

In Farmington, June 9, Edw. B. Weston. M. D., of
Lewiston and Miss Alice J. Brett of Farmington.
In Augusta, Frauk T. Noble and Miss Emma J.

Sch David Torrey, Soule. Clark’s Island, to load for
York—Chas Sawyer.

We sell tickets via Lake Shore and Michigan,
Southern, Pennsylvania Central,Erie, Baltimore and
Ohio, Great Western and Michigan Central and
Grand Trunk Railwayss, and Fall River and Ston-

Portland

nothing

New

GREAT REDUCTION IN RATES
To Nevr York, rhiadeiphin, Baltimore,
Washington, Cincinnati, Chicago, St.
Louis, San Francisco and ail points West.

News and Other Items.
women are having
picnics all by
themselves, ignoring the sterner sex altogether.
Sir Edward Thorntou, the English Minister
at Washington, will soon follow his wife and
daughters on a visit to England.
The population of Ireland, notwithstanding
the emigration statistics, is said to be 81,000

As

EACH, OK C FOR

TICKETS 25

MUSIC

that dreaded tort uro
NEURALGIA
It lifts a Cold from the
LUNGS

Headquarters

on

Tuesday Evening, June 9, 1874.

Or

MARRIED.

yer.

GOODS

153 Middle Street, Yickery & Leighton.
d&wsn2w
ju2

Kansas

Hon. William McGilvery was quite severely
injured in Bangor,Wednesday,by being thrown
under a carriage and run over.
The roadbed of the Bucksport and Bangor
railroad has been badly washed by the rains,
and before track-laying is resumed will need
extensive repairs.

FEVER,
Dispel every lurking symptom of
RIIEUITIA TINiTI,

sntf

SteamerFranconiA, Brttgg.New York—Henry Fox.
Sch Chas Sawyer, Mullen, New York—Chas Saw-

OF

marked at prices to close them out.

ington

KENNEBEC

COLD,
Free the system of every symptom of

■

The Republicans ot Casco are requested to meet at
the Town House on SATURDAY, the 13th day of
the present month at 3 o’clock, P. M., to choose two
delegates to attend the State Convention to be holden
of June, 1874.
at Augusta on the 18th

ing the passage of local prohibition, the Mayor
and Councilmeu promised to consider it. The
committee said: “No, gentlemen,we wil. have
the enactment now, if you please.”
They
would think of it, and refer the matter to a

Phillips
erpillars.

f'rateful

UENOVAI,,

The Republicans of Yarmouth are requested to
meet at Union Hall, on SATURDAY the 13th inst.,
at 7£ o’clock, P. M., to choose delegates to attend the
State Con /ention to be holden at Augusta on the
18th inst., to nominate a condidate for Governor.
Also to choose delegates to attend the District Convention to be holden in Portland, on the 24th inst.,
to nominate a candidate for the Forty-fourth Congress. Also to choose a Town Committee for the enPer order of Town Committee.
suing year.
Yarmouth, June 8, 1874.

few weeks so revolutionized the public sentiment
of Mt. Vernon that when a party of men and
women went to the common council demand-

STATE

Throws about it.
Nothing exists in medicine so
and effective, Taken in full doses on retirug lor the night it will break up tho tho severest

STREET.

mar23

will be open to the public

SANFORD'S
JAMAICA
GINGER,

sntf

Wednesday

Petitions had been sent to the common
council, committees had waited upon that body
but no attention had been paid to their prayers.

ton

KEEP

,

Industrial Exhibition

Simple Cold neglected.
Break them lip.

Keep the
system free from them.
Lungs sound, the Nasal Organs healthy.
Clothe the hotly with that impenetrable armour
which a siugle dose of that great remedy,

MRS.

1 olden at Augusta, Thursday, June the 18th. Also to choose delegates to attend the Republican District Convention, to be holdJune the 24th, 1874.
rn at Portland,
Per Order of Town Committee.
1874.
Cape Elizabeth, June 8,

Convention, to b

State

cider.

sir,yours

M1D33X.K

Junl3

may be traced

case

the

SPRINGER
Caucuses.
has removed her Studio to
The Republicans of Cape Elizabeth are requested
ROOM 3, CLAPP’S BLOCK,
to meet at the Carriage Shop of James W. Harmon,
on SATURDAY, June the 13tli inst., at 2J o’clock, I
Where she will receive pupils in Object-drawing and
choose
to
alteud
the
p. M., to
delegates
Republican Painting, as usual.

itory law, I may give in the recent struggle of
a town in the West
Let me take the city of
For many years the
Mt. Yernon in Ohio.
friends of temperance in that beautiful city
had demanded the enforcement of the “Adair
Liquor law,” and the passage of a legal enactment against the sale of wine, ale, beer and

I am, my dear

90

HAIR DRESSING ROOMS,
Cor. Oak and Congress St.,
(Over the Book Store.)j
3? O JB T r, A M r>
snlw*
Ju6

would have developed any other public sentiment than prejudice and opposition.
To-day,
even in the State of Maine, the most advanced
in regard to temperance in the worldfthe people are not determined to have the law enforced. The difference between the present
public sentiment in Bangor, for example, aud
that which would instantly enforce the prohib-

peal

CUARLES M. 1IAWKES,

J. P. SMITH’S

ed the desired result will he reached. I do not
believe that demanding the enforcement of the
prohibitory law will vitalize public sentiment.
I think no one imagines that if the law had
been enacted fifty years ago. a demand for its
enforcement, repeated do matter how often,

Within

A. G. SCHi.OTTEHBECK &
CO„ Apothecaries and Chemists, 303 Congress street,
one door above Brown. Portland, Me.
au26sntl

land

form at

twenty-three years of prohibitory legislation
and three hundred dram shops in Bangor what
other inference is possible.
I constantly hear it stated that the law itself
is an educator and so the temperance orator
cries aloud on all occasions for its enforcement,
believing that if this cry he sufficiently repeat-

m/vramnnf1.

In nearly every
to a

Prepared only by

Patriarchs of Machigonne, Eastern Star and Port-

been neglected. “The Reform Clubs,” which
like the “Maine Law” originated in your state,
is a distinct testimony to the existence of a
With
conscious defect in moral measures.

fnmnnmnoo

remedy tor removing Tan.Pimples,
Moth Blotches. Freckles and Eruptions from the
Skin, rendering it soft and fresh and imparting to it
sure

a M ARUI.K PURITY.

I. O. O. F.

Found on every hand the conviction that thoso
social, moral and religious agencies, which
alone can develop a vital public sentiment, had

Thn tirnmnn’a

A safe and

PBH'li FIFTY CENTS A BOTTI.E.

For throatling this enemy, but worth nothing,
jnless there be behind the hand, a vigorous
irm and body.

During my recent sojourn in your state,

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

Sehlotterbeck’s Moth and Freckle Lotion

or

Cured

feet properly fitted at tbeShoe store of

M. O. PALMER.

PURE

S.—Ladles*.Misses* and Children’s Boots sent to
any part of the United State* by mail post paid.
P.

I C E
Furni»hcd and

deOdistf

Shipped by
W. O CRAM,

iseodlw

iulO

lloiiMe for Sale?
Well, it ought to have.

Has it

ft

good drain? No!

Buy CEMENT PIPE

Ju2

at once.

d9t
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OUR WORKSHOPS.

THE PRESS.
FRIDAY MORNING, JUNE 12, IS?4

Third Day of the

VICINITY.

CITY AND

Crowds in Attendance.

of FesMay be obtained at the
penden Bros.. Marquis, Koblnson, Bruuell & Co.,
Andrew's, Wentworth, Glendenning, Moses, Henderson, and Chisholm Bros.,

on

that

all tiaius

run

out ol

the city.
At Biddeford, of Pillsbury.
At Saco of L. Hodgdou
At Watervilie, ot J. S. Carter.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros, and Stevens & Co.
New Advertisement)* To-Day.

voters of this

on

for bouse and ship painting, the widely known
brands of lead and putty, the b.ue varnish used
for canned goods and the celebrated gold paints.

city

are

requested

to

on

Monday Evening, June 15th, 1874,
7 l*‘J o’clock,

at

the purpose of clectiug three delegates from each

for

Ward to attend the State Convention to be holden at
Augusta on the 18th inst., for the pur|)o&c of nominating a candidate for Governor.

Also to elect six delegates from each Ward to attend the District Convention to be holden at LancasThe delegates so elected to the State Convention
requested to meet in the Ward Room of Ward
Three on TUESDAY AFTERNOON, Juno lGth, at 5
o’clock, and elect six delegates at large.
are

delegates to the District Convention are iequested to meet at the same place on SATURDAY
AFTERNOON, Juno 20th, at 5 o’clock, and elect six
W. C. HOW,
delegates at large.
Chairman Republican City Committco.
C. O. LEACH, Secretary.
The

are

Decisions.

reeent

decisions of the Law Court

this district:

Ebeuezer R. Estes vs. At. & St. Railroad Co. Exceptions sustained.
A gate in a fence which the defendant corporation
are bound to erect aud maintain iu good repair is to
bo regarded as part of the same. It is tor the jury to
derterininu whether or not the defendants were guilty
of neglect as to keeping this fence in repair. Whether sr not the plaintiff, alter the gate had fallen,
through its unsate and defective hanging, had shut
up his cattle iu his barn-yard for greater security
from which they escaped upon the defendants’ track
and were killed, is guilty of negligence, is to bo submitted to the jury.
Appleton, C. J.
Edward F. Farwell vs. At. & St. Railroad Co.—
Exceptions sustained.
The facts in this case are the same as in Estes vj«
the same defendants, except that the plaintiff was
past uriug his cattle upon the land of Estes. His cattle being lawfully there his right to have his case
submitted to the jury is the same as that of Estes.
Appleton, C. J.
John F. Randall et al. vs. Charles Smith. Exceptions sustained; verdict set aside; new trial granted.
When a shipper and a carrier of goods have entered into a verbal contract, the one to load the other’s
vessel with a cargo of coal, at a specified port, and to
pay freight at a certain rate per ton, aud the other to

cargo to tbe place of contract for that
price, a practice among persons engaged iu that kind
of hasinees at such place of contract, to treat such a
contract as binding upon the parties only as might
suit the convenience of either of them, cannot be upheld as a commercial usa^e to effect such written
contract because of its repugnancy thereto and to
the principles of law. In order that a contract may
be regarded as having been made in reference to a
usage of trade, such usage must be certain,generally
known, reasonable and not repugnant to the contract, or the rules of law.
Dickerson, J.

carry such

State of Maine vs. Francis B. Smith, President of
the Oxford Central Railroad Co.
Exceptions overruled; prayer of the petitioners

granted as prayed for.
ne law unaer wmcn

me

rauroau
Hartford on

commissioners

the defendant’s
located the station at
railroad is constitutional aud not in violation of the
contract created between the state and the corj>oration by its charter, but in strict conformity therewith ; being a proper regulation of the public use of
the road. The action of the railroad commissioners
is theiefore affirmed.
Dickerson, J.

Patrick Kelley, petitioner, vs. William E. Morris
Writ denied. Costs for the respondent.
By K. S. of 1871,chapter* 117—119, no person can be
arrested on an execution issued on a judgment
iounded on a prior judgment on contract, where the
amount ot the original debt remaining due is less
than ton dollars. The amount of the original debt
remaining due is the origiual debt for which such
prior judgment was rendered, and not that defit
with the addition ot interest.
Cornelius Mahoney vs. At. & St. L. R. R. Co.

captions sustained.
granted.

Verdict set aside.

Ex.

New tria \

By virtue of the lease of the Atlantic & St. LawRailroad the Grand Trunk Railroad Company
tor certain purposes becomes owners of the road
leased pro hoc rice. While the lessees operate that road
under their lease the lessors are not liable under their
charter or the statutes of the state for an injury sustained thereon by a passenger caused by the wrongful acts of the agents or servants of the lessees toward him. Nor is there in such case any privity
either of contract or by implication of law between
the passenger and the lessors as common carriers of
passengers, by which they are rendered liable for
such an injury. The remedy of the passenger for an
injury thus caused is against tbe lessees who bad tbe
exclusive use, care, direction and control of the road
with whom alone the passenger contracted.
rence

Dickerson, J.

Icbabod Preble, admr., vs. Inhabitants of Gilead.
Plaintiff non suit. Judgment for the defendants.
Under a note of the defendants “to pay three hun
drod dollars to each man to till the town’s quota for
the present call of three years service or during the
war.” Held that the plaintiff is not entitled to recover, the quota under that call having been filled,
without his intestate ami before he volunteered
Hold further hat the plaintiff is not entitled to rethree hundred dollars, recovered by the defendants from the state on account of the service of
his intestate, under the reimbursement act, it not appearing that the defendants under that act received
actually paid
a surplus above the amouut they had
Dickerson, J.
out.
cover

O. Winslow vs. John W. Lane. Excepions sustained. Non-suit taken off. Action to stand
for trial.
The defendant covenanted to use all reasonable and
and introduction
proper diligence in the manufacture
Into the market of a patent* *1 invention, and that he
from
the net profits
for
said
would pay
patent $5000
arising from the sale and manufacture thereof as
shall
bo realized
as
such
profits
soon and as rapidly
from said sale. For a b:each of the former covenant
nominal
at
least
to
be
entitled
the plaintiff would
damages, and if he would recover more the burden
Probable
amount.
the
to
show
of proof is upon liim
Thomas

profits

not

are

a

proper basis upon which to estimate

damages, and under the testimony as reported in
this case nominal damages only can be recovered.
Danforth, J.
State vs. Charles Pettis. Exceptions overruled.
Judgment on the verdict.
It is not competent for a person charged with the
larceny of goods to introduce evidence ot his declarations made alter the property came into his possession, that he obtained them by finding. The allegation of hroperty in the complainant in a complaint
for an alleged larceny of goo*Is is sustained if the complainant at the time the larceny was committed, held

of them under a lease irom or a contract of
sale with the owner. The rulings and instructions
of the Judge cf the Superior Court, being in accordance with these principles, offered no legal grounds of

possession

exception.

___

Brief Jotting".

Five persons are to be baptized at Kuigbtville
next Sunday near the old mill dam.
The steamer Lewiston will touch at Bar Harbor, Ml. Dest rt, going cast this trip.
G. F. Hitchings & Go. will furnish the teams
to

grade

Hospital grounds.
Steamship Company’s steamer

the Maine General

The National
the Canada, will sail from Liverpool to-day for
Portland direct, hence to Boston and New
York with passengers and freight for Canada
and the United States.
The horse track on Middle

Street, opposite

the post office,
repaired yesterday.!
Mr. Frank E. Allen cut off the end of the
fore finger on his right hand yesterday morning while using a lawn mower, at his residence,
on Cushman street.
Odd Fellows are requested to read an advertisement in the special notice column.
BThere will be a moonlight excursion to Little
Cliebeague the 26th inst. Concert and dance
by Chandler’s full band.
The Medical Association visited the Maine
General Hospital yesterday afternoon.
They
much pleased with the progress of the
were
in
August
work. It will be finished some time
was

The exhibition of Sword's paintings opens at
Lancaster Hall to-day. The pictures are from
the easel of one of the first artists iu America,
and will richly repay examination.
The School Committee examined the North
School yesterday.
The public are earnestly and cordially invited
to be present at the Temperance Prayer Conference Meeting this evening at Allen Mission

Chapel.
Mr Foot, who was shot night before last,
called upon us yesterday and after exhibiting a
hole in his coat, wished us to inform the public
that he exonerates both himself and Mr. Frazier from all blame iu that affair, and lays it
entirely to the pistol. Mr. Foot also made in-

quiry

as

to

the best place

to

buy

a

stove.

Shoot.—The annual shoot of the
Forest City Shooting Club came off on the
They had an unIJeeriug grounds yesterday.
Annuxi.

usual good shoot, and there
dance.

There were three

was a

good atten-

prizes offered,

con-

in three
sisting of silver medals, handicapped
C. M. Wormclasses for 21, 23,and 25 yards.
ell took the first prize, H. Wilder,^second, and
acted as
IT. C. Harmon third. >1 H. Murdock
The birds
referee, aud W. N. Wood as scorer.
■

were very

good.

reputation of these goods lias become widely established,and tbe sale has steadily increased
during the last four years. The leads and
oils are in extensive use all through Maine, and
the carriage colors command a ready sale in

Massachusetts, New Hampshire aud Vermont.
The factory on Muujoy is the only one of its

city to-day, arriving in the Boston boat.

wheel model.

kind tills side of Boston, aud there are turned
from it every day 1500 pounds of paints, a
ton of lead, forty tons of colors and thirty tons
of putty. Nineteen color and five lead mills

CEMENT DRAIN.

On the other side of the stair-wav in the
corridor are to be seen specimens of

lower

pipe from the manufactory, situated on
Bramliall street, of tbe Portland Cement Drain
Pipe Company. This business was started by
John W. Stockwell seven years ago. At first

drain

pipe was made by hand but the increasing
demand for it led to tbe invention of machinery by Mr. Stockwell by which great quantities can be turned out in a short time, and
much better pipe manufactured. The pipe has
become very popular for sewers all over the
the

country. Portland has several miles of it now
laid, and Brooklyn has over one hundred
miles.
Its chief recommendations are its
cheapness and the rapidity with which it can
It is highly commended by competent
The pipe is also used largely for
chimneys, it being rapidly put up and costing
less tban brick, and for well-sides, it keeping
tbe surface water cut and causing the supply
In the ball
to come from the very bottom.
be laid.

judges.

above are specimens of the cement wrought
iuto those plain and cable borders for lawns,
which have of late become so popular in this
Handsome flower vases for lawns,
claimed to have many advantages over the
iron vases, are also on exhibition. The large
one, filled with flowers, was bought by Gov.

city.

Dingley

ou

the first

day

of the exhibition.

out

constantly at work, and the business is
teuding itself in all directions.

are

ex

AMERICAN BRUSHES.

About tbe middle of last March a new firm,
that of Carter, White & Co., was established
in this city for the manufacture of brushes.
The enterprise started under favorable auspices
aud to-day an extensive business is carried on.
In the back gallery a brush manufactory is in

A

BEFORE JUDGE MORRIS.

Tiiubsday.—Earnest H. Mandell. Search and
seizure. Discharged.
Bradburys.
Search and seizure.
Jarnts Duuphy.
Fined $50
with costs. Appealed.
Bradburys.
John McBrady,
Intoxication.
Fined $5 with
oBts. Paid.

The following

Tbe

active operation, and during most of the day a
kuot of interested spectators gather about it.

Uluaicipal Csart.

Law

factory on Muujoy Hill. Fine colground in Japan for carriage painting are
exhibition, as well as colors ground in oil

from their
ors

respective Ward Rooms

meet at their

account of the industries on

Near the entrance to the gallery Burgess,
Fuhes & Co., exhibit a full line of samples of
the well-known paints and leads turned out

Company—Bankers.

Republican

our

plav” and
lighted up by
to

LEAD AND PAINTS.

Ward Caucuses*
The

will doubtless briDg crowds. Though
many people visit the ball during the morning
and afternoon, the largest attendance is in tbe

to-day,

gas.
We continue
exhibition.

Wanted—G. W. Nixon.
Home for Aged Women.
Wanted—Geo. W. Rich & Co.
lntcmatnonal Steamship Co.
Ice Ci earn— T. S. Hatch.
&

shows an increased interest with our people
ami a larger number of visitors. People from
various portions of the stato are pouring in,
and the excursion trains, which begin to run

when “tbe baud begins
when the tables are brilliantly

Steamlxmt Co.

Livingstone

work is uow established, and the amount of
business it transacts is large. Tbe iron work
of the Barker car coupling,on exhibition in the
upper hall, is from its workshop as is also the

The third day of the Industrial Exhibition

evening

AUCTION COLUMN.
Groceries—F. O. Bailev & Co.
Desirable Residence— F. O. Bailey & Co.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
See Pluck and Laugh.
Railroad Excursions.
To Let—John E. Palmer.

Sebago

The Highland Cadets.—The Highland Cadets, pupils of the well-known military school
at Worcester, make their second visit to this

water

PBES»
Periodical Depots

THE

Exhibition.

the manufacture of engines, it does pattern
and boiler making, runs an iron foundry and
smithy. Its reputation for nice and thorough

uoring machine tor brush blocks, with a
working capacity of 5000 holes an hour, is run
by a skillful and intelligent artisau, who stands
ready to explain the modus operandi of brush
making to the inquisitive spectators; near him
sits a young lady engaged in fitting and trimming the bristles and broom corn in use for

completing the
are employed in

brusl

Twenty-five hands
factory on Fore Street, and
es.

the
four gross of brushps are turned out a day.
These meet with a rapid sale through this and
the adjoining states, and the enterprising firm
which has the matter in charge is|buildiug up
au

extensive business.
ARTIFICIAL LIMBS.

Four years ago Mr. L. F.

Pingree,

an

old and

experienced pattern and model maker, started
a
manufactory of artificial limbs on Temple
street.
At first the trade was small, but it has
been constantly and largely increasing, and last
year his sales doubled over any previous year.

To-day the evidences of his skill are to be seen
onja stand in the rear of the gallery. Four patents have been taken out by Mr. Piugiee for
artificial legs, and these patents are highly recommended

possessiug very superior advan-

as

tages by some of the most eminent surgeons in
the country. The system adopted by him, wliich
commends itself alike to common sense and
professional knowledge, is based upon the theory of making use of all that remains of
the
limb
from
which
the
amputation
is made.
The artificial knee joints are peculiar in construction, being a series of cylindrical constructions securing the largest possible amount of wearing surface. The springs
are

fibrous and textile

not

subject

to

webbing, noiseless, and
friction, constituting a system of

and flexor muscles.
The wood is
from the best Oxford county poplar, bound in
brass and covered with parchment. The manufactory is the only one this side of Boston,
and tie various patents have been thoroughly
testod, within the last four years with emiextensor

nently satisfactory results. Iudeed so great
lias been Mr. Filigree’s success that it has
passed into a proverb.in Portland that if there’s
anything left of a man Pingreo can make him
over as good as new.
WOODEN WARE.

the left hand gallery, nearly opposite the
entrance, the Portland Wooden Ware Company by its agents, Kendall & Whitney, have
entered a line of samples of wooden ware of
all descriptions. This line of goods is known
in

throughout the state, and the factory where it
is turned out, situated at the foot of Duck
Pond, is constantly receiving large orders
from Maine, New Hampshire, and Vermont*
From thirty to forty men are constantly employed and the quality of the work turned out
cannot be excelled in Nesv JSngland.
The
factory was established about five years ago,
and its products now monopolize the market
in this section of the country. The wares are
widely and favorably known, and the industry
j f is

of which Portland has reason to be
A large quantity of Maine wood is
used in the production, and quite a market
thus opened for another Maine industry.
one

proud.

WIRE

WORK.

In the rear of the gallery W. C. Sawyer
Co. have wire works in constant operation.

&
A

workman at the stand is to be seen engaged in
putting together the beautiful hanging baskets,
screens, and nick-nacks of every description
into which so much wire is worked of late.
Wire goods have recently become immensely
popular, and to supply the large and increasing
demand for them Sawyer & Co. have gone
into the manufacturing. The process of putting these goods together is curious, and the
children

never tire of watching the pretty
things thrown off by the agile fingers of the

workman.
TENTS.

A large tent occupies the center of the rear
gallery, and during the evening the band occuIt is one of the best specimens
pies it.
of the new and improved pattern of tent which
F. A. Leavitt is constantly turning out. The
great improvements noticeable in these tents,
and the facility with which they can be put up
have made them great favorites, and the demand for military, camp-meeting and pleasure
purposes is large.
one, ami orders

The business is a thriving
come from all sections of the

state.
TRUNK-MAKING.

In the left gallery J. K. Duran & Co. have a
fine display of trunks, valises, and travelling

bags,

The trunks embrace all grades, except
the sole leather, which is not manufactured
here. There are several trunk-making firms

this city, employing a large number of men,
and the goods turned out are sent to all parts of
the state. Of late a large trade has been opened
up in New Hampshire and Vermont, and a
nourishing business is done with the Provinces,
and the demand is large. This demand is supin

nliii/l l»\r Pnrtlnnil

llntia

trlia

nrn

Annatnnlln

receivieg large orders.
RATTAN GOODS.

In the rear gallery is a large space, railed i,n,
devoted to a very recent Portland industry.
But a few weeks ago Mr. D. CJrcb, who had
long been in busiuess in Chicago, came to this
city and established the trade in rattan goods.
For a long time Mr. Urch has had dealings
with Portland, furnishing the willow tops for
certain grades of the C. P. Kimball carriages.
Every year he had sent on a skilled workman
from Chicago to manufacture these tops as
they were needed. Mr. Kimball suggested to
him that this city offered a line field for the
manufacture and sale of all the goods in his
line and the result is the establishment of a
rattan factory here.
The specimens of chairs,
lounges, cribs, etc., ou exhibition at the ball
are

very tine

credit on tlie new
Portland industry.
Some of the reclining
chairs and settees are
pleasantly suggestive of
cool garden seats under
the shade of great
tiees.
ami reflect

FARMING

TOOLS,
On the platform in front of the
City Building are displayed the well-known and favorite
Wood mowing machine.
and the common
sense, triangular shaped Warren hoe, fast coming into use with gardeners and agriculturists.
As these are neither Portland inventions nor
manufactures they are shut out from the hall.
MACHINE WORKS.

In the lower corridor of City Building, near
the foot of the stair-case, to the right, are two
One of them is
steam engines ou exhibition.
a horizontal, stationary engine of forty horse
power, with link motion, and attachment for
indicator, it is gotten up in a thorough and

workmanlike manner, showiLg evidences of
the highest mechanical skill. The other is a
yacht engine of six horse power, showing the
same careful finish and workmanship as the

Christian Women of Portland,
The Woman’s Temperance Association ap
peals to you for aid in behalf of the cause of
temperauce. The evil of liquor selling, in our
ci y, is truly a fearful one, and those who are
banded together for its overthrow are few and
feeble. We have sought God’s aid and now
To the

you and ask you to come and help
doing this work for God. We cannot but

we turn to
us

iu

recognize

signal favor

shown to this work
in other places throughout the laud. Wo doubt
not that He is ready to bless us here, if willing
heirts will rally to the work.
Nonp.

His

nan

rpalixp t.hft havnn.

whinh this

mnn-

ster eyil is making until they come face to face
with it as some of us have done, recently, in
this city. The ale shops and beer saloons, to
say nothing of the places where stronger liquors
are sold, are tnrouged at all hoars of the day
Here are sown seeds of
with young men.
drunkenness and vice which will speedily produce a terrible harvest.
A few of us have banded together in efforts
to stay the progress of the destroyer, but the
work calls for much larger numbers. Shall it
fail for lack of your sympathy and aid?
Are
you willing that the work shall cease?
Wives and mothers! perhaps some of your
sons, husbands or brothers are becoming a prey
to this deadly foe.
Perhaps, unknown to you,
the grasp of the destroyer is already upon some
dear one. We know of boys of not more than
fifteen years who have come from the saloon,
evening after evening, under the influence of
liquor and sometimes hardly able to reach their
homes without help. They belong to respectable families and as they retired at once to their
chambers the parents were all unconscious of
the dark shadow hanging over their home.
But if your home is not thus threatened, others are and we call for your co-operation in saving them. This deadly Upas tree is sending its
roots deep, extending its branches wide and
hanging out its baleful fruit over our homes.
Under its shadow thousands are sleeping the
sleep, and we, too, who ought to be awake and
at work are paralyzed by its noxious odors.
The strong arm hangs nerveless aud weak.
Something must be done! The feeble efforts
of the few seem but trying to break off a twig
here and there while the roots are still extending and strengthening. Christian women of
Portland, we ask you all to join iu such overwhelming numbers that the detestable thing
may be banished from our fair city.
Centuries ago the people of Israel were fight
ing a powerful foe. With one exception the
cities were loyal and victory was gained. On
that city the woe was pronounced, “Curse ye
Meroz, curse ye bitterly the inhabitants thereof
because they caine not to the help of the Lord.”
Women of Portland, a place, which in this
reform stauds as “a city that is set upon a
hill,” w’hose influence will be felt for good or
evil throughout the laud, see to it that this
curse does
not rest on us because of our indifference
Maine Medical Society*
CLOSING 8ESSIOK.

The Association met at 10 a. in., the first Vice
President. Dr. French, in the chair.
The nominating committee reported the fol_
lowing list of officers, who were unanimously
elected:
First Vice President, William B. Swasey,
Cornish.
Second Vice President, G, W. Foster, Bangor.
Corresponding Secretary, S. H. Weeks, Portland.
The Permanent Secretary of the Society is C.
O Hunt of Portland.
Board jf Censors, I. T. Dana, Portland; S.
B. Hunter, Machias; A. C. Hamlin, Bangor;
O. A. Horr, Lewiston; J. A. Pritchard, Farming ton.
Publishing Committee, cxofficio, C. O. Hunt,
Portland, chairman; H. N. Small, Portland;
John Buzzed, Portia ad; Alfred Mitchell, Bruns
wick; Wui. H. Cobh, Standisli.
x1
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men

five dollars for tLe best essay upon either of the
subjects: 1. Physiology of Habits; 2d. Habits
which are injurious to health; 3. Hygieue of
country towns and small villages; 4. Hereditary causes of crime.
The essays are to be forwarded to the President, Dr. Ilrown of Paris, with a slip of paper
containing the author’s name. These slips are
retained, with the subject of the paper, and the
essays sent to Dr. Mitchell of Brunswick, who
with the other professors and adjunct profesin the Maine Mediaal School, who are members of the Association, are coustituted the

sors

judges.
Dr. Horr, chairman of the Committee on
State Board of Health, reported, recommending the appointment of a special committee to
mature a plan of organization and petition the

the retired list.

upon

Johnson’s Fire Extinguisher.—The
hibition of the Johnson Fire Pump as a tire
extinguisher was atteuded by a large number
of citizens, on the Deering lot foot of High
street, yesterday afternoon. Considerable inex-

has been manifested as to the possibility,
of this little pump, so simple and compact, being able to accomplish what its agents claim
for it.
The result yesterday dispelled all
terest

doubt.
There were three tests, and during them all
the wind was quite strong, thereby increasing
the flames and rendering their extinguishing
difficult. The first test was a pyramid of
tar and rosin barrels saturated with kerosene
oil. These barrels were allowed to burn briskmore

ly,

and

then

extinguisher

the

was

brought

into play, and in 30 seconds the fire was out
using only 1J pails of water. The second test
was

much like the first.

test

was

applied

to

a

The

MATTERS IN MAINE.
Fire in Topaham.
Brunswick, June 11.—The ell and barn connected with the residence of Cbas. E. White in

Topsham,

guard mounting will probably take

place in front of the hotel.

At 10

a. m.

destroyed by fire this morning,
together with a large quantity of hay, lumber

the

night.

at

The Portland Cadets will be unable to
to escort the Highland Cadets, and
the officers only will meet them at the boat.
P. S.

turn

out

Billy, owned by D. W.
half mile 1.26.

PersouaU.
The following are the Maine students who
graduated at Newton Theological Institute last
Wednesday; David F. Estes, Paris ;Albanns K.
Guerney, C»pe Elizabeth; Henry W. Hale,
Ellsworth; Wm. Libbv, Livermore; Silas P.

Pendleton, Camden; Orrin ft Hunt, WaldoMr. Guerney will go to a foreign field.
Joseph H. Taylor of Hartf jrd, Conn., will set-

third

and

last

building 8x10 feet, which

nan ueen ereoteu tor me

nail

a

it
purpose.
a door in front, with
shelves on three sides and set so as to have air
passages underneath—thus creating an unusual
draft. Kosin and tar barrels were placed in-

large window at each end,

side, the edifice was fired and was allowed to
become an uproarious fire. In four miDUtes the
file was extinguished, but four pails of water
being used.
Tiie Odd Fellows Parade.—The
Massasoit Encampment of Odd Fellows of Boston,
Chief Patriarch Bodge, numbering sixty men

accompanied by

Edmund's full band of that
city, arrived hy boat yesterday morning. They
were met at the wharf by
Past Noble Grand
Beuj. Kingsbury, Jr., and several other well
known Odd Fellows, and escorted to the Maine
Central station, about 7 o’clock, where they
took the train for Lewiston.
This afternoon the Massasoits will return
from Lewiston arriving at the station in Portland at 3 p. m. 'They will be received by the

Machigonne Encampment No. 1, G. P., G. H.
MeKenney; the Eastern Star No. 2, C. P., I. J.
Brown; and the Portland No. 19, C. P., F. II.
Cashing; all under the command of Chief Mar
shal Matthew Adams with H. H. Rich, as
Aide, and headed by Chandler’s Baud. After
the principal
a short parade through some of
streets a banquet will be
partaken of at the
Preble House. After the collation, by invitation of the Board of Manufactures, the Odd
Fellows will visit the Industrial Exhibition at
3 p. m., and afterwards Odd Fellows’ Hall, and
will return home
by the boat in the evening.
Home for Aged Women.—The anniversary
of this Association will
be celebrated on Sat-

urday, the 13th.
The house will be open for
the reception of friends from 10
a. m. till 0 p.
in.
Strangers who may be in the city are cordially invited to visit it. A variety of useful
articles, made hy the inmates, will be for sale.
Music Hall.—The attendance at
ite resort was unusually good

this favor-

considering the
giving entertain-

was

and firewood, which was stored in the barn.
Loss is about $5000. No insurance.
The Turf—Odd Follows Reception.
Lewiston, June 11.—A two mile race occured on the Lewiston Driving Park this afternoon for a purse of $400.
Three horses were
entered. The race was won by Pomp, entered
by W. W. Smith; best time 3,24}. The purse
for gentlemen’s driving horses was won by

cadet companies will parade through a few
of the principal streets to the City Hall, where
they will be reviewed by Mayor Wescott. During the afternoon they will visit the Industrial
Exhibition. They leave for home by the boat
two

Wiggiu;

time for

best

Worumbus encampment I. O. of O. F., today entertained Massisoit encampmeut No. 1,
of Boston, by a banquet at City Hall aud a
graud reception this evening. Pejepscot en1

campment of Auburn, also participated.
Edmund’s Baud of Boston, accompanied the vis-

boro’.

iting eucampraent, and Johnson's Band of
Lewiston acted as escort for the entertainers

tle in Blue Hill
Wm. S. Badger, esq., of the Maine Farmer,
and wife, have returned from their trip to Kansas, where they have been on a visit to their

encampments. The present Past Grand,David
Cargill of Augusta, Past Grand E. P. Nowell
(?) of Portland, Graud Representative Reed of

son.

Ex Gov. Horace Austin of Minnesota, brother of F. J. Austin, esq., of New Sharon, is candidate for IT. S. Senator in that state, with flat-

tering prospects of

success.

A Veteran Bugler.—Waterman Wood,
esq., now of Millbridge, has been revisiting his
Some of our militia
old home in this city.

city companies from 181!)

all the

claims to have

played

the

He
the

first bugle on
fresh faced old
though he had lots of

streets of Portland.

He is

gentleman, looking

as

wind

1826.

to

left.____

Death.—Sewell C. Chase, Esq., of this city,
well known building contractor, died this
morning, a few minutes before one o’clock, at
his residence on State street. Mr. Ghase bad
a

week

previous

to

his death.

The Indatlrial Exhibition,
The following correspondence

explains

itself:

Portland, June 11, 1874.

Gentlemen—Permit me in behalf of the
Board of Manufactures to iuvile the Portland
Odd Fellows and their guests to visit the In
dustrial Exhibition at City Hall, at such time
as will suit their convenience.
C. P. Kimball.
Yours truly,
To D. IV. Loveitt, Irvin J. Brown, Frank
H. Cushing, Reception Committee.

Portland, June 11.1874.
Dear Sir—Your favor inviting the Portland
Odd Fellows and their guests to visit the Industrial Exhibition came duly to hand and
which please allow us in behalf of tile Odd
Fellows of rortland to extend to yourself atid
Board of Manufactures our very sincere thanks.
We shall with great pleasure accept your kind
invitation, and visit the Exhibition about five
o’clock to-morrow (Friday) afternoon.
Yours truly,
D. W. Loveitt,
Irvin J. Brown,
Frank H. Cushing.
To Hou. C. P. Kimball, Presideut Board of
Manufactures.
—

(Invitation.
The

following correspondence explains

itself:

Portland, June 11, 1874.
Mv Dear Sir—I learn the Highland Cadets
of Worcester, Mass., will visit this city to-mor-

guests of your company. Permit me in
behalf of the Board of Manufactures to invite
the Portlaud Cadets and their guests to visit
the Industrial Exhibition at City Hail, at such
time as will suit them best.
Yours truly.
C. P. Kimball,
To N. D. Winslow, Captain Commanding
Portland Cadets.
row as

Portland, June 11,1874.
Dear Sir—Permit me iu behalf of my Comthank you and the Board you represent
for your kind invitation for ourselves and guests
to visit the Exhibition. We shall accept the
invitation with pleasure and visit the hall about
ten o’clock to-morrow forenoon.
N. D. Winslow.
Yours. &c.,
Captain Comd’g Portlaud Cadets.
To Hon C. P. Kimball. President Board of
Manufactures.
pany to
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Those who have used Eureka Silk will have
other.

uo

The attention of our readers is called to the
advertisement in another column of the new
hanking house of Messrs. Livingstone & Co.
This house proposes to do a thoroughly conservative business for banks, bankers aud individuals confined strictly to commission, acting as
fiscal agents, receiving deposits and allowing 5
per cent interest on sums.
They offer to the
public all the facilities usual to incorporated
banks, with the addition that accounts current
are tendered wei-Kly, thereby keeping their cor
respondents fully advised of the slate of their
accounts.
They also offer hills of exchange on
Loudon aud all parts of the coutiueut at favorable rates.
Conundrum.—What is the exclamatioo of
the ladies after using a certain brand of silk?
Answer. Eureka.
Go to Burleigh’s for your gentlemen^ furnishing goods.
Hines & Rohertson have just received large
additions to their stock, which they are selling
jutieodtf
cheaper than ever.
Dr. Hall is at Dr. Gordon’s office and will
attend patients.
jelOW&F*
T. P. McGowan’s, Congress Block, is just
the place to get bargains in Bibles, Prayer
Books, Pictures or anything to be desired in a
first-class Catholic book-store.
jelOtf

best place to buy
leigh’s, HU Middle street.
The

clothing

is

Noble Grand A. S. Davis of

at Bur-

Help or We Perish.—This is what neglected teeth would say if they could remonstrate with their owners; and mark this, the
teeth canuot perish or become black or yellow
if the Sozodont is used daily.
d& w 1
TELEGRAMS.
It has been stated that Rochefort left for
Englanu on the receiDt of of despatch from his
Children. Such was not the fact. He received
a laconic but urgent despatch from Garabetta
“io come immediately.” He left the next day.
Thirty thousand copies of the lecent letter of
Rochefort were printed on tissue paper under
the auspices of the Communistic Propaganda
of New Fork and forwarded to Paris and other
parts of France.
The Episcopal convention of the Central dioYork adjourned yesterday after
cese of New
adopting strong resolutions against ritualism.
A supply of ammunition has been ordered to
Chillicothe by Gov. Allen of Ohio, to arm a
company of militia who will proceed to Nelsouville if any trouble occurs among the miMINOR

ners.

The master car builders are in session in Cincinnatti.' Reports were made yesterday on light,
heating and ventilation.
A laborer who was clubbed by the police in
New Fork last week in a riot, is dying aud a
policeman is held to await the result.
It was a bad kday yesterday for dogs in New
Fork. Nearly 300 were impounded for not
having muzzles on.
The Illinois Farmers’ Convention Wednesday passed resolutions similar to those adopted
by their Indiaua brethren.
The iusurrec ion in the famine districts in
India was directed against the exporters of
food. The rioters were unarmed, aud several
were killed.
No further trouble is anticipated.
While at San Francisco on the 3d inst., Cyrus W. Field examined the beach with a view
of ascertaining the most favorable place to
land a cable to connect with Japan and China.
Hon. Onslow Stearns was Wednesday elected President of the Concord Railroad.
The University of Cambridge, Eng., lias conferred the honorary degree of LL. 11. on James
Russell Lowell of Boston.
A car containing live oysters and lobsters arrived Wednesday at Salt Lake City. A n attempt will be made to propagate them in the
Great Salt Lake.
Prominent New York merchants are about to
sue the collector of the port for $000,000 alleged
to have been paid in excess of duties
The New York police had a fight Wednesday
with striking plasterers who interfered with

non-society
The Pope bus recognized Americans making
a pilgrimage to Rome, byliaviug a medal struck
men.

off for them.
A London despatch says that a reward is offered for the discovery of the missing Earl of

Yarborough.
It is reported that bands in the Basque provinces of Spain have revolted agaiust l)ou Carlos, and that he has given orders to shoot them

captured.
Topping, the Woodstock, Ontario, murderer,

when

seulenced to be liaflged, has had his sentence
commutted to imprisoumeut for life in the lunatic asylum.
Johannes Pierre and a woman accompanying
him, at Jefferson City, Missouri, were confronted by Leopold Hollders, who shot the woman
and tlieu himself, and died. Jealousy was the
cause.

The glass works of William Frank & Son, of
Pittsburg, with two dwelling houses wero consumed by fire yesterday. Loss $00,000.

Farm-

ington, and other prominent members of the
encampments marched through the principal
streets of the city, presenting a brilliant appearance in full uniform, the streets being
lined with spectators. The body halted at the
residence of Gov. Dingtey and tendered him a

serenade, to which he responded.
Death
Tnl.,^1.

n

of

a

Manufacturer.

01_.1

^",
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turer of Auliurn, and a member of the firukof
Shaw, Wheeler & Co., died at his residence in
Auburn this morning.
Beaml

Over.

Rockland, June 11.—Charles Smith of this
city, was arraigned before Judge Hall to-day,
charged with assault with inteat

a

been sick but

Portland,

a

June 15th.

Adjourned.

who will return.

In addition to

m.

Mrs. Manchester, the weli-knowu physician, will be obliged to remain in Portland till

placed

throughout all

England,

a

elected a member.
Dr. Cary of Saccarappa,

weather. The company are
ments and the public are giving them
their
The best of talent is obtained.
patronage.
Next week there are one or two old favorites

Now

10

next Legislature for an act af incorporation.
Dr. William McLaughlin of Harmouy, was

These engines are from the
wcil-known Portland Machine Works, one of
the largest established enterprises in the city.
It started from small beginnings as long ago as
1828, and now receives and executes orders

larger machine.

They

will be met at the boat between seven and eight
o’colck by the Portland Cadets, under command
of Captain Winslow and Lieuts. Merrill and
York, headed by Chandler’s full baud, and escorted to the Preble House, which will be their
headquarters duriug their stay in Portland. At

A Thing of Beauty is a Joy Forever.—
And such is a rich flowing head of hair. Reader, if you have this great gift of nature and it
is not fading out, use the Beariue; it is the only
safe and reliable dressing you can get. Every
jelOd&wlw
Druggist sells it.

was

BY TELEGRAPH.

to

kill upon
the night

Frank St Clair at South Hope, ou
of the tlii d inst. The charge of murderous
attempt was afterwards withdrawn and probable cause being found, Smith was ordered to
give bail in $300 for bis appearauce at the S.
J. Court. St. Clair, whe was knocked insensible with a heavy piece of plsuk, will doubtless
recover.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Launch nt Portmnoa.b.
Portsmouth, June 11.—The new United
States steamer Enterprise, one of the six government vessels built by private contract aud
the first to be completed, will be launched from
the Franklin shiphouse at the Porismouth
Navy Yard, ou Saturday morning, by John M.
Griffiths & Co., the contractors.

NEW YORK.

The banks in law had resumed
specie payments with not more than 33 per
and
the
nation now could resume with a
cent.,

contraction.

financial and connekcial

much less sum.
Mr. Jones said it seemed to him this bill
He did not
bristled all over with inflation.
Ohio (Mr.
share with
the
Senator from
Sherman) his confidence that legislation would
not be changed before January 1878, in such a
feature of
manner as to entirely ignore every
this bill. He (Jones) did know that inflation
under the bill would be immediate. There had
been great talk about the resumption of specie
payments, but it was utterly impossible to resume specie payments aud have it permanent
with this great volume of greenbacks in circulation. The bill proposed to make the greenbacks redeemable in bonds and then reissue
them. He laid it down as a proposition which
had never been disputed, that specie payments
can never be maintained withmt a contraction
of the volume of currency.
The bill would
have the effect to raise the price of greenbacks
a few per cent., hut it would also
depreciate the
bouds to a small exteut. He denied that the
hill would ever hriug the country to specie
poyments, and all the fluctuations now complaiued of would he just as bad after January
1878, Gold would not remain iu the country
where the price of everything would he so high
as to drive it out, and the revulsion then would
he ten times greater than if the country should
return to specie payments to-day.
Inflate the
currency aud it furnishes money which can
neither be hoarded nor exported.
He thought
that the bill traveled in a circle and expressed
the opinion that the only way to restore the
country to prosperity was to return to the true
standard of value instead of by an arbietary
measure raising the price of greenbacks.
It
would be far easier to reduce the volume thereof so that it would approximate the price of
gold. He believed it easy to return * to specie
payments within two years without any dan
He progcr to the interests of the country.
tested against tile passage of this repoit.
He
believed its friends did not know what its effects would be. Evil, aud only evil, would
spring out of its passage. He was opposed to
any proposition which had attempted to override what God himself had made as money. He
thought when the country entered upon a gold
basis it would enter upon an era of prosperity
which would be unbroken for a century,
Mr. Logan spoke in favor of the report, aud
said he was surpr sad to hear men opposing it
here to-day who a short time ago advocated the
Those who had
very features it contained.
called Senators on his side inflationists, had
declared themselves in favor of specie resumption, presented to them and if they should put
themselves ou record
against it, the tables
would be turned. The bill was Dot satisfactory
to him, but be was willing to support it to settle this vexed financial question anil abandon
for the time being his opinious on the subject.
H
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Steamer

Ashore.

Poughkeepsie. Juue 11.—Steamer Deau
Richmond run ashore at 3 o’clock this morning
near Livingstone <’reek, south of Hudson. The
passengers and baggage were transferred to
another steamer and conveyed to Albany. Her
bow is high up out of the water. Damage not
yet ascertained.

country

specie
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Commission
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AUCTIONEERS
—AND

and Wlcaaib.au

—

Merchants !

SalMroom 17« Fore Mreel,
(Office 15 Kxrhnnff fftrffl.)

linseed oil, 10 do paint, 100 half chests tea 110 hox«>H
tobacco, K5 do canned good., 200 do st.'rch, 100 do
;ap. *0 do bitters, 15 do drug,, 3,, (lo bard wa M
do cheese. 200 ktgs nails, 27 do . tves 1 whvi.ii
g
cart, 2 horses, 2 pianos, 200 pkg* .undr.es.

C. W. ALLEN.

BAILEY.

F. O.

Regnlar

Furniture and General Merchandise
Saturday at salesroom, 176 Fore street, comy o’clock
M.
Consignment* solirited.
oc3dti
sale of

every

mencing at
Foreign Exports.
HALIFAX, NS. Steamer Falmouth—3 boxe. salmon to J F Liscomb, 2 bhd. sheep skins to c H
Fling, 27 bales canv ts to Kimball At Brown, 3 boxes
salmon to W A CoUv, l box salmon to J U Lee, 1
box do to C li Taylor.

Receipts
GRAND

of

at

Receipts

Flour.

gars,

Baidu Canned Good.. Kxtraeta and
Oil.,

Vinegar Jlolaf.es Dried Apple, Clothe.
Fancy Goods, &c. Also Store i-ixture., Show

Constances.
Bbls.
& Son.100

Ptna
Cane.

Desk, Scale., <*c.
F. O. BAILK V * CO., Aaeil.H.n.
3t
jul2

Josselyn

Total. ...300
Grain. Ac.

ot

auction.

at -i o’clock P. M„
»t
0N.J1?N,r>AY'J,1"e15"1.
hale.r«v,m, ns Fore street, v e .hall Mia
general assortment nf Groceries, c« nsisting of 1‘ick'**• Soap. Starch, Tea. Coffee.
Spice., Tobacco, Ci-

TRUNK R. tt

Consignees.
kbit.
D Keazer.100
Marr & jTrue.1Q0

...

GROCERIES

DAILY DOMESTIC RECEIPT*.

IARGE

SALE

GRAND TRUNK R. R.

Constances.
No. cars. Constances.
No. cars
Waldron & True, corn.. 11 Steven. & Co, corn.1
Demont,corn. G Larminie Ac Co, oats. ..2
GW Green,com.1

OF

—

—

W L

OIL PAINTINGS

Total.21
uufu

i.wufcj.iuuo i,wvw

W True &

20

lUiUUICKl

10

Co.

VjWO

AT

Roekland Limn (Market.
Rockland, June 10. Common, 90c (a} 1 00: Casks,
@ 25c; Wood, 4 00 @ 4 50.

aYTTCTION.

Third Annual Auction Sale

ttoHteu Slack Lin,
tbe Broker’s Board. June 11.1
Boston and Maine Railroad.107J @ 108
Second Board.
Eastern Railroad...63$ @ 64

(Sales

at

—OF—

Fine Oil

IflsaeT .Market.
York. June 11— Rvenina*—Wall street was
excessively dull; tbe rumors of Commodore Vanderbilt’s illness and as to the probable report of the
Erie examiners were the only points of the
day.—
Money was easy at 2 @ 3 ;»er cent. Sterling steady
at 488 @ 488$ for sixty days and 490$ Q 491 for demand. I be European steamers took $200,000 in gold
coin, and $170,000 in gold and silver bars; Havana
$100,000 in gold coin. The custom receipts to-dav
were $387,00
G Id opened and closed at 111 with
sales in tbe interior at 111ft &lllf. The rates for carrying were 1 (g 2 i»er cent., loan* also made flat. The
Assistant Treasurer paid out to-day $73,000 on account of interest and $31,000 in redemption of bonds.
The Government award of $1,UOO,OUO was made at
lit 13-100. Governments were quiet and firm. State
New York Stock and

Paintings

New

o/»f

gradually approach specie-payments.

Carpenter, from the Committee of Jua bill to determine the juris-

diciary, reported

diction of circuit courts of the United States
and to regulate the removal of causes of state
courts and
for other purposes which was
ordered printed and recommitted.
Pending the discussion on the conference report on the currency bill the Senate went into
executive session, after which it adjourned.
HOUSE.

The bill authorizing the sale of the Soldiers'
Home at Harrodsburg, Ky., was passed.
The Senate amendment to the bill for the
relief of B. W. Harris, late internal revenue
collector of the 2d Massachusetts District was
concurred in.
The Senate substitute for the bill authorizing
WASHINGTON.
medals commemorative of the 100th anniversary of the first meeting of the Continental Congress was passed.
Nomination..
Bills were introduced granting pensions to
M. V. Jackson and N. \V. Briggs of Gorham,
Washington, June 11.—The President sent
N. H.; giving the assent < f Congress tha* ths*
tile following nominations to the Senate:
officers of the gunboat Norway may accept
Lieutenant Commander Winfield S. Schley
to he Commaeder; Master Hamilton M. Tailsilver medals from King ofSiam;for the relief of
man to be Lieutenant*Ensign Albert S. DilNathaniel McKay; regulating the diplomatic
to
be
Master.
and consular system of the United States.
lingham
A large
number of bills were left on the
Treasury Balances.
Speaker’s table including the Senate civil rights
The following are the Treasury balances tobill.
day:.—Currency,$11,942,673; special deposit of
Mr. Eldrklge moved to suspend the rules and
legal tenders for redemption of certificates of
make an order to the civil appropriation bill an
deposit, $58,185,000; coin, $82,110,681,:including item of $75,000 for the Washington
monument.
coin certificates $32,678,000; outstanding legal
Negatived, yeas 148, nays 84, not two-thirds in
tenders, $382,000,000.
the affirmative.
Extension of Patents Refused.
Mr. Maynard remarked that the Committee
The Senate Committee on Patents have deon the Washiugton monument had intended to
cided to report adversely on applications for
ask a small appropriation for the monument
the extension of the following patents: The
to the mother of Washington at FredericksTanner car brake, Rollin White’s pistol patent,
burg, but iu view of the vote just taken the
Anson Atwood’s car wheal patent, also the
committee would uot now submit the proposithree sewing machine ntatents of Wickerman,
*
tion.
A B. Wilson and Ackers & Telthouseu.
The
The House then went into the Committee oi.
following applications for extensions were post- the Whole, Mr. Dawes in the chair, on sundry >
poned until the uext session: Norman Wiard civil appropriation bill. It appropriates $723,for boiler attachment to prevent explosions, A.
627,713 The first paragraph iu the bill was an
S. Macomber for liay cutter, Butterwort for a
appropriatioa of $1,615,507 for public printing
and paper includidg the cost of priuting tLe deburglar-proof lock.
bates with a provision that the wages of govVarious Matters.
ernment printers and binders snould not be
The internal revenue receipts Saturday were
above the overage prices of similar work in
$301,132.
New York, Philadelphia and Baltimore.
The report of the Joint Committee on the
Mr.
of Couu., moved to strike out
investigation into the District of Columbia af- the lastHawley
provisiou on the ground chiefly of the
fairs will be presented to Congress Saturday, if.
cost
of
higher
living in Washingtou than in
both houses are then in session.
those other cities.
Mr Garfield of Ohio, opposed the motion and
Fort}-Third Congress—First Session. argued that the provisiou was a proper one.
Mr. Butler of Mass., sustained the motion
to strike out, and argued that the government
ought to pay higher rates than private emSENATE.
ployers. because, among other reasons, the
Washington. June 10.
printers in the employment of government
The House bill to admit tree of duty articles
have work ouly for a portion of the year, and
intended for the international exhibition of
when work ceases they have to break up their
1876 was passed.
homes and seek employment m other cities,
The Claims Committee reported favorably on
whereas in New York. Philadelphia and Bosthe House bill providing for the payment of
ton, if printers lost their employment in one
claims awarded by the Southern Claims Comestablishment ther could get it iu another
mission and Mr. Scott gave notice he would
one.
call it up next Monday.
Mr. Myers of Penn., argued iu the same di- j
A resolution by Mr. Anthony to print the
rection.
for
and
the
Fish
1873
of
Commissioners
Mr. Dannan of Iowa, chairman of the Comreport
1874 was passed.
mittee on Printing, sustained the proposition
The resolution to pay F. W. Sykes, late conin the bill.
testant for a seat, his salary from March 4,
After a discussion extending over an hour
1873 to May 28,1874, was called up.
and a half, the provisiou in regard to the wages
The motion of iilr. Hamlin of Maryland to
of printers and biuders was stricken out.
give him $6500 was rejected.
On the motion of Mr. Wood of N, Y., the
Mr. Carpenter’s amendment to make it $3000
item to nav the widow of the late Mr. Meilish
was rejected by a rising vote.
a salary till the date of his successor’s election
Pending the call for the yeas and nays Mr.
was amended by allowing the salary till the end
Conklimr gave notice that the amendment proof this Congress.
ot
and
for
tue
Sykes
Spencer
payment
vidiug
Mr. Garfield of O., opposed the item approthe actual expenses of the contest were veripriating $7000 to reimburse Gen. Howard in
fied under oath.
the expenses for defending his official conduct
Mr. Sargent thought this an extraordinary
as
commissioner of freedmeu’s affairs and
proposition and Mr. Alcorn sa!d it was humili- spoke in advocacy of it.
ating ttkMr. Spencer and did not believe tho
Mr. Spear of Penn., raised a point of order
Senator would humble himself by accepting it.
ahd suggested that there had beeu uo such
The morning hour expired and the report of
proposition made to pay the expenses of Presthe committee on the currency bill was taken
ident Johuson in defendiug his official conduct.
up. The report was explained by Mr. Mortou
as taking away the monopoly feature from the
Mr. Garfield remarked that Presfdent Johnnational banking system,
making bauking son’s acquittal hail not been so unanimous as
free. The theory of the bill, said Mr. Morton,
Gen. Howard’s liad been.
The question Was
is that a five per cent, bond will by January,
passed over informally to allow time to find
1878, be at par in coin and that United States
the law under which the item would be in ornotes, being convertible into them will also be
der.
at par; that, meantime, United States notes
Mr. Kellogg of Conn., offered an item apwill gradually appreciate from their present
propriating $25,000 to enable the President to
discount to par and that the appreciation will
carry out the civil service rules.
be geutle and slow, not exceeding three and a
The civil service reform was discussed by
half per cent, per aiiuuni, so that special payMessrs. Butler, Cox ot' New York, Hawley of
ments mav be brought about without oppresBeck and others.
Counecticut,
sion to the debtor class or derangement of the
business of the country. Should the theory of
the bill not be realized, Congress will be in
The Rhode Island Senalorahip.
session when the time arrives for the conversion of the notes into bonds and can by legisProvidence, J utie 11.—At a meeting of the
lation relieve the country or banks from auy
legislative Grand Committee at noon to day,
contraction, derangement, or evil resulting Governor Harvard made a speech reiteratiug
from this enactment. The bill is then preparhis determination not to be a candidate and
ed in the spirit of compromise, having in view
asking his friends not to vote for him.
such expausion of the currency as may be
Fifth joint bailot—Burnside 43, Dixon 27,
Barstow lit, scattering 17.
necessary to meet the demauds of the country
the
and at the same time to bring
Sixth ballot—Burnside 43, Dixon 27, Barcurrency by
a gradual process up to a par value.
stow 20, scattering 17.
Seventh ballot—Burnside 43, Dixon 27, BarMr. Sherman thought the bill a fair compromise. Both houses desired a gradual approach
»tow;20, Sheffield 7, .lencks 4, Bradley 5.
would
secure
bill
this
and
to a specie standard
Adjourned
that end. *
The General Assembly at Newport ..djourn
Mr. Boutwell desired to ask the Senator from
this afternoon to meet in this city on Tuesday
what
knowledge
Ohio and the Committee
of next week.
they h id of the condition of affairs which
would exist in 1878, which would justify this
not
step to specie payments as they dare
Woman Suffrage.
take now. The Senate was asked to do a thing
St. Loots, June 11.—The Missouri Stale
three years hence which it did not dare to do
Woman Suffrage Association has adopted an
now.
Mr. Sherman said that the Senator from
appeal to the people of Missouri for subscriptions to aid the women of Michigan to conduct
his
that
the
disclosed
Massachusetts
opinion
their summer and fall campaign in favor of the
country could not return to specie payment in
extension of suffrage to women. They expect
1878. He (Sliermau) believed that the Uuited
to raise $5000.
States had the power and ability to redeem its
notes in two years from this time, and the
fears of these geutlemen who were unwilling to
HETEOROLOOICAL,
take an affirmative policy would disappear. He
FOR THE NEXT TWKNTY-FODB
PROBABILITIES
time
fixed
would have beeu glad to have the
HOURS
for 1877, but yielded his views oil that point to
This bill subsecure the passage of the bill.
Office Chief Signal)
War
Dkp’t,
stantially secured the results which had beeu
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
desired and he hoped the Senators would uot
June 11, (1 A. y.) J
turn their hacks upon it.
Far
Near
Englaud,
Mr. Morrill of Vermont, said he could not
vote for the report as he did uot believe the bill
rain will prevail during the day with increaswould
it
satisfy
proposed to be perfected by
ing easterly or southerly winds.
anybody in its practical operation. He argued
that the bill was on the side of expansion, and
said it provided fcr the conversion of legal
That
FOKK 1 C* JSI.
tenders into bonds after Jap, 1,1878.
clause would no doubt appreciate the legal tenders to some extent, but at the same time it
would depreciate boudsof the Uuited States.
Parliamentary Proceeding!*.
Mr. Jfrelingbuysen said he cuuld not vote for
London, Juiie 11.—In the House of Comthe report, lie had no doubt of the sincere and
mous
a
to-day, Mr. Burke, under Secretary of
liuuest effort of the committee to present
He beForeign Affairs, in reply to a question, said the
measure which would be satisfactory.
draft of a code sent by the government of Ruslieved there was a common des're ,o return to
upon inspecie payments, and instead of this measure sia for consideration ofto the Congress
assemble at Brussels,
bringing the country te sucli payments, jt pro- ternational law soon
in
of
to
the
exercise
beuutil
1878
relates
not
should
military
authority
vides that such a thing
between
an enemy’s country, the distinction
ml even the bill holder would get a bond and
the
various
combatants and non-combatants,
These promises would then lie
not the gold.
modes of warfare, the reprisals and treatment
resumed and the country be exactly iu the
that
Burke
added
the
Mr.
Britof
the
advocated
He
policy
prisoners.
same position as now.
ish government had not yet decided whether it
of accumulating gold, and said that would
to
the
payment without would send delegates to the Congress,

bring

F. O. BAILEY &

FRO“

in a spirit of concession aud not as if they alone
made up this mighty hemisphere.
The passage of this bill would bring peace and prosperto
the
country.
ity
After further discussion Mr. Boutwell said
if this bill was uot calculated to increase the
volume of currency iu the country, it was not
calculated to meet the demauds of those who
made it. The difficulty to-day was the country
has a paper money which was not of equal
value with coin. Any policy of expansion
was detrimental to every interest of the country, especially to the laboring classes. The
clamor for expansion was a misdirected public
sentiment as all hiKtory and our own experience taught.
It was the duty of Senators to
stand in their places and if possible set right
this misdirected sentiment.
The passage of
the bid would be a departure from the opportunity to resume specie payment and would result iu the uuiou of every interest, the bank
ruptcy of commerce and commercial men.
The eighth section of the bill transferred the
financial powers of this country from Congress
to the speculations of Wail street and throughout Europe, and when the first of Jauuarv,
1878, should appear there would be a demand
for the repeal of this section because the country would see that it could not stand |the combined speculators of the world.
Mr. Morton said thatj the argument of the
gentleman (Boutwell) was to the effect that a
return to specie payments at any time would
be ruinous to the country.
Mr. Boutwell denied that such was his argument and contended that the country would
Mr.

Portland Wholesale Markets.
Thursday. June 11. The market in general is
inactive. Flour ia 2 c lower per barrel, with the
market dull. Potatoes are lower.
Sugars and fruit
are
unchanged. Grain is higher. We quota corn y0«.
meal 88c, oats 70c. Molasses is firm.

Nkw Yobk-1735
drVhifl.M.EW hJfATOS,A'■“;i do
13» ro*‘* 'wither,
,17h H„orb?w’!juleSllKar' 30 ,|u Vam "at". I® >e.
tnWcn
’ll.h.w
tobacco, 11 bhd. tobacco, 20 casks
sheep .kin., 8 ilo

■

Political Goinip.
New York, .Time 11.—The speculations of
sundry papers about President Grant having
changed front with what is known as the cus
tom house party in this city, aud his affiliation
with Liberal Republicans, aie not entitled to
credit. They were based upou the statement in
last Sunday’s Herald that the President was
escorted to Central Park, on the occasion of
the laying of the corner stone, by Thomas E.
Stewart, chairman of the Liberal Republican
Committee, lately appointed Park Commissioner by Mayor Havemeyer.
The facts are
that it was R. S. Stuart, a sugar refiner, a mau
in no way connected with politics, and not T.
E. Stewart, who walked arm in arm with the
President.

_AUCTION SALES.

—

5

to

and continue until sold.

ol

The paintings are from the studio of J. B. Sword,
New York, and will be on exhibition on and after

day of sale.
F. O. BAILEY Ac CO., Auctioneer..
dtf
ju8

June 12th to

mon.

qiotations ol Government

United States coupon 6’s,l881 .121
United States5-20’s 1802.113
Unite 1 States 5-20’s 1804.11G
United States 3-20’s 1805. old. 117
United States 5-20’s 1805,newex-iut
119
United States5-20’s 1807,. ..11*
United States 5-20’s 1868,.
.120
Uuited States 5’b, new.-IS
United States 1’0-40’s., rgistered.....116
United States 10-40s, coupon.113
Currency 6’s.«
114ft

uesirable

....

The following
Stocks:

the

were

_

Residence

AT

on

riue at,

AUCTION.

On Thursday, Jane 18, at 3 P. IU

,

.......

closing quotations

ol

shall sell the property No. 43 Pine street.
Above property consists of a three story brick
House, containing a rooms, frescoed, marble mantles,
heated with furnace, gas throughout, hath room, hot
and cold water. This house was finished by one of
oar leading Architect9, and is thorough and substantial throughout. This is one of the pleasantest loca-

WE

Western Union Telegraph Co. 72
Pacific Mail.
41|
N. Y. Centra'and Hudson River consolidated.... 98
Erie. 29$

Erie preferred. 52
Union Pacific stock..
25$
Central. ^3
Chicago & Northwestern. 39$
Chicago & Northwcbtern preferred. 54$
Chicago & Rock Island. 96
Tbe following were the quotations tor Pacific Rail
to ad securities:
Central Pacific bonds.
92|
Uuion Pacific do. 86
Union Pacific laud grants.80
Union Pacific income bonds.....80

tions cu the street. Terms will he easy. House can
be examined from 3 to 5 p. m. until day of sale.
P O. BAILEY Sc CO.. Auctioneer*,
d6t
juia

Illinois

Usniestic

commence

Tuesday Evening, June 16, 1874,

The total transactions of tbe day were only 51,000
shares, including 11,900 Western Union, 11.200 Lake
Shore. 10,950 Erie, 5100 Union Pacific, 3740 Wabash,
2400 Pacific Mail,1500 New York Central, 1200 Northwest eru common,1200 Rock Island, 800 St. Paul com-

...

—

Deering Block, Portland, Me.,

transactions.

the

FROM

Schumacher Brothers,

The stock market was intensely dull in
consequence of the absence of a large number of brokers at the yacht race and the persistency on the
part
of heavy operators to indulge in any speculations un
til Congress has settled tbe financial question. The
leading stocks declined $ @ 1 jier cent, on moderate

were

—

LANCASTER HALL,

bonds dull.

The following
securities:

AT

—

Bankrupt Stock

of

Auction.

Clothing

at

nell THUUSDAY, FRIDAY and SATI SHALL
URDAY evenings, June lltb, t2tb and 13th, and
next week at 7
the balance of

every evening
o’clock,
stock ot clothing in store at 125 Federal street, under
he U. S. Hotel. The stock embraces some very fine
Scotch Suits, etc., also a splendid assortment of
Gents Furnishing Goods. Saturday evening a lot of
carpenter tools.
8. C. All RAMS Auctioneer.

!

iMarkem.

New York. June 11—Eveniug.—Cotton opened
steady and clcseddull; sales 527 bales; Middling uplands at 18ft; forward deliveries advanced 1-16, which
was afterwards bait.
Flour—receipts 16,716 bbls; Lite
market is in buyers favor with a moderate exi*>rt and
home trade demand, closing 10c lower ;holders strongly disposed to realize; sales 13,200 bbls; Western and
State at 4 50 @ 6 30; White Wheat Western extra at
6 30 @ 6 65; extra Ohio at 5 70 w 7 10; extra St Louis
at 5 90 @ 11 00; Southern at 6 00 dy 11 00.
Wheatreceipts 429,314 bush; the market is in buyers favor

N.

ring

B.—The goods will be sob 1 at private sale duday at less than half the cost.
jnll-3t

the

The Gov. Dana Homestead
AJT AUCTION.

2

Chicago at l 42 @ 1 424; uearly all at the inside
price; ungraded Iowa and Minnesota Spring at l 39
@ l 48; No 1 Spring at 1 48 @ 1 50; No 2 North Western at 1 424; Winter Red and Ami»er Western 1 55
@58; White Western at 1 60. Com—receipts 190.094
bush; the market is scarce anti lc lietter with a fair
demand to fill contracts and for home use; sales 157,bush; Western Mixed at 82 'ey 85c; Western Yellow
chiefly 85 @ 804c; good shipping parcels of Mixed y4
90c for White Western; also 80,000 bush Western
Mixed to arrive this week at 85c; 16,000 bush last
half June at 844c. Oats—receipts 52,412 bush; the
market is steady: sales 41,000 bush; 61 @ 63c ior
Mixed Western ; 67 @ 70c lor White Western; do in
store 614 @ #2c. Codec is firmer; Rio 17 @ 204c, but
holders generally insist on little better paces. Sugar
less active aud scarcely so firm; fair to good refining
73 @ 84c; prime at 84c; sales of 168 boxes Centrifugal at 83c; choice refined dull aud easier at 94c for
extra C White; 9|c ior standard A; 10c for granulated; l>'fc for crushed and 10}c for powdered. IMolassis quiet, ltice dull. Petroleum is «juiet: crude at 5c;
refined at 12fc. Tallow is in fair demand at 73 (a) 84c.
Naval Stores—Rosin is steady at 2 60 @ 2 67.
Spirits
Turpentine steady at 37 @ 37jc. Pork quiet aud firm
18 00 @ 18 10 for new mess; sales of 250 bbls seller for
Juno at 17 85; 500 do seller for July at 17 80 @ 17 95,
Beef unchanged. Lard quiet and firmer at Ilf @ ll|c
for prime steam jseller June quoted at life; sales ot
100 tes seller July at 11 1-16; 1000 tes seller Aug at
ll}c. Butter heavy lor common; 18 @ 26c for new
Western ;26@ 30c for new State.
Whiskey at 994 m

elegant Country Scat of the late Gen. J. W.
Dana, at Fryeburg, Maine, will be sold at auction on the premises on FRIDAY. June 1Mb. The
above estate includes two acres of land surrounded
by fine shade trees. The house is in excellent order,
conveniently and handsomely arranged, with seventeen rooms, and is one of the finest residences in
Oxford County.
F. SHIRLEY.
dtd
juiA

THE

Assignee's

Sale ot Bankrupt .stock
of Ladies* Boots, Slippers. Slock,

Findings, Machinery and Fix-

tures,
accordance with the provisions of the 15th Section of the U. S. Baiikiupt Act, and General
Orders thereon, we shall m-ll at public auction at the
Factoiy, Portland, Me., commencing TUESDAY,
June 23d. at l * A. M.. the entire Stock of Norris,
Hull & Co., Bankrupts, consi-ting principally of
Women’s Serge Boots and Kid Slippers, Stock, Finddings; very valuable lot ot Shoe Machinery: also
Steam Engine and Boilers, Shafting, Office Furniture, &c., Ac.
The above is a very desirable stock, amounting to
something over $15,000 in goods, princin ilJv manufactured, and $6000 in machinery, and presents a
rare opportunity to deders
and manufacturers.
Catalogue furnished on application to the Assignees.
Goods will be sold in lots to suit purchasers.

IN

1 00.

r

Wool firm; domestic fleece a 43 @ 68c; pulled 33
@ 53c.
Freights to Liverpool are firmer; Cotton per steam
3-16d. Grain—Com per steam at 74 @ 7Jd; Wheat
per steam 8 @ 84d.
Chicago,June 11.—Flour is quiet and unchanged.
Wheat is in fair demand, lower and unsettled; No 1
Spring at 1 204-; No 2 Spring at 1 194 cash; seller for
July 1 181; seller for Aug at 1 13} @114. Corn is active and Tiigher; No 2 .Mixed at 62c; seller Aug; high
Mixed 614c; rejected 57c. Oats steady; No 2 at 45}c
cash; 43}.: seller July; rejected 424c.
Rye is quiet
and unchanged; No 2 at 85c.
Barley is dull and unchanged at 1 25 ior No 2 Spring. Provisions—Pork is
steady at 17 60 seller July. Lard is steady at 11 00
cash; Ilf seller for July. Bulk Meats are steady;
short rib middles 94c seller July for loose.
Whiskey
is in fair demand and lower at 944c.
Lake Freights—Corn to Buffalo at 3}; Wheat to do
4; Corn to Oswego 74.
Receipts—5,000 bbls flour, 35,000 bush wheat, 134,000 bush corn, 56,000 bush oats, 0,000 bush rye, 0,000
bush

P

MA ITni'K'Si

I

in

0. TYLER.
f Bankruptcy
of Norris, Hull & Co., Portland, Me.
Parties desiring to purchase lots at private sale
will be accommodated on application to the Assignees
at any time prior to the day of sale.
jullutd
G.

IRON in tto BLOOD
A Permanent Tonic
WITHOUT

ALCOHOL.

barley.

Shipments 6,000 bbls flour, 55,000 bush wheat,118,2,000 bush oais, 0,000 bush rye, Q,o00

000 bush com,
bush barley.

PERUVIAN SYRUP

aolkdo. June 11.—Flour is steady and unchanged.
Wheat is quiet and weak; White Wabash at 141;
No 1 Red Winter i 47; Amber Michigan at 1 35; 1 36
seller June; 1 37} for seller July; No 1 Red at 1 40;
No 2 Rod .at 1 354 ; seller July 1 30; seller Aug 1 26.—
Corn is in fair demand and advanced; high Mixed
at 694; seller June 67c; seller July 69c; seller Aug at
70; low Mixed 664c; s*ller July 68c; no grade 65. Oats
quiet and unchanged; No 1 at 514c; No 2 at 1 494c;
Michigan 50c.
Lake Freights active and vessels scarce—Wheat To
Bnfialo at 3; to Oswego 6c,
Receipts—2,000 bbls flour, 27,000 bush wheat,20.in 0
bush corn, 4,000 bush outs.
Shipments—2,000 bbls hour,66,000 bush wheat, 11,000 bush com, 4,000 bush oats.
Milwaukee, Juue 11.—Flour quiet and unchanged. Wheat is steady; No 1 Spring at 1 24|; No 2 at
1 22f seller June; seller July at t 21|. Oats steady;
No 2 Mixed at 4oc. Corn is firm and in lair demand;
No 2 Mixed at 614c.
Rye is steady; No 1 at 85c.—
Barley is dull and unchanged; No 2 Spring at 1 40;
No 3 Spring at 1 50.
Provisions are (lull and unchanged. Pork at 17 50. Hams in pickle at 11. Dry
salte*l meats—shoulders 6}; boxed middles at 94 @
9}c. Prime Lard at 11 @ @ 114.
Lake Freights—Wheat to Buffalo 4; Wheat to Os-

Is

Contains
no

Alcohol.

PERUVIAN SYRUP
Vitalizes
the

Blood.

PERUVIAN SYRUP
Tones up
the

System.

Receipts—5,000 bbls flour, 123,000 bush wheat. 0,000
hogs.
Shipments- 7,000 bbls flour, 188.000.bush wheat.
Cincinnati, June 11.—Provisions—Pork unchangLard is quiet and uned and quiet at 17 50 @ 18 00.
changed; summer steam 104 loose; winter kettle 114
@ ll|c. Bulk Meats dull; shoulders at 6}c; clear
rib sides at 9 20 @ 9 25; clear sides at 94. Bacon is
dull; shoulders at 74; clear rib sides at 10c;clear sides
at 104. Whiskey at 95c.
Charleston, June 11.—Cotton is dull; Middling up
lauds 174c.
Savannah, June 11.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands 16}c.
inuBibr,,

ouub

11.—uutioa

quiet;

mm

PERUVIAN SYRUP
Builds up

the

Broken down.

PERUVIAN SYRUP
Makes
the Weak

Strong.

mug up-

16|c.
New Orleans, June 11.—Cotton quiet; Midaling
uplauds at 17}c.
European

PERUVIAN SYRUP
Cures

Dyspepsia
Debility.

llarkeu.

and

London, June 11—12.30 P. M.—Consols at 92} @
92g for money und account.

PERUVIAN SYRUP

London. June 11—12.30 P. M.—American securities—C. S. 5 20s, 1805, old, 108}; Erie 29}; New York

Central 88}.

Cures

Liverpool, June 11—12 30 P. M.—Cotton steady;
Middling u plant Is at 8Jd;do Orleans at 8} @ 8fd; sales
12.000 bales, including 2,000 bales lor export and

Liver

Complaint.

speculation.
Frankfort, June 11—5.00 P. M.— United States
5-20s, 1862. at 97|.

PERUVIAN SYRUP
Cures
Female
Weaknesses.

$20,000
To loan on first class Mortgages in
Portland and Vicinity in
sums to suit.

PERUVIAN SYRUP

Heal Estate Securities, paying 8 to 10 per
cent, inetrest free ot Taxes. Investments in Heal
Estate in Portland and vicinity, if judiciously
made, are the best and safest modes of employing capital. First.class securities always on hand. Interest
and principal collected without charge. Guarantees
perfect title and ample security in a 1 it« Teal EsTeal Estate investments and
tate loans.
improvements made on commission and on share*.
Bankaole pai*er bought and sold.

G. It.
Real

Estate

DAVIS,

and Loan

Ladies’ Belts

and Shawl

Cures
Boils
and Humors.

PERUVIAN SYRUP
Cures Diseases
of the Kidneys
and Bladder.

'!

Agency

Brown’s Block.
»<6.2d

Protected

PERUVIAN SYRUP

wego 9.

lands at

a

Protoxide
of Iron.

p

codly

Straps.

G. B. BHOAD A CO.,
have resumed business for the manufacture of La
dies’ Belts, Book and Shawl
Straps. Worsted made
up with Russia Goat and Nickel or Gold gilt mounttogs. Broad’s Patent Wire Stitt'eniiig Frame. Als..
sole manufacturers of Broad’s Patent Shawl Straps.
Orders by mail or express will receive immediate attention.
leather work of all kinds.

Be sure you get tie right article
I'ArTiniv
is blown In the
See ttaa t‘‘P E BtTV IA N SYRUP”

‘““"price,
A 32-page

$1.00 a bottle.

pamphlet, containing

PERUVIAN SYRUP,

a

history

valuable paper
treatise on Iron
a

on

ot

the

progress
medical

as a
science, a
n medical
agent, testimonials from distinguished physicians,
clergy nun and others, will be sent free to any ad-

dress.

NET II

W. FOWIjE A SO**, Proprietor
Avenue, Boston. Sold by dealers gener-

86 Harrison

ally.

my6Wi&S2p«!Cw:<in
ARTIFICIAL LEGS.

Fancy
So. 162 1-2 Fore cor. of Market Street,

L. F. PINUREK, lYlitnufncturer, 33 Tem-

POKTI.AND, BIK.

State location of amputation and send for Circuw3mi2
lars.

mytti

wlll“

ple

HI..

Portland,

Jlr.

pbessJ

TJtIE

fallen to about 1104 to 110$. In New York monbut from
ey is plenty and Tuesday commanded
two to three per cent per annum on call, indicating really a glut of currency at money cenThe stock gambling market is not very
ters.

History of Seven Days.
The

CONGRESS.

than last year and promises a much greater
Compromises much better than last

This week Congress has completed nearly all
of the appropriation bills. The appropriations
the last
are $30,000,000 lees than those made by
session of Congress. All of the appropriation

yield.

Philip

Several ex-rebels have been absolved of
their jiolitical sins by Congress, among them
Fitz Hugh Lee. Friday the Senate had agrave
contest over the publication and distribution of
the reports of the Agricultural Department.

Oregon election has probably resulted in
the success of Grover (Dem.) for Governor and
Williams (Rep.) for Congress. The state ticket
is divided, the Democracy getting the lion’s
share.
The Massachusetts House has sustaiuedGov.
The

number of senators thought the work
worthless, hat a majority concluded that tbe
Grangers would be pleased with 300,000 and so
a

luii

uu

jivuibi,

uuu

tub

Talbot’s

Good for

favor

13

uuuniug

to be restored, let as do it in a manly way not
by .shreds, as Senator Scott says, for these
wretched reports are to be sent in an envelope
free after proper certification that it really is
such a report. In connection with the legislative appropriation bill, Saturday, Mr. Holman,

first lectured the Republicans for
extravagance and finding that his own party
voted uearly unanimously with the Republicans, he lectured them an hour. Mr. Garfield,
who has a good memory for bad fellows, re-

and

week, three cents a pound. Mails are to be
weighed in bulk and stamped on the bags;
county papers and newspaper exchanges free.

Republicans

from Tennessee, Virginia and
North Carolina voted with the Democrats. It
is now asserted that the bill is dead for the
present session. The House also took up the

Louisiana contested election case and alter
some debate decided that neither
party was
elected—in fact that the election was a fraud.
In the course of the debate Mr. Lamar, ex-Coufederate and Democrat, from Mississippi declared that the Southern people accepted in
secession

is eliminated from the American system,
that slavery is dead and the South would be
tbe last to ask its restoration, as it had come
to believe that the institution is antagonistic to
all the elements of modern civilization and
that the amendments to the constitution giving
universal suffrage are as snored as the instrument written by the fathers of the Republic.

Tuesday the Senate gave its time chiefly to the
discussion

1

Geneva award, the measure being Butler’s substitute for the bill of the Judiciary Committee.
Its essential points are, 1st pay
every direct
claim; 2nd all war insurance premiums paid by
those Who preferred this course to
putting their
vessels under a foreign flag; 3d, payment to
such insurance companies as had suffered losses,

particularly mutual

insurance companies.
Wednesday was a sort of a field day in both
bouses. The Senate occupied the day discussing the moiety bill, which after some tinkering
was passed
by a vote of 38 to 3. A provision

bounty

inserted paying informers their shares in
all suits up to May 1st. The House spent the
day over the Geneva award bill,and the debate
was not of a high order, Gen.
Butler succeeding getting himself into a wrangle with several
gentlemen. The amendment of Mr. Frye, giving mutual insurance companies a fair sight at
tlie award, was adopted. Air. Hale
warmly ad
vocated the bill and it was passed by a vote of
was

132 to 101.
FINANCE AND BUSINESS.

nuuciamento of President Grant on the duty
of Congress affecting the currency.
The
declarations of the President were made to Sen
ator Jones of Nevada and their
publication
authorized by the President. Briefly
stated,
Grant’s financial plan is as follows:
1st. Repeal the legal tender act so as to take
effect July 1st, 1875. This would correct notions of value, and sales, contracts and
wages
would be paid on the basis of coin.
2d. Provide by law for tbe redemption of all
currency issued by the United States in coin
lK7fv mill

t.FiJlt.

nil

/onypnon

deemed be forever retired.
3d. The reissue of all bills less than $10 returned for new bills, shall be of a
higher denomination than $10 from the date of reaud
a
sumption,
year later tape all bills less
than $o he w thdiawn.
^hjs would place
in
the hands of
tVf people large sums <«f
com which wittuM'be a
protection in time- r *
war or failure of crops and also
keep nijltv”
m thh hands of the people as a
ciroujating mt*
dihm. Coin is now locked up in, vaults
.ore
deem circulation or for speculative
purr)0ses—

practically lying idle-and the retiring 0V small
bills will bring it in,t9, circulation and
-Jse
■4th. Provida by economy of
expenditure
and increased
if
a revenue
necessary
tnan ou^expenditure.
fhis nolicv
*ould work a constant reduction 0f
on
the national debt and provide coin interest
to redeem
its notes, thereby forcing natio nal
hanks to recem in gold.
With these provisions, the
Sef* UO danger iu 'or objection to free

taction

hanking11

This unofficial declaration of the President
surprised the country quite as much as his

has

veto message.
The comments are' various.
The inflationists gnash their teeth in
impotent
rage and say that Grant has gone over to the
Democracy. The hard money men be trill to
call him “Young Bullion*” Of all
the newspapers which have applauded the
act, none
have been so lavish in their
praise as the New
York Tribune which
says “there has been
nothing so worthy the author of the Vicksburg campaign in si* years. No

bolder,

more

comprehensive,
practical or more effectual plan of resumption has seen the
light in this
more

country.”

This declaration of the President
has had a
tendency to embarrass the Conference Com
mittee of the two houses on the Seuate
currencv hill, the committee seemingly
incubating
for the sole purpose of bringing forth the
most

unworthy

viewed from the hard
money standpoint, which can receive the Executive sanction.
Wednesday tbe new hill of
the the Conference Committee was offered
in the Seuate
So far as we can understand the bill, it
really squints toward expansion, as it provides that 37 i cents of
greenbacks
shall be retired
upon the issue of one dollar of
new bank
currency under its free banking promeasure

UDtil thevolumeo{
UnitedSt*!* 3‘la“^
0teS‘8redUCed t0 *:»0.000,(K)0.

^

Tha bill
bi l also
The
provides that the national
debt
shall not be increased.
There are several other
schemes offered but it is
extremely doubtful if
Congress will adopt one that the
President wil!
regard as in keeping with his pledges
Prom tbe effect of the
President’s pronunciamento.or some other healthy agency gold has

II

lye, N. H.

arriving Mnnditt on/l

n

deal 0f notice. The officers of the
ship
v
ined, di Dej atKi gushed the representatives of
1 rnele
New
and
£ reat

"

^'c*\

f'.am,
was

Hampshire

Portsmouth

reciprocated.

®.enry

Ward Beecher lias declared that it is
affair of ours that Adam ate the wrong

pple; or in other words, that
c nly writing poor rhyme when
<

Dr. Watts
he said:

was

“In Adam’s fall

We siu-ned all.’*
If Dr. Beecher is right and Dr. Watts
wrong,
1 he discovery is a notable event.

!

New York, Connecticut and other sections
f lunday afternoon, accompanied by high wind,
J n Syracuse, N. Yr., a large number of buildj jgs were unroofed. It is supposed that several
t ersons were drowned in a like near the town,
J n Delaware county, in the same state, several
l ouses were washed away by the flood and
c reat
damage done to property. Dispatches from
1 'oughkeepsie and Albany report that railroads
, ere washed and bridges undermined.
A demotive shower is also reported in the vicinity
E Milwaukee early Monday morning, and in
, ver

<* ntario,

The people of
Canada, Sunday.
\ ^instead, Ct., weie panicked by a report that
tl le banks of a pond near by had given way,

id that the town would be washed away,
i he report was incorrect. A dam gave way
a

Rising heavy flow of water. In that section
n dll
property was injured by loss of small dams,
J he storm was
very heavy.
The Sultan of
does not intend to

c

aste

Turkey

Aylwer,

nnuut

ON

caused by wearing garters!

Dry

Middle St.,

HERSEY,

cor.

myl6

CO., Selling Agents,
Church, Portlaud, Me.

Self-Folding

Tucker and

ble Hemmer.

7

Adjusta-

BAR HARBOR,

Valuable Improvement overall Others,

dations for

Hemmer attached will
hem any desired width from one fourth to two and a
fourth inches. It needs only to be seen to be appre-

ju4dlm*

ciated.

CAPE

Hole Agent Tor Portland,
NO. 137 OXFORD STREET.

FOR

RANDALL &

—

...^

CLARK, Proprietor.

The Largest
combining all

las

BLACK DIAMOND.
.™s bbantiful and noted young Stallion
will makc

Notice to Builders.
PROPOSALS will l>e received lor buildati
Alms House in the town of Cape Elizaing
beth, according to Plans and S|>ecificatioiis which
may he examined at the Town Office on and after the
Sth inst. until the 15th inst., from one to five o’clock
P. M.
THOS. B. HASKELL,
( Overseers of
ELISHA N. JORDAN, {
the Poor,
FREO’K HATCH,
(Cape Elizabeth
Cape r.lizabeth, June a, 1S74._
jn9dtd

,y26d&w3w.r'

t

CATARRH!
Call

Agents wanted.

ju8dlw»_H1io2 Federal St.
The well-known schooner-rigged yacht
BONITA. 28 tons, in thorough order for
Will be sold cheap. Apply to
sea.
JOB JENNKSS & SON,
Rye Beach, N. H.,
ortoF. PIERCE & CO.,
Richmond and North Sts., Boston, Mass.

1m,

For Sale,

p

profit ol over 200 per cent.; sells at sight
id is the only Shade of the kind made in the Unitl States. Same oau be seen at the

*

It

ivg

82000 cash—halt interest, in the Lamp Shade
manufacturing business, fully established and

in order to remain in
condition must dwell where good drain-

blessed
obtains.

a

a

(anafaeturere Exhibition, City
during the week.

t

3
Ti

C

i-f

AA

worth ot

>1UUStamp

HYDRA1/MC
CEMENT
"IIIIES, if used, insure a good drain.

information -t

for
and 10

cents to

a

10 Cts
w

H. BARG & CO., Box 1689, Bangor, Me.
eodtf

__

FOR SALE.
k

to

"NAN obtain

(J

'OUTHERN
*

BOARDS,

close

a

PINE
FLOORING and STEP
in lots to suit purchasers, for sale low

consignment

RYAN <ft

ny28tf

KELSEY,

No. 161 Commercial Street.

I

I

A Vomit; Man
a partnership in a well established

business that will pay him more
tl ,an ordinary profit if he lias $2000 to invest. Must
\t sf good habits and prefer that he sbonld underst iinil bookkeeping. Address A, B. C., Advertiser
ol lee,
aplitdtf

manufacturing

Trips

each trip from dune
i ert,)
lon to her usual
landing

The Steamer CITY OF
RICHMOND, Capt.C. Kil.
will leave Railroad Wharf every
.tlonduy

it,

U'or Id-renow tied

Acdiie*,liiy
*
p
For

\

! ml

and Friday F
vetting*, at IO
* °r on air,va^
ExnrcsiiTrain from Boston.
Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, BelSandy ?oint’ ljlKktdM,n. Winterport

HamXn’

will

and

t the

500 AGENTS WANTEDto sell

f

onr

Week.

per

leave Bangor
Returning,
sl».,&„“cKabo- sr- ! esday
Friday mornings,
above
o

]

Pena, and Pictures
*H<n^’i.?inSiiReedle8> GoldenWAGES
SURE. AptWTriU|n*rJPi!?Sfkcl;AKOE
P
'f, D‘ L GUERNSEY, Pub., Concord. N. H.

overy

Monday, Wed-

at G o’clock, touching
landings, arriving in Portland at

clock p. m.
For tan her particulars inquire at Railroad Wbarf,

‘

Sewing Silk, Linen

named

C YRUS STURDIVANT, General Agent,
Purtlami. May 1874,
mylstf

o

lw|
leavy Hardware and Rail- Tfce
Higheai medical Authorities
tbe strongest Tonic, Purifier
road SnppUes.
j Europe
'eobstruent known to the medical world is

Ship Chand

THE “PROVIDENCE” CLOTHES

,

ALLAN_LINE.

ju21(leowlvr_Ro.ton

Tin...

J

jj

Aid.

H [1HE above First Class Tug will be sold a( a barL
gain it sold at once. Hull is ten years old, top
m :w this yeai.
Boiler new, Engine and Machinery
ic first-class order.

Length of Keel,.60 ft.
Breadth of Beam...17“

jj
fa
ta

for

r! .Jv!

*« All” is the result.
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«
^

?1
,s

t.oen.t Treenail..
[J**®.® £*** Sawed
l*®1®®®
While Oak da.
J»»»
40,000 be.I quality Canada Knee..

HriwW i'rUIAgent!.!
w1s^ke "'ldtire'
opportunity.
Descriptivepamphlet.
is

! AM1

)

AT LOWEST CASH PRICES

TAYLOR,

ITS CCnMERCVAL STREET,
dtt

FRY IT.

PRICE PER BOTTLE, J3 CENTS.

KEVBEIV HOVT, Proprietor,
£03 Greenwich St.. N. Y.
ror sale by all Druggists.
ju3t4w
_

£ DO PIANOS ami

OIMJASS

Nrcond-lland, of Fimt-Clann I?labe sold at Lawer Privvn%/or cash, or
limlallmentn, or for rent, in City or Connduring thi» nionfh. ft// EIOItAi'R W A.
Ti SB* A SON, No. 4*1 Broadway, than
rr before offered i« New
York. spv.
ci AI.TY : 1‘iunos am! ttigi.n. to let uatil Me rent money pnrs the priee of the In.
«t. nnient. Illustrated t'nlnlegue. mailed
lar«e discount to Binistcrs, « hurehes
«**

Sc

—

Liverpool, touching

at

—

neeDNlown,

The C*la»«:ow Line of steamers sail from
every Thursday for Glasgow direct.
Passage—First-class— $iiO to $100 gold, or its equivent, according to accouimodation. Third-class $30

uel.ee

S. currency.

Passengers booked to ami from all partg'of EngD'l. Ireland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark ami GerPrepaid and Return Ticke ts issued at reduced
tes. Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent
New England, No. 3 Italia street, Port land, Me.
flTMiahl Mlrriiog 4 knit* im.u<

Upwarda.

Itovls, Ijodges,

etc.

Julldlwt

«|

for

41|

z

id

^

Subscriber will sell at Public Auction
TUESDAY, June 18. 1874,at 9 A. ,\1.
tbe
ate m .1 personal property
assigned to him
pl,
L8llng of Yarmouth,ami in trust for the hyJos.
beneflt ot

mytfdtf

—

Assignee's ^alo,
HIE

KIMEg

T he UNIVERSAL MEDICINE
For the Household.

w and
rn, will

—AL80—

Lite Oak & Hard Wood Tlank & Wedges

tor

Derry.
First-class fortnightly mail steamers of this line
u from Halifax
every other Tuesday, comencing May -, tor Liverpool, touching at

r

—

I

mail steam-

any.

It is the

your
Our
f€
^ent free to all. Address, A. D.WOKTHij iGION <& CO.. Hartford, Conn.
ju3d4wt

f

Yoyage.

of this line sail from
€|u« b« c
evrry Mnlurdny IVIoruiu|(,

d ...—

NTOwF t.I
mr/rii nli,

iT.V

Ocean
ers

£

y Mrs. T. B. If. Stcnhouse, for *5 years wife of a
With an introduction hv
ormon High Priest.
IABKIET Itl l l lll H
■ars ago the antbor wrote a
pamphlet on
Inch excited the Mormon newspapers to Polygamy
rite her to write a tmok and <T* ,| |,'AM
Eo,

n< w

Treenails.

PORTLAND, 1U.

WANTED

SERVICE.

First-class Weekly

<*?•>

ft.
Propeller.
Tanks hold 6000 gallons water. Coal bunkers hold
tv elve tons. Everything in good order and condiIf >n. For further particulars enquire of or address
th e unders’gned. They can be seen at work any dav
JAMES M. ANDREWS,
in Saco Kiver.
CHARLES H. KRAGDON,
u6dtf
Biddeford, Maine.

Cylinder..
7x2
Diameter of

L.

ihortest

“TELL IT ALL”

FOR SALE.

Locust

IURUBEBA.
AGENTS

J. H- WORK. Agent,
44 Broad Street,

Tug

SUMMER

*

WRINGER

Steam

and

, t arrests
decay of vital forces, exhaustion of the
r ervous
system, restores vigor to the debilitated,
eanses vitiated
blood, removes vesicle obstructions
» ml acts
directly on the Liver and Spleen. Price f 1
bottle. .JOHN Q. KELLOGG,New Fork. ju3t4w

—

circulars,showing

hi format ion apply to J. B. COYLE.
9

The Lewiston will touch at Bar Harbor, Mt. De19lh to Sept. IKth in addiat So. W. Harbor, during
rhich time the Lewiston will leave
Macblasport at
,30, instead of 5 A. M.

&c%?£8'-

hero
D(1 benefactor, which unfolds also the
curiosi‘IES and WEALTH of a WILD AND
WONDERFUL COUnry. It is rust ready. 2,000 aqents wanted
quicklu.
>ne ageut sold IN4, another 196 one
week. For

J 1EN j1 WOMEN,

lery.

f

lined.

ifliB

TUKSof aaiU

Macblasport.
Rettarning, will leave Macldasport every Mon day
ind Thxrsday morning at 5
o’clock,touching as above,
imving In I ortland same night, usually connecting
1 rain, and early
morning Trains lor
^Pullman

of

I

nd Fort Constitution, Newcastle, New Hampshire,
Bids for any portion of the supplies will be enter-

the mTf
Phonetic

say

The Government reserves the right to reject any or
II bids.
Blank Proposals and printed
the
e itimated quantities required at each post and
givii ig full instructions as to the manner of bidding and
t. irms of contract and payment, can be obtained by
p irsonai or written application to the Qnurtermasrs at the various posts, or at this office.
A. P. BLUNT,
iptain and A. Q. M.. U. S. A., Chief Q. M.2d Q.
M
l).
A.
ju6d6t
M.D.,
-n

Mi29

c

1

)

*

Rail

W. CLIFFORD & Con

w

day

The Steamer LEWISTON,
Capt. Chas. Dkkking, will
"ave Railroad Wharf loot of
State St., eveiy ;’l in-hday
-—-and Friday ferraiag.al
•* O’c.orh, or on arrival ol Express Train from
Boston, commencing May lath. 1871.
For Rockland, Castillo, Deer Isle,
Sedgwick. So.
West Harbor (Mt. Desert). Mlllbridge, Junesiwrt and

1W

Military Supplies.

j

$2000.

7I0R

dim.

Every Healthy Peraou,

liat

MYEB8,

37 John Mlrect, New l orb

■■‘"•wry

OLIVER Or PHILLIPS

1 [arine Hardware &

CAKE,

Boston, Mass., June 4, 1874. J
PIIOPOSALS fin triplicate), under the
SEALED
usual conditions, will be received at this offlee,
aid also at llie offices of the United States Quartcraasters at the several posts named below, until
welve o’clock M. on MONDAY, the Otli day ot Julv,
874. for the delivery oi military supplies during the
iseal year beginning July 1, 1874, and ending June
0, 1875, as follows: Fuel, Forage, and Straw at the
illowing-naiucd posts: Boston—Fort Independence
'ort Warren and Fort Winthrop, Boston Harbor:
‘ort Stanuish and Fort Andrews, Plymouth; Fort
ewiill, Marblehead; Fort Phicnix, Fairhaven; Fort
« t Clark’s Point, New Bedford, anil Long Point Batiries, Provincetown, Massachusetts; Forts Preble
cammed, and Gorges, Portland; Fort Knox, BucksFort McClearv, Kittery Point; Fort Sullivan,
* ort;
Iastport, and Fort Popham. Piukoi’s Head, Maine-

Me.

dlw

----—--

j gc

at very

a

For Sale.

Cornea
Ju8

umedlately,

DOUGLAM &

for

THE

Two

For 30 Venn Millions have
intently watched
perilous yet heroic
struggles, and grand
lciiieYemenis, and now eagerly desire the Cum-

Co.

on

Steamboat Company.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

1,8

Manufacturers of

3.60
4.50

on

le“Te HallfaI

after 10 A. M.

Qct28dtf_-ionN POKTEOUS, Agent.
PORTLAND, BANGOR & MACUIAS

LIVINGSTONE IS DEAD.

d&w2w

READING BOLT AND NUT WORKS.

month.82.50

BV

^°L Aether

system of

M;p“1.T-w<EVAKS

Vm. H. Haskell & Co. Rhode Island Nut Co

A

Quartermaster,

a

$2000.
cure or re-

by the day
0111

LEWIS

book

J.J

«ir., frailklin Wharf.

report trials, speeches, sermons, &c.
The Lord’s
Bruyer is written with 49 strokes of the pen, and
140 words per minute. The
should
unemployed
learn this art. Price by mail AO cents.
A^cnt*

C. H. DITSON & CO.
711 B’dway, New York.

_

11.00
14.00

Office Chief
Second Quartermaster's District,
Military Division Atlantic,

few men of good address to solicit orri^E
IT
dersforthe linest work published; contains
1 <00 engravings.
Will give employment for two
3 ears; paying from *120 to *240 a month. Address
want

my13

lie cured by Dr. H. P. Evans’
Remedy.
CAN
and
testimonials. Warranted to
und

purposes, also
Pipe tor Chim-

A MEW IDEA.
1

CATARRH!

Price 75 cents.

contract or
Call on or address
A‘ PLAISTKI>*

bort notice.

Proposals

furnish at short notice

&c., &c.
Cottages built by

a

received

,nN0

Short-Hand, the shortest, most simple, easy, and
comprehensive, enabling any one in a short time to

OFFICES:

’•

PRICE

building

evs,

>LIVER DITSON & CO.,
Boston.
m.v21

October 1st.8 8.00

Any customer leaving town for Two Weeks or
at one time, by giving notice at the office,
will 1* entitled to a proper deduction.
We particularly request that neglect to leave the
ice, or carelessness on the part of our drivers, be reported at the office of once, and it will be attended to

tf

SEABED

CATARRH!

new

more

Colby’s Sons.

)oors, Sash, Blinds, Nails, Cement

PHYV A
^EDFOGRA
Writing by Sound;
complete

_

Va ^

DAYS,
freight

AMERICAN COFFEE
» un*tils Cottee as clear as
amber; extracts
ail its
strength; retains all its nutritious aroma. The
best thing ever ottered. Price
sent to any aduress.
Call and see it in operation or send for illustrated circular. Territorial
tor
sale. DEWITT
rights
C, BROWN! & CO., 678 Broadway, N.
Y., my!9f4w

Best Sabbath School

35 cts.

_

P.
M., for HALIFAX, direct.
making connections with the In.tercolonial Hallway, for Windsor, Trnro, New
Glasgow and Pictou, and steamers foi Prince
Edward
at
w aiaf*K"w» N. 9., with
Lindsey’s
at Halifax *«!> reamer

4wt

_

Cl

The Steamship FALMOUTH.
Lapt. W. A. Colby, will leave
Portland every Saturday at 1.30

Tablets. foSX'N
atK?W PN^Q Wl"

Carbolic

TO

DIRECT!

it I™

my19

Dramatized. 50

LISE

AT

W

With connection* to Prince Rdwnnf |*.
land, Cope Itrelon nod Nt. John*, N. F.

dented success. Address, stating
experience, etc..
show you what our agents are
doing.
g
NATIONALPUBLISHING CO., Phila., Pa.

Sabbath School

Providence Tool

Albert

or can

1

daily,

per

XX nil X*lb

B«LNI» CANVASS.

WINNER'S NEW SCHOOL tor Piano, CabOrgan, (iuitar. Banjo, Cornet, Accordeon, Fife,
Flute, Flageolet, Clarionet. Price or each Book 75 cts.
KIVER OF LIFE, 35 cts. Best Book for Sabbath
School.

1874,

•*

___dtl_

INI. ROOK lor the best and
cheapest Eamilv Bi
ble ever published, will lie sent tree of
charge to' any
book agent. It contains over 700 fine
Scripture
Illustrations, and agents are meeting with unprece-

Immensely popular.
Father Kemp’s Old Folks Tones,
40 cents. Much enlarged. Sung everywhere.
RIVER OF LIFE.

passengers!

HAIL

PUT UP ONLY IN BLUE BOXES.
atkiedand sure remedy
Sold by Druggists.
iuyI9tlw

inet

30 cents per 100 pounds.
|y By reason of the great demand for shipping
customers
to order their
ce, we desire
supply before
lie 10th ot June. We cannot agree to furnish any
ce, at present prices, to those not engaging ot u*s
nevious to that date.
my23il6w

ON HAND
[HAVE
all kinds of Lumber for

W ells’

cents.

MONTH I, IT BATES.

LUMBER YARD.

t

from June to

‘,

10 lbs.
15
20

>L1> ORCHARD CARP-GROUND

_apl5eod3ni

the money.

FOR FAMILIES AND

daily,

10 lbs
15
20

accommodations tor
this the most convenient and
comfortable
route to, travellers between New York
and Maine
Passage in State Room
meals extra.
Hoods forwarded to ami from
Philadelphia, Mon.
treal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
Shippers are requested to send their treiebt to the
Steamers ns early as 4 P. M., on the
days
leave
Portland. For further mtormatinn apt
ly to

tVy

DISEASES,

Use

Song Book.

promptly.

mare.

35 cts.
Best
Book.

CANTATA OF ESTHER.

NO. 17 MARKET STREET.

reopened

the sub-

Village, Black
f\~y\ ’Bcriber’e stablesiredCornish
by Penobscot Boy; be
j-Diamond
Old Drew
from
by'•}/,
Messenger
Black Dia

LTFE.

b'r“'Jtonia. leaving Portland on THURSDAYS.
T?®
fitted up with tine

Agent, Portland.
J. P. AMiS, Ag2'''»;ral
t, Pier 38, K R., New York.
"P22

HOARSENESS,

A>D ALL THROAT

Priced

Song

dim

RATES

i»

for

COUGHS, COLDS,

__dtf_

UIVER OF

HOUSE, N. H.

SEASON

THU^DAY’fiUpV

For

REED ORGANS, PIANO AND VIOLIN.

RESORTr

with the largest Stock in the city. Wo
etall all books at lowest wholesale prices. Second
land books bought and sold.
mvfi

tai II.

Clarke’s Dollar Instructors for

D. W. CLARK & CO..

L19 Exchange Street.

ap~3___dtf_ j

see

Best Assortment In the State,
the latest Improvements, called

W ill until farther notice run as
follows:
Leave Franklin Wharf, Port land
every MONDAY am! THUltS——7-777——~ I*A\, at 5 P. M., ami leave Pier
°V,!ry MONDAY “*

making

Attractive, Useful, and Very Popular FREE TO BOOK AGENTS

and

Colby’s Bookstore.

MAINE.

IUB.

(VINNER’S BAND OF FOUR. $1.00
1st and 2d Violin, Cornet or
Clarionet, and Bass.
Sent post-paid on receipt of retail price.

nay26dtf

And the Concord style Business Wagons in the State
for SALE and Warranted.

IHU

MUSIC_BOOKS.

ME.

my30

uuu

W. W. WHIPPLE & CO.,
ill market; Square, Portland*

Low

W. & C. R. MILLIKEN, Propr’s.

beforehuy-

Phaetons, Carryalls,
Express Wagons,
Top and No Top Beach Wagons

was
a

ICE !

[t is unsurpassed in Simplicity, Ease of
JMitn■gement. Durability, Dry lies aud Purity
if Air and ECONOMY of ICE.
Wholesale and Kelail at Manufacturers* Prices.
Cheaper than any other. CAN SAVE THE ADVANCE IN ICE IN ONE SEASON, and get a bet;er article by buying of
manufacturer or agent.
Don’t fail of being convinced of this fact
ug.
Salesroom 333 Fore St,, J. F. MERRILL.
Manufactory, Bear of No. IO Cross St.
POBTL AND, MAINE.

Has the largest stock ol fine

mond has trotted a three in five race
during the last
year, winning with ease and making his best mile in
2.51 without fitting
He is eight
years old, sixteen
hands high, weighs eleven hundred pounds, of black
brown color and lias fine natural trotting action
Terms—To warrant $25.
WM, H. WARREN
Cornish, April 1.5.1871,

»P22

From June 16 to October 1, 1874.

THE PEERLESS.

J”2'12'*_HOOT. CLARK.
JOHN ADAM8

season at

BEACH,

In all Styles, Grades and Sizes.

Wand parties supplied at short notice.
Wedding Cake of superior quality and finish, packed
and safely sent to any part of the
country,
lee Cream, Cake aad Pastry at Wholesale.
^“Public patronage respectfully solicited.

in

tl

and 1( 0 lb*. each.

Steamship Co.

Steamers Chesapeake and Franconia

I

Cask Only.
Special Terms to
CLLRSnnd DEALERS.
my!9t4w April, ISM.
Florence, Maao.

PaILS. 12}, 25 and 50 lbs. each.

SAMPSON, Agent.

SEMI-WEKKLY LINE.

The New FLORENCE

SOLD BY

WILL BE OPEN FOR GUESTS

Dry Air Refrigerators

Escalloped 0\ sters, Salads, Game, Pies, Cold Ham,
Boned Turkey, Chicken, &c., &c.
Public and private Dinners, Suppers,
Collations,
&c., got un in the best style. Clam Bakes, Excurslons and

tlie present

ADVANCE^ON

SAVE THE

We are prepared to supply Families and Parties
with every variety of Cake, lee
Cream, Sherbert,
Roman Punch, Jelly, Charlotte de Husse: also

<1

OPPOSITE CUSTOM HOUSE.

mc4

OPPOSITE €!ITTT BIJIL»1N«,

SACCARAPPA,

GLEN

McALLISTER,

NO. 60 COMMERCIAL STREET,

Maine

la the ON I. Y machine that
aewa backward
anil forward, nr to right and
left.
Sim pleat—Chen peal—Beat.

Sold

aeconimoeatious.

E.

Supreme CfrfTif of the Coiled Slit ten
FLORENCE, which alone has
Mouopoly of High Price.

St, New York.

*<VU

Passenger

Iune2tfS.T Central Wharf, Boston.

Agents make *10« !
ci™ular. ZIEGLER
myl94wf

CASKS, containing four 251b. TIN PaILS.
12$ ft. Wood and 25 ft. Tin Pails Jc in advance.

KOBECRTS.

This favorably known and popular seaside resort is
now open for the reception of Guests lor the season
of 1874.'
OTI8 KAt EB & SOI,.
2w

ing:*

230 Congress St., Flnent Block,
I

WOOD

KEGS, 25, 50

HOUSE,

J"3_
FAVORITE SUMMER

Fine

Fare including Berth art! MeaL to Norfolk $15.00.
hours; to Baltimore $15, time05 hours.
For further information apply to

time 48

in favor of the
Broken the

PACKAGES:

SCARBORO BEACH,

TJIJLin A

ROBERT

182 Front

KIRKWOOD HOUSE
2000 Tons Coal must be removed
from Maine Whart in order to
make repairs.
Parties wishing to purchase large
or small lots will do well to call
anu get our prices betore
purchas-

CATA-

citizen.
i‘i£?)rlned American
Sen‘* for

JOHN JEWETT & SONS,

—"‘-'I

HILL

^BALTIMORE.

---——*** Steamships:—
William Laurence” Capt. F. M. Howes.
J William Crane” Capt. Solomon Howes.
"George Appold ,” Capt. Winslow Loveland.
uMackstone Capt. Geo. H. Hallett.
"John Hopkins” Capt. W. A. Hallett
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Not folk to Petersburg and
Richmond, by river or rail: and by the Va. & Tevn.
Air Line to all points in
Virginia, Tennessee, Alabama nod Georgia ; and over the Seaboard and RoanakeR. R. to all points in North anti Smith Carolina
by the Balt. & Ohio R. R. to Washington and 11
places West.
Through rates given to South anu West.

The I.ong-rontMietl Knit of the
FLORENCE StWI.vB MACHINE CO.
against the Singer, Wheeler & Wilson,
ana
Grover & Baker Companies,
involving over
8430,000
■ a finally derided
by the

Thin i« the OIYI.IT QLAMTY of White
Eentl that we have made for the
law! Mixteen yean.

Steamship* of this Line nail from
of Central Wharf, Boston
Semi-Weekly, for NORFOLK and

end
x

®&FLOREN CE m

This well known and popular Hotel havthoroughly repaired during the
ing been
past winter will be opened for the season on
[SATURDAY, June 6, 1874,
J. P. CH&MBERLAIN, Prop’r.

OAK

Norfolk ami Baltimore and Washington
1). C. Steamship Line.

Springfield, Mass.

MT. DESERT,

ELIZABETH

by

Ao book has ever been published of such universal
interest to the American people. Jt
appeals to no
particular class alone. but to all classes; to men and
women, ot all professions, creeds and occupations
and political opinions—to
Farmers, Lawyers, Business Men, Mechanics,
Physicians, Politicians, Teach
ers.
Students, Manufacturers, Salesmen, men ot
learning and men who can only read, to old and
young. All want it as a book of constant reference.
and to preserve tor their children and children’s chil<lren as the only complete and reliable
work, showing
of
FIRNT ONE

♦

Provldene#

—

.HADE.

*2
SJJ&RffLI?0®*11:
*& McCURDY,

House,

T. LORD

Line of Steamers !
Running between

«e«r£^iitn,£‘8U,ts
hundred
yeakn ofthkoreu'.

Jb3tf

—

a mm

PLAN.

ninety people.

OCEAN

MBS. STEPHEN B. SMITH,

Oyster, Ice Cream

A nvro

We also have for sale, one 2nd hand “Chase” Lever
Set Circular Saw Mill, with 30 horse power Portable
Engine,Shafting, Belting, Saw and fixtures complete
and in perfect order.
One surface Planer with
Matcher, one excelsior Planer, ond Kollstone Planer,
and a large stock of second-hand
Shafting, Hangers,
Pulleys, Belting, &c., &c.
mc25d3m

AND

and Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct communication
L --—5
to anu
rom Portland and all other points in
Maine, with
Philadelphia andbevond. Tnrongh rates are given to
Philadelphia and all points reached :>y the Penn.
Central and the Phil. & Reading R. RN., and to all
tot principal cities in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission for forwarding.
Full imformation given
WALbUA. PEARCE,
Agent, 29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE *
Jr., Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE, & CO,, Gen’l Managers.
12 So. Delaware Avenue
Janl l ly
Philadelphia.

GAZETTE ERuxiteVstates

Wood

Working Machinery

This

or

Broadcloth.

mh27d3m

& Iron

House is pleasantly located, cool, airy, and
agreeable. Table abundantly supplied with good
substantial fare. Good Fish and Boating. Accomo-

Doing
creasing, measuring tolding by
hand, thereby making a great saving of time and
labor. It will tuck
thickness of goods, from
any
Lace to
The
away with

Drills, and all kinds ot

aPrd__eodSmo

Rockawav

Clyde’s Iron

PIANOS

IhLUHTRATEb

m.

jt'.

PHILADELPHIA.

CENTENNIAL

FOR THE

Engine Lathes, Planers, Upright

Eight miles East of St. Albans.
Mineral water and baths. Pure air. Excellent Table.
Write for Circulars of terms and rooms.
Address Dr. S. S. FITCH, 714 Broadway, New York,
25 Tremont Street, Boston, or at Congress Hall.
Board very low.
Open May until December.

The most useful attachment ever invented for Sewing Machines.
A

Awffl

Sheldon Springs, Sheldon Vermont

eodlm

—

_

Engines & Boilers,

CONGRESS HAUL,

A

SOMETHING NEW
FABRAMD’iTjIPBOVED

Steam

This well-known and popular Summer
Resort, situated on the Narragausett Bav, between the cities of
Providence and Newport, will be open for the reception Of guests, duly 1st. Eight steamboats
daily
from Providence and Newnoit. Rooms can now be
engaged on moderate terms, bv application to
I,. U. BVIPHREVS,
ju9d2w
City Hotel, Providence, K. I.

For sale by all dealers in Ladies’ Underwear,
Goods,
Fancy Goods, etc. Manufactured only by ELLIS MANUFACTURING CO., Waltham. Mass. Samples Children’s, by mail, 35 cents; Ladies, by mail, 85 cents.
SHEPHERD

ME.

SEASON OF 1874.

Children,

u'cijucii

PORTLAND

moraub waters & SON,
481 Rroadway, New
York, Rox 3307.
m?lt)
4wt

IOLnlNU.

EUBtTl’EAN

THE

PIANOS

rtcLUKsUJbo MAILED.

jul0d2m_C. D. BILLINGS, Proprietor.
Rocky Point Hotel,

No more Buckles or Buttons
Worn by every lady who values
health and comfort.
(ty More than three quarters of all Female Diseases are

SALOON !

—

Ills., Friday night, leveling twentybuildings and damaging many others,

reported

eodly

PATENT CLASPS,
[For LadioN, Misses and

DINHIsT Gr SALOON
V

Diddl

LINCOLN VILLE,

v

Sound Lines, for sale at reduced lates.
Freight taken at low rates.
•I. K. COYLE Jit., GeneralAgent.mch30t

Time O.an.i.
nre
warranted
for 0 yenr.,
PRICES ENTREJIEI.Y COW /nr ru.h
or part cn.b and balnnce i»
monlhlyorquarterly payment*. Meco;t«l baud iuMiruui -at*
taken m exchange. AGENTS WANTED
mevery County in the IT.
and Canada. A
liberal (liseount to
Teachers, Ministers, Church-

is very desirable for those seeking
pbasure. Only 6 miles from Camden,
Belfast, and 14 from Rockland, Beautiful scenery, pleasant drives, superior facilities lor
fishing, &c., &c. Charges moderate.

__

pi co,
o. le

CENTRE

ORDERED,

First Class

**?»£.

location
health and
THE
12 trom

market Square,

That all petitions for Sewers to be
built in this city during the present
Municipal
year must be presented on or before the first MONDAY of July next, as after that date all
petitions
for Sewers will be referred to tbe next
City Council.
Read and passed.
Attest:
H, I. ROBINSON, Clerk.
A true copy,
Attest:
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
d4w

village

N a one was killed but many were injured.
The civil suits against the Tammany thieves
h. ve fallen through, but why we cannot tell.
It hasn’t boen so good a week for fires as for
|r ishets and tempest*. The
following arc the
Ja 'gest losses
for the week:

21

aj.

Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
days at 7 P. M. Fare
Through Tickets to New York via the variotu

Organs

Scale

New

Portland,

DAILY, (SUNDAY, EXCKPTRD)

have it rent power and a flue Hiugiu:; toue.
with oil modern improvement., and are the

BILLINGS HOUSE,

1. & F. R. B.

WITH

a

time in
arguing a case gp long as lie has
e mnon to turn
upon refractory subjects. In
B ez, Morocco, the citizens
resisted his authoriti aud lie swept the streets with
cannon, killit g ninety persons and
wounding many.
A tornado passed over the
of Tamv

l'.'PERRY,

AVENUE
Stocking Supporters,

In Board of Mayor and Aldermen, I

CRIMES AND CASUALTIES.

Reports from the frontier indicate that the
1 ndian, upon the approach of summer and
i ;rass for his pony, is inclined to return to his
, laturai ways of
freebooting. The Indian along
1 he Texas border emulates his
half-brother, the
I iexican, in stealing cattle and
raiding gener
I .lly.
From the Cheyenne agency and other
loints the agents report that they have takeu
he war-path or left tlieir reservations in large
umbers.
A thunder shower of great violence passed

V.

FRANKLIN WHARF,

IIAUi.

ulv,

Builder, H.

Having commodious Cabin and State Room accommodations, will runaltornately, leaving

in UNIQUE FRENCH CASES, are among
made, and combine ■•CRITY of
VOICING with great volume o/toue. Suitable for PARLOR, CI1CRC11, or TU NIC

&c.

DCDCFFEE, Cor.

JOHN KKOOKS AND FOKGNT CITY

the best

WATERS’

SVPKKIOK NEA GO
NTEA9IERN

ING

WATERS’ Philharmonic Vesper
& Orchestral ORGANS

cor.

SAMPSON, Agent,
Long Wharf, Boston.

70

inE

i!cKR,BAl'rfrIarM,,

HOTELS.

1.1UL 11 IS tKlUUl 10

Yourl

PORTLAND, ME.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

isty muskets.
ew

BULIBUUU

AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE
ELLIS’

mli!4___d3m

One: The successful opening of the Portland
1 ndustrial
Exposition. Two: The little Bowc oin Quakers
have grounded the arms of their
r ibellion a.nd
returned to their alma mater aud
laid the
miles of

A. W. A H. H.
w V1 uion Nts.

Passage, apply to

FOR BOSTON

Or«nn.
of rrrda, peculiarly
°f Khi<:h
most
mm no .white
vw,tK

extra «ct

ISl'lli JiUJ'1'*1*®'1’
•; *VL®T?! F®1111,1

St., in Deleno’s Dill.
E. HOOPEIt, Cor. VorU A Daple
Streets.

FIFTH

Approved April 21, 1873.
I hereby give notice that the ‘‘City Ordinances”
relating to the deposit ol rubbish in any Street,
Lane, Alley, Court, Square, Public Place or unoccupied lot witbm tbe city limits, except the lots designated in the foregoingorder, will be
strictly enforced.
GEO. W. PARKER, City Marshal.

events.

steamship Faiaday, 4600 tons,
Atlantic cable to within a few

I

limits.

AND

The

Agent.,

le23

Treasurer and Collector.

NEW

produced by an

G.

Watches, Jewelry,

or

E. B.

the mamt beautiful in
.tyle and perfect in
to.ie erer made. The CONfERTO STOP
is the bent ever
placed in any
It is

are

155 Diddle Street.

Stair Builder.
*• P. EIBBV.I.o. 252 Fore Street,
Cross

W. W. WHIPPLE & « O.,
Sole

H. X. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

1 Bg.

r

Master Car

ORDERED,

ionnecting the waters of Lake Michigan with
he Illinois, Rock and!
Mississippi rivers: Disi ance, 182
miles; cost, $4,500,000; opinion, bumNf>TABLE

ABNEBEOWEI.lt,

Freight

jn23-ly

kuTT

Waters’ Concerto

St., Boston,

Silier and Plated Ware.

S. DANA HAYES,
and chemist. Mass.

uiiu dlC
luvlu“6u
now manufactured.

In Board of Health, March 13,18”;4.
that until otherwise directed, we do
hereby designate the dump at the foot of Hanover street
Stable lot) aud the dump at the foot
(City
of Franklin and Smith streets as the places tor deposit of rubbish, such as dirt, shavings, saw dust,
ashes, cinders, scot, hair, shreds, manure, ryster or
lobster shells, or any other matter of any kind (except dead animals) which may be removed from any
house, cellar, yard, or other place within the city

Germany

31 & 33 Harerill

CO.,

jaMly

Street.

PASSAGE, TEX DOLLARS.
For

_

Sign and Awning Hanging.

Assayer

any

CITY OF PORTLAND.

place of Mr. Bancroft, resigned.
Representative Hurlbut of Illinois presented
k bill from tile
Committee on Canals and Railoadt providing for the construction of a canal

29,

L. HOLT &

....

unpaid, that the time required by the Statute previous to the advertisement ior sale
having expired,
such estates will be advertised for sale, unless such
taxes are paid previous to June 20,1874.

through

~~S.

Mass.

ore.

'nailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.

w

N. McCOY A CO., 28 Spring Street.

S. YOUNG, No. 102 l

Trustees Hartford, Providence & Fishi-ill It. R. Repair Shops.
Hartford, Conn- Feb. 18, 1873.
_r
Hew
Britain White Lead Co.:
Gentlemen—We have given ycur white lead a very

es-

The President has nominated Assistant Secre•ary J. C. Bancroft Davis Minister to
n

A.

State Assayer’s Office, 1
20 State St., Boston.
J
Gentlemen:—I have ana.vxed and examined the
White Lead manufactured by The New Britain White
Lead Company, with resuLi as followsThis white
lead is entirely free from adulterations or makeweights of any kind, and i;;round in pure linseed
oil. It is fine, very dense, has ood
covering power,
and is in every respect of stan lard quality.
State

ti

Roofers.

now

Respectfully,

myl3

Beal Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PBOCTEB, No. 03 Exchange
Street.

lor it, and is guaranteed fully equal to any in the
market.
It is strictly pure,
containing nothing hut fine
white lead and the best refined linseed oil.
It is unexcelled in body.
It is unsurpassed in purity op color.
It iS Of EXTRAORDINARY FINENESS.

on

1

The prominent topic of the week in
political
and financial circles is, the remarkable pro

*F 111 V 1 St

'ary two-thirds. Itis doubtful if it gets
his session.

Plumbers.

ample experience in practical use, this
AFTER
lead is
conceded to he all that is claimed

Agents

JV. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,

JAMES MILLER, No. 81 Federal Street.

PURE WHITE LEAD

is
hereby given to parties owning real
NOTICE
tate
which the taxes for the year 1873 remain

$8

A. 8. DAVIS A CO., No. SO Diddle Street.
A. H. I. ANISON, 152 Diddle St.,cor. Cross.

SEW BRITAIN

Agent.

Wholesale

Photographers.

ju2dtd

From Pine Street Wharf, PUila*
10 a. in.
Insurance one half the rate

delphia, at

reserves the
to reject any or
bids if it be deemed tor theright
interest of the government to do so. Every bid must be made on the
printed form to be obtained at this office, and must
conform in every respect to the
requirements of this
advertisement, or it will not be considered.
Proposals will not be received from parties who are
themselves engaged iR the manufacture of
Wrought or Cast-iron work, and who have not the
necessary facilities for getting out the work.
Proposals will be enclosed in a sealed envelope,
endorsed Bid for Iron Work,*’ and addressed
to
E. R. SPEAR, Superintendent.
may25
d3w

.n
all

Sat’d’y*

&

From IjOtig Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m^

12 M of the

All bids must be accompanied by a penal bond of
caused bv sourness or acidity of the stomach or bow- I two responsible persons in the sum of Two Thousand
Its
els.
action as a laxative for children is superior
Dollars, (®2,000,) that the bidder will accept
and perform the coutract if awarded
to any other preparation, requiring no
to
bin,, the puffipersuasion
of the security to be certified
ctency
induce them to take it, and is peculiarly adapted to
by the United
States Judge, Clerk of the Uuitcd States
females during pregnancy.
A
sure prevention
Court, or
the District Attorney of the District
wherein the
against the food of infants souring on the stomach. bidder
resides.
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

WedVy

Wharfage.

received at the

Kt0entUIn

A. I.
Cross. Portland.

CHARLES FOBES, Sec.

Portland, June?, 1874.

TAXES.

per month for the period of such service which
may be also collected by the f-eirs of such soldier*. On Monday an
attempt was made to
pass the bill in the House under a
suspension
jf the rules, but it failed to receive the neces-

and

HEADACHES

KEITH.

Pattern and Model Maker.
BABBOCB, 250 Fore Street, Cor. o<

of the Company will be held at tbeir Office
on Franklin Whan' on WEDNESDAY", June 17tb,
3
at
1874,
o’clock, P. M., for the choice of Officers fpr
the ensuing year, and to act on any other business
that may legally come before them.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

It is said the President will
appoint
Friends exclusively because the noble “red”
has faith in the “broadbrims.”
It is doubtful if the Senate takes
up the
House bill revising the law relative to steamboats.
The Senate has passed a bili to
grant soldiers
who served in the late war a
of
1-3

A.

Masons and Builders.

THE

•>u4__Jl3w

policy.

MERR1

N K.REDLON, 233 1-2 Congress 8t.

Meeting

lowing

Quite a number of Indian Commissioners,
including Hon. W. E. Dodge of New York,
have resigned their positions, as they
say because they are so situated that
they cannot be
present at Washington all the time as is proposed. They endorse the President’s Indian

DYSPEPSIA,

Carpet-Bags.

Notice.

ORDERED.

H. W.

SOUR STOMACH,

B. DURAN A CO.. 171 Diddle and
lift Federal Street*

Stockholders of the Portland Steam Packet
Company are hereby notified that the Annual

Board

j u3dt20

A.

u

Proposals will be made by the piece, lineal foot, or
weight lor the varmus items of work, as called for
the Schedule. The work will not be subdivided
among difierent bidders, but will be considered in
the aggrega te.
The whole of the Boiled Beams and Cast-iron Columns of First Story and the Beams
of Second Floor
must be delivered and set in
position within two
months from date or acceptance of
proposal, and
the whole work must be
completed within four
month* from the date of
or as xeqnired
acceptance,
by the Superintendent and the progress of the work.
Paymeuis will be made monthly, deducting ten
""tU thefinaJ completion of the eon-

HEARTBURN,

Manufacturers of Trunks, Yalises and

ANNUAL MEETINGS.

of Mayor and
Aldermen, 1
June 3,1874. (
That the City Clerk give notice to ail
parties interested by publishing a copy of this
order m two daily pavers In this citv, for three weeks
successively, that this Board on MONDAY, the sixth
day of July next, at 7i o’clock P. M., at the Aidermen’s Room in the City Building, will bear all
parties interested in the petitions for Sewers in the fol-

In New York aud Boston
meetings of merchants urge the adoption of the treaty but the
general opinion in Washington is that it stands
no chance of ratification
by the Senate.

J.

ATo

In

A.

City of Portland.

treaty will remain in force twenty-one years.

Indorsed and prcscril>ed by all the leading physithroughout the country as the greatest Antacid
presented to the medical public.^It iiumediateyetand
Ip
certainly relieves

cians

A. A. NERBILL & CO., 130 Diddle 8t.

remov-

Steamship Line.
Leave eaoh port every

day
June, 1874. for furnishing, delivering
titling, and {flitting in {dare the Wrought and Castirou Work, comprising the Knlled-iron Beams ot
First and Second Floors, the Cast-iron Columns of
First Story, and the Staircase, all as exhibited on the
Drawings, described in the Specifications or called
for In the Schedule.
Copies ot the Drawings, Specifications, and Schedule may be had on application at this office
All scattbMlng required by the contractors to
put
the work In place will be furnished
by the Government free of charge, but will be erected
by the contractors.

ed Ills

lu9___dlw

in-snore nsniug;
piivuege ui
(t>) joint
commissions for the regulation and:mainte'
nance of custom houses aud
lighthouses; (7) the

Magnesia.

Office of the Superintendent until
S®will
l.ith
of

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

Office from 179 Commercial Street to Railroad
<
Wharf at the lauding A the Co’s Steamer.
tnar23
dtf

PHILADELPHIA

lor Wrouglil ami CastIron Work for tlie United states
Custom-House ami Cost Otliee,
Koekland, Maine.
U. S. Custom House and Post
Office, )
HOCKLA.NO, MAINE,
}
Office of Superintendent,
May 22, 1874. )
be

Carriage repairing

—AND—

I'ropoMils

_

Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.

WANTED

Attest,

Milk of

ABNEB LOWEI.L, 155 Diddle Street.
Aaeul* for Hoirnrd Watch Company.

ROSS, Treasurer of the Portland,
WILLIAM
Bangor and Machias Steamboat Co.,has

CO.,

1-4 KXCHANGK HTRBET

Portland, Me,

------

ncpmnBK

Horse Shoeing and

Removal.

of Portland.
City Cleric’s Office, June 8,1874.
at this Office, a copy of the Revised
Ordinances of this city of 1855. Any person
having a copy can find a purchaser at this Office.
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

use of Canadian canals now in course
of construction and which are
promised to be
completed as a part of the treatv; (3) free trade
in vessels between the United States and Cauada,|or in other words Canadian built vessels can
be purchased by citizens of the United States
and put under its flag; (4) the free admission of
uch manufactured products of either country as may be agreed upon;
no
(5)
claim to be urged against the United States

Office 208 Fore Street,

Done the cheapest and best by 8. YOUNG,
at No. 102 Fore St.

REMOVALS.

City

Canada;

(2) free

COAL AND WOOD.
S. SHURTLEFF,
mylSdlml>. S. WARREN.

49

BOSTON

& WOOL OILS,

mar2-6m

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.
A.1 F. sneRRY, No. O Clapp’* Bloch
Congres* Street, opposite Old City Hall.

giades of

J”11__dtd

named streets:—Carroll Street, from Thomas
into Neal Street, about 600 feet; Brackett
Street,
fiom York to Danfortli Street ;
Temple Street, about
100 feet between Middle and Federal
Streets; Congress Place, from Congress to Deering Street; Brown
Street, about 30 rods between Congress and Cumberland Streets; Brackett Street, bet ween Snrinor nnrJ
spruce. Ana tnat tHereafter this Board will determine and adjudge if public convenience
requires the
construction of Sewers in said Streets.
Head and passed.
H. I. ROBINSON, Clerk.
Attest,
A true copy:

---•

done to order.

N" o
163 Commercial St.,
and intend to keep on band ^'ull supply of the best

June 20. 1874, at noon.
Plans and specifications' may be seen at P. H. Fassett’s office, the Architect.
There are two plans and proposals can be offered
for each building.
Work must be fiuisliod by August
15, 1874.
FRED
School

mittee on that subject to vote against
$25,000
for the maintenance of the commission.
The proposed treaty of
reciprocity with the
Dominion of Canada has been presented to the
Senate. In brief its provisions are: (1) free interchange of all natural products or raw material between the United States and

tlie

W. D. LITTLE &
ap23il3ui

~~

Furniture and Upholstering.

on

Portland.

in

IN

ILLUMINATING, LUBRICATING

DAVID W. DEANE, No. N9 Federal St.

COAL AND WOOD DEALERS,

lot until

In

dtf

snrRTLEFF & CO
have formed a copartnership for the carrying
business of

Street School House.
will be received by the undersigned
PROPOSALS
for building School House on Monument St.

there is a new and resolute hand
holding the
reins.
B. F. B. thinks the civil service needs no further reform and has induced the House Com-

DEALER

BEWfJ. ADAUIS, cor. Exchange and Federal Streets.
HOOPEIt A EATON, Old Post Offlce,
Exchange Street.
la. F. HOYT, No. II Preble Street. Upholstering done to order.

DYER,

W.

FULLER,

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.

IV.naptiiorehivk HaHaa

million dollars worth of property.-

FOX,

AND

done to order.

CHARLES F. ROUNDS,
ap2

P.

MANUFACTURER OF VARNISHES AND JAPANS

WAI.TER COREY A CO., Arcade, No.
IS free Street.
GEOfcGB A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds

COAL AND WOOD.

monument

of the Treasury shows a
determination to rid the department of the men
and the measures that have
brought it ill repute. Assistant Secretary Sawyer has felt
called upon to resign though he didn’t relish
it. Other officials have been made to feel that

A (JO.

Furniture-Wholesale and Retail.

and intend to keep on hand a full supply of the best
grades of

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

Secretary

and

Japans.

POSTER’S Dye Bouae, S4 Union Street.*

WHARF,

—

Varnishes

No. 160 Commercial Street,
HEAD OF UNION

clude SLEEPING ACCOM MODA
TIONS, AND MEALS THEREBY
'AYOIDIHO ANY EXTRA CHAIM.EH.
v.
—,
Hew and eleg .nt Iron
Steamers with magnificent
passenger aceommodatfhnH.
rake this mute to San
*W<
the Over!um1

Shellac

Confectionery.

WBITNEY A BEANS, Pearl Street, op.
posite Park.

persons were injured by a railroad accident on the Syracuse and Chicago K. R. Tuesday.-Advices from the India famine are
more favorable.

THE NATIONAL CAPITAL.

The new

a

Room 11, Printer’.
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange Ml.
NBA 1,1. A SUACKFORD, No. 33 Plum

Combined.

Passage Rates: Cabin $100,
Steerage $50* These rates in-

and

QUINCY,

I.. J. PERKINS manufacturer ofplaiu
and fancy Caudiea, SS7 Congreaa St,
Portland Be.

Thirty

war.

Committee was attempted under suspension of the rules but failed by a few votes
to get the required two-thirds because a dozen

of the moiety bill.
Numerous
amendments were made of minor importance.
A bill was also reported to abolish the present
government of the District of Columbia. The
stock gamblers also remonstrated against the
tax laid on sales of gold and securities.
Gambling is a luxury not to be taxed. The House
devoted ift time to the bill to distribute the

stroyed

WB. A.

JOHN T. ROGERS,

WILLIAH

Comfort, Safety

other Route.
and Economy

Loom, Harness

Dye-House.

a

Ureat Reduction in Freight and Pa»»age
Rate a I wajo Lower than byauy

Polishing,

Street.

Carpenters and Builders.

Williamsport, Pa., fire department confess
that they set the fires the past year which de-

ing the government. Great excitement prevails,
An international congress will be held in
Brussels during the summer for the adoption
of an international code for nations in time of

Judiciary

oi

wavering.

of

on

Steamship Company

TO CALIFORNIA,

Furniture,

Street.

death in a thunderstorm in Webster,
Mass.,
Sunday.-In the vicinity of New York robbers steal the entire furniture of houses in a
single night.-The case of Senator Pomeroy
of Kansas for bribery has been continued until
July.-George William Curtis delivered an
oration before the Massachusetts Legislature
Tuesday on Charles Sumner, and a poem by
Whittier was read.-Five members of the

Wednesday the
electoral bill was amended by making the
age
of suffrage 21 years instead of 25, thus defeat-

Monday the Senate very wisely laid aside Mr.
Merrimon’s franking bill and took up the bill
to abolish moieties to revenue officers and informers. The bill was discussed during the
day and the vote on an amendment indicated
that a bill containing the essential features of
the House bill would pass. A bill to provide
for the publication of the statutes of the United
States was passed. On that day the House at
tended to its usual .Monday’s work. The motion to refer the Senate civil rights bill to the

ngui

hut

Brastow 12, scattering 15.
In the French Assembly

Mail matter such as books, is taxed at the rate
of one cent for two ounces, and limited to four
pounds in weight. A report was also made to
abolish the western district court of the United
States in Arkansas, practically because its officers are thieves and because there is little need
for a court.

nit'

bill

In Illinois and Indiana independent and
farmers’ conventions have been called—a fact
that makes the outlook to the ordinary
place
seeker more a matter of anxiety than interest.
The balloting for United States Senator
by
the Rhode Island Legislature began
Tuesday,
but resulted in no choice.
Four ballots were
taken Friday, the last of which resulted as
follows: Burnside 40, Dixon 26, Howard 14,

the office of publication at the rate of one and
a half cents a pound for dailies and weeklies
and those less frequently published than once a

mat

the

a

The various factions are plotting for
success.
The Republicans are making a desperate effort to secure the dissolution of the
Assembly for the purpose of securing a new
election. The Conservatives oppose this. At
present they have a majority but it is small

important postal billjwas passed by the House
by a vote of 108 yeas to 73 nays. It provides
for the prepayment of all newspapers etc. at

me idei

of

police remajority in
it
requires

state

was

condition.

minded Holman that the biggest item in the
bill under discussion—harbor and river appropriations—the Louisville and Portland canal
had been lobbied most persistently by Holman.
The reformer subsided. On the same day an

lauu

the

There

two-thirds.
The
same
House
day the
passed a bill authorizing a detective force of
thirty to supersede the state police. That legislature is having a tedious time with that
dreadful bore, the Hoosac tunnel.
Political affairs iu France are in a critical

Democrat,

guuu

of

veto

bill.

peal

copartnership for the carrying

a

anil have taken the stand formerly occupied by

thinuish pretence.-President Thompson of the Erie It. R, willed a
large sum to build an asylum for the orphans
of railroad employes killed-Mary Ann
Vanderburg of Cincinnati has gone. Kindling
her fire with kerosene.-Avery of Boston
failed to walk 110 miles in 22 hours. He made
85 in 19 hours.-Collector Simmons of Boston has been raiding on the clerks and other
officials in the custom house, making
away
with about 40 of them.
It is said that he does
it because they are not Butler men. [This
should be under the head of casualties.]-C.
H. Carswell of Lynn, drunk, fatally stabbed
his brother, Saturday.-489 deaths in New
York last week.-There isn’t any change for
the better in Cuban affairs. Among them
they will spoil a good crop” of sugar.Nellie Sullivan, aged 1G, was frightened to

worthy confession of the weakness of royalty
in that country.

000.

It was

Pacific Mail
Coach,

BOW, FOOG A BREED,No.91 Biddle

Coal and Wood Dealers

but Jeff Davis is between
Liverpool and New York en route for the latter
city.-The Brewers’ Congress in session at
Boston last week, set up as temperauce re-

formers.

1832.

Book Binders,

account,

no

STEAMERS.
:

"ESTABLISHED

Bakers.

the business oi

wounding

Of

ieader last Tuesday, declared that the
Republic
has a clear right to demand the recognition of
all European powers. The statement is a note-

national highway for tbe largest ships, The’
Fades’ proposition will be accepted. The work
will require two or three years and cost $8,000-

have formed

unwell again.-The bondholders of the Mid
land N. Y. R. R. are about to foreclose.Specie is largely increasing in the banks of
England and France.-The new bridge across
the Mississippi at St. Louis has been
opened
for travel.-Rochefort has
gone to Europe.
-In New York, Friday, a
non-society cooper
shot one of a gang ot society meu who chased
him into a horse car. fatally
him.-

to secure more

_MISCELLANEOUS.

Booksellers and Stationers.

side Point, Ky., and the laborers of the Cin•innati & Southern railroad had a battle last
week. One of the latter was killed and several
of both parties injured badly.-The
Pope is

Portsmouth
of the “faithful” as members of the legislature.
The Cariists in Spain have been so far defeated by the Republican government troops in
various ways, and the latter have beeu so successful of late, that the London Times in a
so as

DIRECTORY.

W. C COBB, Noh. ‘iS and SO Paarl Sheet.
On direct route between New Cuatotn
Bouae and Poat Office, near the Market.

ROUNDS& DYER

The coopers in New York have been striking
and putting heads on one another. Several
have been badly hart-The citizens of Burn-

POLITICAL.

BUSINESS

Copartnership Notice.

IN GENERAL.

The late Position of the President has caused
the sound money men to mention him for a
third term. He is reported to be unwilling.
Gov. Weston, a Democrat, was inaugurated
over New Hampshire Thursday, with a good
deal of display. The Democracy in that state
mean business and to that end have introduced
bills to change ward lines in Manchester and

Western senators of botli parties in favor of the
scheme sniff dinner in it. Thursday the House
passed a bill for more life-saving stations on
sea and lake coasts.
On Friday after a Iona
discussion a bill was passed to construct a canal from tbe Mississippi riyer near Fort St
to tbe Gulf of Mexico, which is to be a

printed.

shall get a good
reports of winter

we

vive.

These schemes will cost 8200,000,000 |at least.
Mr. Windom proposes to tax lea and coffee
again to make the canals and for the balance
have faith in our glo-ri-ons country.
The

that number was ordered

state

own

hay crop though there are
killed fields.
The action of the President on the financial
question, will tend to restore the public confidence and it is predicted that business will re-

bills have been cut down to some extent,except
those for the care of the Indians. The Senate
has spent some valuable time iu discussing
Senator Windom’s resolutions for the survey
of water routes from tbe Mississippi to tbe
seaboard. No good has come from it
Seuators
desire
to
several
as
bat
it is
quite posappease the Grangers,
sible that a resolution for a survey will pass.

Quite

In our

year.

COPARTNERSHIP.

floods is not yet over, and new calls are made.
A fight took place May 21st between a band
of Apache Indians and Lieut. King’s command
in Arizona. Nine Indians were killed. Eightyfour Apaches have surrendered.
A very destructive storm swept over a part of
New Jersey, Tuesday, doiug immense damage
to crops aud other property.

active or exciting.
The crop reports from the West are encouraging. The acreage of wheat is 1,300,000 greater

for the week ending Thursday
June 11th.

news

Ont, $100,000; Paterson, N. J„ $11,000; BarOnt., $20,000; Cleveland, O., $30,000;
Hopping Bros, of New York, $35,000.
The suffering in Louisiana on account of the

ree,

a”l

r.™

dwelling bouse, t il,
Cirul»,lorm* : .{h>; ^ story
known a. the Wm. N.
‘ft* stahle attached,
® m'rc' of la",I
SkJS5a*»ieappurtenant,
w
lru,tt aml ornamental trees, at the
lov r
onttl,
Royal s river, in Yarmouth.
Vljlage
1
the right of
of
»n r

li1* te

r. JsnHouse1*11*

°l

redemption one-half the dwellacU‘jillin8* known as the David

the right of reilemption of thirty acre* of
good
* * bam ‘k^6011' on Wolfe
Point In
Yart
Iso five acres of land in N.
Yarmouth, on Roy il’s
er, adjoining the homestead farm of George York,
/ iso
brickyard
and wharf, on Royal's River, with
ri« 'lofway to the same from
County road. .Said
wfi irl has oeen lately built, the
and has it frontage on
till. 1 water of about
400 feet, by ISO feet in width.
A|
150,000 bricks in kiln on* said wharf, with 5
y,rl', k machines,
moulds, wheelbarrows, and tool*
ns,, 1 iu
brickmaking.
erms made known at time of sale.
B FREEMAN, Assignee
A L. LORING, Auctioneer,
Y armouth, May 15,1874.
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